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SYNOPSIS 

 

The research presented in this thesis aims to augment the conventional kinematic-based 

parallel robot workspace determination into an interactive 3D visual system by 

highlighting the design issue clearly and providing important design information to the 

user in real-time. The conventional iteration involves heavy computation, high resolution 

data processing and multiple technical skills set which usually reduce the design option 

into amending an existing design most related to the requirement. The thesis presents a 3D 

simulation system that is open and modular and allows for algorithm and technical 

functional extensions.  

 

Following an extensive literature survey on key aspects relating to parallel design 

development, parallel robot singularity, and search for workspace, five main phases of 

experimental works were undertaken to develop a strategic search and analysis of parallel 

robot’s workspace.  

 

Phase 1 involves the development of a 3-dimensional simulation system based on Python 

in order to search for workspace and singularity. The 3-dimensional motions are based on 

Kinematic, and should integrate easily with various algorithms. The simulation system 

produces a draft quality result, which is scalable to higher resolutions. Phase 2 involves the 

development of geometric singularity and Grassmann singularity real-time test. The code 

should work effortlessly when user redefines the architecture or geometry of the robot. 

Phase 3 involves the development of Boolean Parametric sweep search strategy that 
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provides an analysis and validation method for the system. The system has to consider 

various factors such as limit, edge, resolution, and travel direction. This phase involves the 

integration of 3D and 4D interpolation and extrapolation strategies including Trilinear, L-

system fractal, Simplex, adjacency tree and Marching Cube. Phase 4 involves the 

development of a dynamic grid that is easily integrated into 2D and 3D databases. The 

haptic engine finds position and orientation information based on this dynamic grid. The 

grid is tested for a number of concepts such as Simplex, Binary tree and L-system fractal. 

It was found that the parametric sweep based on Boolean control is applicable in real-time 

dynamic grid system, where the direction, region and constraint are configurable by either 

the user or automatically by the system. Phase 5 involves the development of a controller 

for the Python simulation. This is a multiple Degree-of-Freedom device with two-way 

motor control for all axes, which is fitted with sensors to provide pre-processed value for 

distance and orientation on all axes. The controller is a haptic device that provides the user 

with force-feedback sensation while user operates and manipulates the device. The haptic 

device provides (i) control for the Python simulation, (ii) processed data to a Matlab and 

Solid Works system, and (iii) singularity-free control of an associated physical robot. The 

proposed system is finally verified against a number of applications.   
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background to the project 

 

Parallel robot contribution in industry can be seen, amongst others, in medical, 

rehabilitation, machining, and assembly fields. It is also used to provide motion for 

platform simulators. The characteristics of parallel robot is identified as being rigid, 

accurate and high speed, where Song explains that due to manufacturing and assembly 

issues, the robot’s error has to be reduced and compensated to achieve those qualities of 

being highly accurate [1-3]. 

Parallel robot commonly has a small workspace, and since it allows for parametric scaling 

to increase the workspace, it would require the increment of the robot’s size too. 

Therefore, cost and work cell’s size and obstruction within the workspace have to be 

considered early during the design stage.  

Parallel robots are much stiffer, have more position accuracy and are capable of higher 

speeds compared to serial robots. It is demonstrated that the geometrical errors of a parallel 

robots are averaged out while those of serial robots accumulate [1,2]. Although parallel 

robots exhibit higher Force/Torque loads with high accuracy and less errors, their errors 

due to manufacturing and assembly have to be reduced and compensated to achieve those 

qualities [2,3]. 

The traditional methods for calibration require mobility restraining and dependency on 

error compensation or reduction algorithms, which limit the capabilities of parallel robot. 
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On the other hand, integrating sensors or redundant measurement devices into a parallel 

robot system is not a straightforward task and has to be considered during the design stage. 

An example of a developed parallel robot measuring device is described as being consisted 

of linear variable differential transformer, a biaxial inclinometer, and a rotary sensor that 

improves the measurement quality which is capable of performing simultaneous 

measurements of position and orientation data in one cycle [4,5]. 

There are various singularities within a general non-singular workspace or path.  These 

include the issue with consistent acceleration, and the number of actuators which may 

operate at the limit and the optimization or interpolation problem with numerical 

approximation of the path, edge and position [6,7]. Poor convergence of numerical 

methods for solving 4n-dimensional two point boundary value problem (TPBVP) for an n-

degree-of-freedom DOF manipulator has been demonstrated. It is also shown that 

numerical systems cannot quickly solve and produce results for such a computation [4]. 

Monte Carlo method has been used to estimate the scatter plot of a workspace, while a 

switching function has been used in situations where path parameters change has difficulty 

finding an optimum solution. Numerical methods fail with the existences of arcs in the 

path, where there are also control problems with non-constrained paths [6-8]. Furthermore, 

there are problems with the limitation of using different dimensional data and algorithm in 

solving time-optimal paths. The 3D solutions found using numerical method has to be 

mapped onto 2D methods for detail analysis like obstacle avoidance. This is also true for 

path planning, velocity and position planning, and other formulations which are not 

generally available in 3D [5].  
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Parallel robot path planning has to consider various other factors. This path planning is 

different to game design or CAD 3D path planning, where a parallel robot as a closed-loop 

system has to consider kinematic, geometric constraint, Grassmann error, force, velocity 

and speed error as its feature [9]. Qin explains that parallel robot path planning has to 

consider geometric constraint, the Cspace and Cobstacle which are the space occupied by the 

obstacle [8]. Even when a Bezier spline formulation can be performed in 3D to validate 

parallel robot’s path, it has to consider all those other elements for a closed-loop structure 

to move safely and perform its tasks [10].  

Parallel robot’s 3D problem is usually remapped into 2D so that traditional and proven 

methods can be used to solve this problem, and then remapped again into 3D. Roy 

demonstrates 2D slicing methods which utilizes the 2D mapped formulation to get a 3D 

representation of the solution. The method is referred to as Cspace mapping algorithms for 

2D sliced workspace [11]. A 4 Cspace transformation for determining the 3D 

representation is also suggested which is based on point, line, circle and the finite 

dimensions of the robot [12]. 

The issue with parallel robot analysis is the amount of information, design complexity, and 

closed-loop structure where relationship between each component has to be acknowledged. 

Here a primary objective is to reduce the problem into a small and simple 2D problem, 

where the focus is on the issue itself rather than the whole 3D space. Methods such as 

slide-step have been introduced in order to rapidly establish the maximum reach or the 

edge, and to rapidly find the end pose or the target. In order to improve trust in a 

questionable region, a random generated test data has been suggested as a sub goal  [6].  
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The force-feasible C-space for a path, where the best path on a mesh is found, has been 

suggested through avoiding singularity loci space as the travel is done based on constant 

orientation method. The other problems related to interpolation are listed as certain factor 

may not be considered by the system such as the orientation compliance or the gradient 

angle changes between the two poses from start to finish position  [7].  

 

There is a significant difference when the parametric sweep search for non-singularity path 

is done using serial or parallel search method. An example of experimentation with 

parallel search in a C-space consists of a seed generator placed at any node with certain 

criteria for branching out to form the parallel search [8]. In parallel robot design activity 

the literature shows the ambiguity of having singularity within a workspace, where there is 

an issue of data complexity and multiple solutions with varied result. 

 

In this thesis a simulation system is developed to help visualize the parallel robot design 

problems with a focus on the workspace search problem. The system is also capable of 

providing a quick and draft solution before the designer proceeds with the final design 

validation using kinematic based numerical methods. The system extends the traditional 

parametric sweep method by exploring into various aspects of grid type and technical 

parameters.  

The parallel robot configuration is constrained by the parameters that define its geometry 

including coordinates of the joint on the base, coordinates of the joint on the travelling 

plate, and the actuators’ length. In the research presented in this thesis the chosen 

geometry follows an existing similar physical robot at the laboratory. A similar geometry 

has been developed for the numerical system based on Solid Work and Matlab. 
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Investigation has included development of multiple systems of Python simulation, 

numerical system using Solid Work and Matlab software tools, a physical robot, and the 

control between all three systems. The combinatorial classes for the chosen structure is one 

class of 6-6 (|6) and two classes of 6-3 (/\3) and (/|\/\|) [13].  

 

1.2 Aims and objectives 

 

The overall aim of the project is to develop an assistive tool for the design of parallel robot 

with a specific focus on rapid identification of workspace boundaries and singularities 

through a 3D simulation system. The result is achieved through real-time control and 

manipulation of proposed haptic controller devices. 

 

The specific objectives necessary to achieve the project aim were; 

 

1. To develop a 3D simulation system that display parallel robot’s CAD model 

that conforms to a kinematic model. 

2. To develop parametric sweep search methods that search for parallel robot’s 

workspace 

3. To develop a Grassmann validation system that checks for Grassmann-related 

errors within the workspace region. 

4. To develop a haptic controller that provides force-feedback to user that helps 

identify singularity errors within a 3D space.  
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1.3 Thesis layout 

 

The thesis is organised into 10 main Chapters. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to the 

project including background to the work, research aims and objectives. Chapter 2 

provides a detailed literature review focussing on parallel robot’s design issue, challenges 

in parallel robot design, singularity, workspace, haptic controller and example 

applications.  

Chapter 3 details the simulation system development, kinematic model and workspace 

numerical calculations. Chapter 4 discusses the Grassmann algebra and a weighted ranking 

system to identify Grassmann problem. Chapter 5 is a detailed review and experimental 

methods on parametric sweep, which includes condition test theory, various parametric 

sweep methods and data population concepts. Chapter 6 investigates Boolean control for 

parametric sweep, and includes many case studies. Chapter 7 discusses robot path planning 

issue and includes definition of search region, path planning methods and numerical 

validation. Chapter 8 discusses Haptic controller development, which includes controller 

kinematics, controller structure design and validation, sensor development and two case 

studies. Comprehensive results and discussion of the example applications are presented in 

Chapter 9. This includes applications on rehabilitation and machining. Chapter 10 provides 

conclusions, summary, contributions of the thesis and a suggested future work.  
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Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Challenges in Parallel Robot simulation design 

 

There are several challenges in the development of parallel robot simulation system, 

namely the large variations of parallel robot architecture. The closed loop structure has 

different linkages type, therefore simulation strategy has to consider a new kinematic 

system when the architecture is changed.  

Ben-Horin has developed a parallel robot visualization system based on Grassmann-

Cayley algebra (GCA), which is simplified into GCA brackets. A bracket is a vector, and 

the two basic operations used in the GCA are the join and meet operators. Join operator is 

the union of two vector spaces and the meet operator is the intersection of two vector 

spaces. Ben-Horin only considers a limited number of different Gough-Stewart Platform 

(GSP) for the software development [14].  

 

Ben-Horin system is the foundation idea for the development of the 3D Python simulation 

system, called PyPKM. Ben-Horin has simplified the concept for designing a parallel 

robot into bracket and vector space. The visualization allows user to construct visual image 

of the parallel robot limit and ability while it is being developed early during the design 

stage. Previously, the design stage begins with analysis and review of the project brief, 

which leads to literature study and review of similar previous design regarding the robot’s 

task. Then, highly accurate yet costly and timely production of Solid Works model begins, 

and leads to various Solid Works analysis and simulation. The control method is then 
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developed by using Matlab. The initial design stage stops prematurely, thereby leading 

into unexpected results or wrong design. Therefore, helper software like Singulab is an 

important contribution for parallel robot development. However, these systems are 

demanding on programming skill and complex techniques [14]. 

 

Dash highlights the many researches on finding and optimizing the different geometry 

configuration available for parallel robot design. According to Dash, the main issue is to 

get the most suitable topology for the given task. Dash developed SEMORS-PKM 

simulation software which optimizes the topology [15].  

 

Xi developed a Design for Reconfigurability (DfR) system which is based on Axiomatic 

Design theory. Xi’s system consists of modular configurations of 6-DOF, 5-DOF, 4-DOF 

and 3-DOF parallel robots which are planned for an attached, detached and partial 

condition. The simulation is focusing on emergency behaviour when any part breaks down 

and become partially detached as in space applications [16].  

 

2.2 Parallel Robot’s Singularity 

 

Stewart Platform may reach singularity when the platform is within the same plane of one 

of the leg and when the platform rotates 90O about an axis perpendicular to it. Lazarevic 

mentions that singularity is a position where the mechanism loses controls. Some of the 

known methods for identifying singularity condition includes a) by monitoring the 

condition number of the Jacobian matrix, b) when all six lines associated to links 

intersected one line and c) singular configuration is obtained by rotating the mobile 
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platform around the vertical axis by an angle of +-pi/2. The three methods mentioned here 

describe the Pencil line method which is explained as Grassmann ranking system or 

Grassmann-Cayley method in Chapter 4 [17]. 

The ranking for singularity is generally classified as a) check for collision point, where an 

axis can be formed, by checking the plane orientation, b) check for planar orientation, 

where a plane may become coplanar with a pencil line, side vector or another planar vector 

and c) check for infinity condition, where a coplanar condition may develop an axis which 

may promote instantaneous rotation axis (IRA) condition. 

Rojas distance-based formulation shall be examined to understand the integration with the 

Python system to have a quick reverse-engineer solution when a task has singularity by 

assisting user in improving the currently investigated structure. The distance-based 

adjustment allow for new joints position (new architecture), which create new problem 

with configuration singularity [18]. Chablat devise a distance formulation for solving 

structure with different joint configuration or specifically different joint types [19]. The 

Python 3D simulation system is highly reconfigurable, where user can change the 

geometry, linkage relationship type, constraint and platform’s shape. However, to get the 

best geometry for a given task would require extensive research on geometry optimisation 

and its relationship to path, workspace and singularity. Due to the complexity of the task, 

this part of the research shall be regarded as future works. 
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2.3 Parallel Robot’s workspace 

 

The parallel robots are closed loop mechanisms that exhibit higher accuracy and stiffness 

compared to their serial counterparts. A critical problem with parallel robots is the 

existence of singularity points in the workspace due to the limitation of joints motion and 

orientation of the moving platform. Typically, square, spherical or hemispherical grid 

systems are used to determine the workspace for parallel robots [1,2]. Merlet presented 

various workspaces such as constant orientation or translation workspace, which are 

application specific search methods and require low-to-medium computational time 

Merlet’s other workspace types includes maximal, inclusive, total orientation, dextrous and 

reduced total orientation which requires orientation check for a specific task or region, or 

other advanced searches.  These are generally computationally complex processes and 

require additional attribute or constraints such as Grassmann vector, stiffness, and cost 

factor [20]. The traditional geometrical grid search is not suitable for extendible and 

complex search [21]. Bandyopadhyay claims that the search for orientation and constant 

position workspaces is difficult to perform but is important in terms of their application 

[22]. The search strategy is a method of moving the end-effectors along a path following a 

strategy like cubic grid inside an envelope, then for the system to perform data analysis at 

the test positions placed along the path. This is a test to validate singularity and kinematic 

value. Yu explains that the common method of using kinematics to relate unknown 

kinematic parameters P to the known information of the manipulator M is prone to error, 

due to the difficulty in getting a closed loop form for the kinematic solutions [23]. 

Parametric sweep is a square grid systems which are used to determine the workspace for 

parallel robots [1].  
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2.4 Haptic Controller 

 

There are many numerical researches on Parallel mechanism, which leads to investigations 

on kinematic, singularity, optimization, path and many more. Zefran wrote that numerical 

system failed at certain condition like detection of at least one actuator that can still move 

within a singularity condition [5]. Not much visualization work has been developed to aid 

designer to design and verify their Parallel mechanism design. Horin develop a Parallel 

mechanism simulation system called Singulab based on Grassmann-Cayley algebra [14]. 

The Grassmann-Cayley method is based on linear and planar element position and 

orientation check for coplanar condition Typically, Parallel mechanism simulation is done 

using commercial software like Matlab, Solid Work and ADAM [21]. The simulation is 

either specific to a problem or reconfigurable for various geometries.   

The interactive singularity analysis is based on visualization alone, which brings the issue 

of human sensory limit. Barnett-Cowan research shows that human perception ability is 

limited for orientation and position data in 3 dimensional spaces, and additional 

information such as touch, light and sound improves the probability for motion cueing and 

human sensory ability [24]. A Parallel mechanism is a complex structure with multiple 

moving components like joint’s position, stroke changes and travelling plate and 

visualization of this structure in 3 dimensions has other issues like culling and hidden 

faces. 

Uchiyama develop a 6DOF haptic controller, where the topology is a delta mechanism at 

the base, and serially connected gimbals is placed on the next layer, and the end effectors 

is a 1DOF rotary joint. Delta mechanism has high speed and compact footprint, however, 
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the kinematic is complex and it is a low stiffness structure [21]. Kim lists the requirement 

for haptic controller as a low inertia, high stiffness, large force, simple kinematic, dual-

drive system, low-friction and low weight. The Delta mechanism can be improved as a 

haptic controller when the travelling plate’s diameter is reduced, where the kinematic 

performance is now improved [25].  Okamura explains that Da Vincci and Phantom haptic 

system require complex control structure in order to get the haptic force works properly in 

a surgical task. The problem is also related to the workspace type related to compliance 

(end-effectors orientation) and stiffness (due to Grassmann error and sudden changes to 

DOF) [26]. 

Zhang use 6D Roydomm system to calibrate a Stewart platform, where the problem is with 

the detection and tracking of the travelling plate’s position and orientation that needs to be 

free from any measuring device attachment, weight and collision with the components 

[27]. Colton highlights the drift and data combination problem with orientation sensor, 

where low-pass and high-pass filter should be able to produce accurate result [28]. Perl 

describe the development of 6DOF tracking system which demonstrate the Madgwick 

algorithm for IMU [29]. Streng explains that the primary element in 3D haptic API 

development is the collision detection, since this detection is an iterative process and 

creates delay in haptic rendering [30]. H3D API does not provide collision detection, 

which is handled by Python. H3D provide the function for force, spring effect, and timer 

and viscosity effects. Paneels discuss about the development of rapid prototyping toolkit 

for haptic visualization, since the product cost has been lowered when Novint Falcon 

becomes publicly available. Paneels mentions that the main focus of those rapid 

prototyping kit is the definition for surface or collision, where the parameters will create 

virtual sensation that describe smooth, bump, hard surfaces, etc. [31]. Ruffaldi and Ayache 
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advices on standard test for haptic [29,30] which Ayache describe the key factor for haptic 

engine which are gradient forces and edge extractions. Two primary haptic renderer which 

are god-object and Ruspini renderer address the relationship between end-effectors (user) 

and the contact surface. H3D renderer surface parameters are stiffness and damping. 

Korobeynikov literature shows that Stewart Platform design begin with CAD/CAE 

software, and later evaluated using existing library system for the CAD/CAE system or 

done by hand [34]. Brezina use linear block-by-block State Space in Lab view to minimize 

computation cost for control of Stewart Platform [35]. Dongsu describe that 6DOF flight 

simulator uncertain parameters can be divided into two groups, namely the constant and 

the time-varying. The constant is known and being part of the architecture. The time-

varying is a form of System Dynamics (SD), and need to be simplified as State Machine. 

Supervisory control is required when the system runs as Discrete Event System (DES) 

with prepared path. Dongsu further adds that adaptive control for non-linear system can be 

used to identify constant uncertain parameters. Adaptive control with feedback should 

address the dynamic changes to the search for operating region according the search state 

[36]. Zhu develop fuzzy support vector machine control to remove the nonlinear, 

uncertainty characteristics and external disturbance of parallel robot. According to Zhu, 

sliding mode can adapt to system disturbance, while fuzzy logic is sensitive to disturbance 

and neural network has congenital effect of getting into local minimum easily. Zhu 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) intends to reduce the dependence on user experience in 

finding dynamic solution. This would help the Master-slave relationship quickly find an 

optimum state for the sliding mode [37]. 
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The research has developed an experimental haptic engine that performs in 3D space. The 

experimental haptic engine considers factors like parallel robot geometric singularity and 

Grassmann singularity in real-time. And, it use fast pre-processed weighted value for cost-

factor when dealing with path and trajectory optimization. The iteration process which 

seems to slow down haptic has been replaced with a faster 3D directional and region-

scoping method. The uses of 9 Degree-of-Freedom (DOF) Inertial Moment Unit (IMU) 

and RGB camera for tracking orientation and position has helped to improve the haptic 

interaction for a large dimension device, that allows for obstructive view, higher 

dimension of linear and angular travel for a haptic controller.  

 

There are various researches done on robotic rehabilitation and their aim is to reproduce 

accurate motion for a variety of condition and constraint, reduce the workload and man-

hour for a therapist intervention and the ability to access recovery performances by 

measuring force and motion patterns. However, robotic element is prompt to various 

singularity conditions even within the geometric-safe region. Therefore, path planner has 

to consider other singularity factor like Grassmann error, specific workspace error and 

stiffness error during a motion.  

 

2.5 Limb rehabilitation strategy 

 

Therapist intervention should be minimized by introducing elements like motion recording 

and optimization mode, haptic force-feedback and reduction of the workload and function. 

Where usually, a few therapist is required to handle a patient, a robotic system should 

perform with only one therapist that focus on training the robot to perform the 
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rehabilitation accurately, rather than performing the actual rehabilitation himself. The 

robotic system should be able to track and record patient and therapist’s performance. 

With optimization and certain improvement algorithm, the robotic system should be able 

to propose a new motion scheme. Therapist’s workload shall be reduced, for the next 

sessions. Current system like GaitMaster5 (GM5) is a specific-task robot system which 

focuses on walking and stair-climbing activities. GM5 moves patient’s foot involuntary 

which might not be within his comfort or even allowable motion region, therefore patient 

expectedly exert forces on the footpad to discourage the robot from continuing with the 

selected trajectory. And, according to Yano, the robotic system reduces the therapist 

workload and improves the rehabilitation quality, by removing some heavy workload with 

the robotic system capabilities and repeatability [38].  Marchal reports that certain 

rehabilitation motion is not within the robotic capacity, therefore Marchal use Virtual 

Reality environment to substitute for certain motion sensation, like reproducing effect via 

height, orientation and velocity variations [39].  

 

Rutger ankle with haptic interface provides a force-feedback to motivate, encourage or 

force the limb to follow a certain routine. Furthermore, Cioi concludes that visualization 

with rehabilitation games activities for the Rutger system help improve the process by 

providing something for patient to focus and engage themselves and remove the anxiety of 

having an ankle strapped to a robotic device. Rutger ankle provides resistive force to 

encourage patient to try harder to achieve the objective of the games, which is a strength 

exercise. While a flexibility exercise, focus on repetitive motion near their limits of 

motion[40]. IIT High Performance Ankle Rehabilitation robot requires actuation 

redundancy to reduce the possibility of getting into singularity region. A condition where 
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an error within a non-singularity region which is detected by Grassmann could be 

catastrophic is being identified especially when in an instantaneous-rotation-axis (IRA), a 

condition where the system suddenly loss its stiffness and introduce an unwanted degree-

of-freedom (DOF). This may result with the system itself collapsing. 

 

The Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology (GIST)’s rehabilitation robot provide 

therapist with the ability of reconfiguring the robot to satisfy certain desired position, 

orientation and path. Lum’s comparative study between conventional and robotic 

movement therapy shows the improvement in the areas of strength and reach exercise. The 

strength component is attributed to the constrained mode, where patient is expected to 

exert force to achieve the given goals. The strength component is directly related to 

improved reach gains and, robotic system does not have fatigue condition for durability 

during repetitive procedures [41].  

 

The requirement for human intervention has been mentioned by various researchers for 

various stages in the rehabilitation procedures. Robotic elements has been successful in 

reproducing stereotyped movement and repetitive movement with sensor-recorded 

performance data [7]. Syrseloudisa mentions that Stewart Platform is not suitable for ankle 

rehabilitation due to its rotation characteristic around the vertical pivot strut which 

contradict with ankle movement [42]. Sui also identified a few ankle rehabilitation 

system[43]. Belda-Lois research on the subject of a patient interaction with Lokomat, 

which is based on impedance-control due to the possibility of combined contact-free 

position and contact-force control, shows that patient will eventually produce active torque 

that is exerted into the system. This extra interaction will cause a change in the position 
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deviation, or shall be restrained by the robot’s closed-loop system. Either way, the system 

or patient will be having disadvantages and may cause discomfort. Belda-Lois develop a 

patient-Lokomat-patient interaction algorithm based on studies done by Hogan regarding 

the interaction of manipulator and its environment, and the result shows that patient 

intention and the robot motivation is not always synchronizes and similar, therefore an 

adaptation between the two is necessary [44]. Patton discusses the differences between two 

adaptive-training strategy of whether patient benefits more from a force that enhance the 

errors or forces that reduce the errors, which Kahn suggested that error-reduction does not 

add any benefit[45], [46]. Reikensmeyer acknowledge that a condition known as after-

effects which is caused by the removal of force that redirect or direct a movement from the 

robot system cause movement deviation, and the patient correction behaviour includes the 

increment of impedance to reduce trajectory error. Patient normally improves their ability 

to estimate and reduce the after-effects sensation after each new session. [47]. Kahn and 

Reikensmeyer explain the fundamental concept to assistive robotic rehabilitation which is 

primarily based on ARM or MIME. Patient initiates the movement, while ARM guide help 

complete the movement along a smooth trajectory. MIME guide copies mirror image of 

the movement of patient’s unimpaired limb [46, 47]. Oldewurtel   studies on impedance 

control include visual inspection of the path lines, which include the calculation of 

supportive force for arbitrary ADL inside a force-field, adaptive distance and the allowable 

freedom of motion and movement ahead of the goal [45]. Having access to the 3-

dimensional path lines curvature and its attribute help the therapist to evaluate patient’s 

performance and the goal. The Python simulation system provides various analysis 

facilities for assisting this path lines related task. It allows adjustment, placement of planar 
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slice analysis tool, path planning activities, path optimization activities and integration 

with haptic engine. 

 

2.6 Cutting path strategy based on Bezier 

 

Bezier provide robust control point curve construction and control system which is useful 

in 2D or 3D design. Bezier has simple visual representation and the control points are 

related directly to its function. Bezier provide adequate rule for complex curve formation 

and subdivision [49].  

 

Amato used divide and conquer approach to produce curve segments with optimal running 

time of0(𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛 + 𝑘). This combined with Bezier should help parallel robot’s to manage 

obstacle and surface mesh interaction [50]. Simas use Bezier patch representing a convex 

shape that help guide the end-effectors in a scallop height algorithm while ensuring that 

the end-effectors is parallel and equally spaced for each passes. In this research it is 

planned to demonstrate the numerical and the simulation capability by replicating the 

method. This include the definition of a surface patch using Bezier, then reproduce the 

end-effectors and surface patch interaction, and validate the path using numerical system, 

by checking its performance in terms of velocity and force. Simas’s method of using 

Bezier produce parallel and equally spaced potential path for the end-effectors.   
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Chapter 3: KINEMATIC MODEL 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the development of CAD models that follows the motion defined by 

kinematic rules. The CAD model is developed using Python and it can have various 

geometries and configurations. For the purpose of this research, a hybrid and a hexapod 

configuration is chosen to allow for numerical validation using existing physical robot and 

numerical system developed within the research group.  

 

The haptic system has been proven to work with the Python simulation as a standalone 

system, with the Numerical system as connected system, and with the physical robot as a 

direct controller or control-validation by the Numerical system.  

 

3.2 Kinematic model 

Inverse kinematic and dynamic in control strategy is an important aspect of PKM 

development, and studies have been done based on various configurations [84-87]. The 

experiment is based on physical robot which is controlled via Solid Work CAD model and 

Matlab numerical simulation. The numerical result and the Python simulation is then 

compared for accuracy. The kinematic presented here is based on a robot structure that is 

defined as a 6-UPU-3-UPR structure  [51]. The motions can be described by a 

transformation matrix that consists of six independent variables which are linear and 

rotational motions in XYZ.  
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Figure 3-1 explains the kinematics of the structure. Equation 1 gives the centre points 

𝐸𝑥𝑦𝑧and 𝑜𝑥𝑦𝑧 based on homogeneous linear and rotational transformation matrix:    

 

[𝑇] �

𝑐ø𝑐𝜓 −𝑐ø𝑠𝜓 𝑠ø  0
𝑐Ө𝑠𝜓 + 𝑐𝜓𝑠Ө𝑠ø 𝑐Ө𝑐𝜓 − 𝑠ø𝑠𝜓 −𝑐ø𝑠Ө 0
𝑠Ө𝑠𝜓 − 𝑐Ө𝑐𝜓𝑠ø

𝐿
𝑐𝜓𝑠Ө + 𝑐Ө𝑠ø𝑠𝜓

𝑀
𝑐Ө𝑐ø
   𝑁

   0
   1

�  (1.a) 

𝐿 = 𝑠𝜓((𝑚𝑐Ө𝜃 + 𝑛𝑠𝜃Ө) + 𝑐𝜓(𝑙𝑐ø− 𝑠ø(𝑛𝑐𝜃Ө −𝑚𝑠𝜃Ө)  (1.b) 

𝑀 = 𝑐𝜓(𝑚𝑐𝜃Ө + 𝑛𝑠𝜃Ө) − 𝑠𝜓(𝑙𝑐ø− 𝑠ø(𝑛𝑐𝜃Ө −𝑚𝑠𝜃Ө)  (1.c) 

𝑁 = 𝑙𝑠ø + 𝑐ø(𝑛𝑐øӨ −𝑚𝑠Өø)  (1.d) 

 

Where,𝜃,∅,ψ represent the rotational components and l, m and n are linear motions in X, 

Y, Z. 

Equation 2 gives the second position after the platform completed its motion.   

 

𝐴𝑖1 × 𝑇𝐻 = 𝐴𝑖2            For i=1...6           (2) 

 

Where,  𝑇𝐻 is transformation matrix for platform A and 𝐴𝑖2 is second position of joints 

after the actuator’s motion. 

Equation 3 gives Platform E’s joint position. 

 

𝐸𝑗1 × 𝑇𝑂𝐸
−1 × 𝑇𝑇 × 𝑇𝐻 × 𝑇𝑂𝐸 = 𝐸𝑗2       For j=1...3                 (3) 

 

Where,𝐸𝑗1 and 𝐸𝑗2 are the initial and second positions of the joints on the platform E.  

𝑇𝑂𝐸 is the transformation matrix.  
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Equation 4 and 5 gives the actuator’s length.  

 

𝑙𝐻𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖2 − 𝐵𝑖   For i=1...6                   (4) 

𝑙𝑇𝑗 = 𝐸𝑗2 − 𝐴𝑗2For j=1...3                  (5) 

 

Where,𝑙𝐻𝑖 and 𝑙𝑇𝑗 are the position vector of the actuators. 

The degrees of freedom for each joint can be identified by 𝑈𝑋 = (1 0 0   1)  and 

𝑈𝑌 = (0 1 0   1) for their initial positions.  

 

𝑢𝑋 = 𝑈𝑋 × 𝑇𝐻 (6.a) 

𝑢𝑌 = 𝑈𝑌 × 𝑇𝐻  (6.b) 

𝑢2𝑋 = 𝑈𝑋 × 𝑇𝑇 × 𝑇𝐻  (6.c) 

 

𝑢2𝑌 = 𝑈𝑌 × 𝑇𝑇 × 𝑇𝐻  (6.d) 

 

Where, 𝑢𝑋 and 𝑢𝑌 are joints coordinates for platform A, and 𝑢2𝑋,𝑢2𝑌 are joint coordinates 

for platform E: 

𝛼𝐴𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠−1 �𝑢𝑋.𝐿𝐻𝑖
|𝐿𝐻𝑖|

�        For i=1...6  (7) 

𝛽𝐴𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠−1 �𝑢𝑦.𝐿𝐻𝑖
|𝐿𝐻𝑖|

�       For i= 1...6   (8) 

𝛼𝐸𝑗 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠−1 �𝑢2𝑋.𝐿𝑇𝑗
|𝐿𝑇𝑖|

�       For j=1...3  (9) 

𝛽𝐸𝑗 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠−1 �𝑢2𝑦.𝐿𝑇𝑗
�𝐿𝑇𝑗�

�        For j=1...3  (10) 
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Where 𝛼𝐴𝑖 and 𝛽𝐴𝑖 are angles between the actuators of the hexapod and the platform A in 

X and Y directions respectively. 

Where 𝛼𝐸𝑖 and 𝛽𝐸𝑖 are the angles between the tripod actuators and platform E. 
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Figure 3-1 Schematic of hybrid parallel robot 
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3.3 Workspace calculations based on inverse kinematic 

 

Workspace calculations are based on a development of inverse kinematic formulation [51]. 

Equation 11 gives the end effectors’ position and size.  

𝐿𝐻𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖 × 𝑇𝐵𝐴 − 𝐵𝑖            𝑖 ∈ {1 … 6}     (11) 

Where, 𝐿𝐻𝑖  is position vector of actuators connecting platform B to A, 𝐴𝑖  is the initial 

position of joint on platform A and 𝐵𝑖 is the position of joints on the platform B. 

Equation 12.a and 12.b gives the platform E’s transformation matrix. 

 

𝑇𝐵𝐸 = 𝑇𝐴𝐸 × 𝑇𝐵𝐴   (12.a) 

𝑇𝐴𝐸 = 𝑇𝑛 × 𝑅𝜃𝑇 × 𝑅∅𝑇   (12.b) 

 

Where, 𝑇𝐵𝐸  is transformation matrix of platform E related to platform B, 𝑇𝐵𝐸  is 

transformation matrix of platform E to B and 𝑇𝐵𝐴 is transformation matrix of platform A to 

B. 

Equation 13 gives the length of the actuators. 

𝐿𝑇𝑗 = 𝐸𝑗 × 𝑇𝐵𝐸 − 𝐴𝑗 × 𝑇𝐵𝐴     𝑗 ∈ {1 … 3} (13) 

 

Where, 𝐿𝑇𝑖 is position vector of the each actuator connecting platform A and E, 𝐸𝑗 is initial 

joint position on platform E and 𝐴𝑗  is joint positions on top of platform A. The work 

volume search is done and programmed using Solid Work and Matlab. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

 

Kinematic analysis provides position and orientation for a single point in 3D space. 

Kinematic for parallel robot development considers the transformation matrices which 

consider angle and stroke changes. Kinematic modelling does not do any singularity 

validation, and will not highlight any issues regarding geometric constraint limitations. It 

is known that kinematic methods have difficulty in getting a closed loop form for 

kinematic solutions. The Python simulation motion is based on kinematics, with large 

buffer for probable errors. Some example or case study shown in this research does not 

elaborate the kinematic aspect of it, since transformation matrices varied and many. 

Chapter 3 gives an overall overview about kinematic and how it is being used in this 

research.  
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Chapter 4: GRASSMANN ALGEBRA 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 
This chapter discusses the probable existences of Grassmann error inside a safe workspace 

region due to a specific condition or pose. Grassmann has the advantage of checking for 

co-planar position or orientation, while the geometric check does not. Grassmann algebra 

is a method that checks for angle differences between large set of vector lines, where the 

vector lines represent parallel robot’s legs or edges. A co-planar condition and 

instantaneous-rotation-axis (IRA) condition is detrimental to the robot structure. Therefore, 

Grassmann singularity test is an essential element in workspace search. Previous chapter 

discuss about kinematic, which provide probable position and orientation for the end-

effectors centre-point position in 3D space.  

 

4.2 Grassmann theory 

 

A Python 3D simulation system has been developed based on Grassmann pencil-line 

terminology, where it’s kinematic has been validated using numerical system, and the 

basic singularity check is based on structural geometric and Grassmann validation. The full 

3D system is based on Grassmann algebra. Previously, Ben-Horin has developed Parallel 

robot simulation and analysis system based on Grassmann-Cayley bracket concept [47, 

48]. This research extends the concept further by integrating the Grassmann singularity 

test-condition within a safe region as the base system. Then, the research moves forward 
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into complex problems like parametric sweep search, extended geometric and fractal 

sweep search and path planning [51].  

 

Grassmann error rule includes – a) lines for any elements meet at infinity, b) lines for any 

elements has a difference angles equals to 0 or 180 degrees and c) a virtual axis is formed 

where opposing force may produce instantaneous rotation that produces unwanted degree-

of-freedom. If total weighted, ω T for all pairs is found, then use weighted sum to find 

non-singularity or singularity position inside or outside the workspace during application.  

Interpolation test for the Python path, by using scatter distribution of test position for 

example by doing 3 units of 1D-interpolation or ‘Trilinear’ and distribute the scatter plot 

by using 3D random generator.  

 

The condition test theory is based on identifying the geometrical constraint, then checking 

the quality of the non-singular pose by checking for Grassmann error and various 

workspace requirement errors like compliance and trajectory. First, it checks the geometry 

error, since design issue for parallel robot particularly Stewart Platform is identified as 

joint angle, leg stroke, leg location, kinematic complexity, limited workspace and 

singularity, and then the system check for Grassmann condition, where line geometry is 

used to analyze, validates and displays the Grassmann singularity condition [54]. 

 

The parallel robot geometry definition is based on a circle divided into variable six point’s 

position following Charters method which allows for reconfigurable geometry automatic 

creation and easy numerical validation [55].  
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Kinematic calculation provide the end-effectors position which need to confirmed by 

checking the geometric limit, which is calculated by checking the leg’s stroke limit and 

angle limit (Eq.14). 

 

Where angle 1, 2 = Vector angle for leg between 2 poses, 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛𝑖 + 𝑦𝑛𝑗 + 𝑧𝑛𝑘𝑛 ∈ {1,2}                     (14.a)                                            

𝑝 = 𝑥1𝑖 + 𝑥2𝑖           (14.b) 

𝑞 = 𝑦1𝑗 + 𝑦2𝑗           (14.c) 

𝑟 = 𝑧1𝑘 + 𝑧2𝑘           (14.d) 

�𝑆𝑗� = �𝑝2 + 𝑞2 + 𝑟2𝑗 ∈ {1 … 3}           (14.e) 

 

Where, 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒1 = (𝑥1,𝑦1, 𝑧1) and𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒2 = (𝑥2,𝑦2, 𝑧2) . Moreover 𝑆𝑖  is stroke size of the 

actuators connecting platform A and E (Tripod). 

 

The Boolean condition for Grassmann (Eq.15) which check for coplanar, line-line join, 

line-line meet, plane-line meet and point-line join is presented here.  

 

𝐺𝐺𝑁 =  ∑ �𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)⋀𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 → 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑎,𝑏,𝑐,𝑑,𝑒�𝑛
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛=0                      (15.a) 

 

Where 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟a,b,c,d,e   represent the Grassmann error condition described in Equation 6.d.  

And, GGN is a set of Grassmann error for a given set of iteration [4]. The iteration is 

created by drawing pencil line using the structure’s line and edge. The limit is the 

threshold value for error state. 
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The formulation is adapted from a Wikipedia website entitled ‘Plucker coordinates’ [56]. 

For a case where x =(x1, x2, x3) and y=(y1, y2, y3)for line L, therefore displacement along L 

is found as scalar multiple of d=y-x. The point being displaced, known as moment, 

𝑚 = 𝑥.𝑦.  

 

x =(x1, x2, x3) , y= (y1, y2, y3) for line L.             (15.b) 

Where m is the moment for this point displaced from its origin.  

 

𝑚′ = �
𝑥𝑖′ 𝑦𝑖′

𝑥𝑗′ 𝑦𝑗′
� = �

𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑖
𝑥𝑗 𝑦𝑗� �

𝜆00 𝜆01
𝜆10 𝜆11

�            (15.c) 

Where m’ are the linear combinations of the columns of m, for some 2x2 non-singular 

matrix ∧. Grassmann error, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑎,𝑏,𝑐,𝑑 condition is described here as     

 

a) coplanar condition, when d.m’+m.d’=0,  

b) line-line join condition, when(𝑚. 𝑑′)𝑥0 + (𝑑𝑥𝑑′) = 0,  

c) line-line meets condition,  

When(𝑥0: 𝑥) = (𝑑.𝑚′:𝑚 × 𝑚),  

d) plane-line meets when given a plane with equation 0 = 𝑎0𝑥0 + 𝑎. 𝑥 . The point of 

intersection is given as(𝑥0: 𝑥) = (𝑎.𝑑:𝑎 × 𝑚− 𝑎0𝑑), 

e) point-line join condition, when 0 = (𝑦.𝑚)𝑥0 + (𝑦 × 𝑑 − 𝑦0𝑚). 𝑥 

 

Where displacement, d=(y-x) and Plucker coordinates= (d: m) [56]. 

Therefore, the total weighted value found here is the evaluation of end-effectors position 

for Grassmann error and geometry error.  
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Singularities of the hexapod need to be considered to overcome platform position for 

desired one.  

 

𝐻 = � 𝑆1 …       𝑆6
𝑆1 × 𝑞1 … 𝑆6 × 𝑞6

�   (16) 

Where, 𝐻 is kinematic relation of the hexapod structure.  

 

𝑞𝑖 = 𝑂𝐵𝐴𝑖 − 𝑂𝐵𝑂𝐴𝑖 ∈ {1 … 6}                           (17) 

 

Where, 𝑆𝑖 is unit vector of each actuator attaching platform A and B. moreover, 𝑂𝐵 is 

centre of platform B , 𝑂𝐴 is centre of platform A and 𝐴𝑖 is position of joints on platform A, 

that value could be calculated for each motion.  

The singularities can be identified while value of determination of the matrix H is zero. 

 

4.3 Weighted value ranking based on Grassmann algebra 

 

The weighted value is a collection of process starting with the establishment of a grid, then 

populating the grid with a strategy, then check for singularities. The result is then 

processed for Grassmann and other ranking criteria, for example nearest distance to centre-

point or pre-defined path. This ranking criteria, grid and grid population method is 

extendible. The concept is presented here in Equation 18, 19 and 20. 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒1 = �𝑥𝑖1 + 𝑦𝑗1 + 𝑧𝑘1�       (18.a)      

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒2 = �𝑥𝑖2 + 𝑦𝑗2 + 𝑧𝑘2�       (18.b) 
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Where angle 1, 2 = Vector angle for leg between 2 poses              

𝑝 = 𝑥𝑖1 + 𝑥𝑖2                 (18.c) 

𝑞 = 𝑦𝑗1 + 𝑦𝑗2 (18.d) 

𝑟 = 𝑧𝑘1 + 𝑧𝑘2(18.e) 

|𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑| = �𝑝2 + 𝑞2 + 𝑟2                    (18.f) 

Where |a, b, c| = legs stroke or vector magnitude, |d| = distance to the plate’s centre.  

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑇[0 − 3, 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟] = cos−1�𝑎�. 𝑏��/(|𝑎|. |𝑏|)                  (18.g) 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝐻[0 − 6, 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟] = cos−1�𝑎�. 𝑏��/(|𝑎|. |𝑏|)                 (18.h) 

Where AngT represent tripod angle and AngH represent hexapod angle,                                                                                                                                                 

𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟) = 𝑝𝑜𝑠⋀𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 → 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟                 (18.i) 

Where pos = end-effectors position x, y and z, limit is the search limit, and error is the 

stroke, angle and collision error.                                                                             

ωa = ∑ (angT[n] − d) > 03,center
n=0               (19.a) 

ωb = ∑ (angH[n]− d)6,center
n=0 > 0           (19.b) 

ωc = ∑ (|a[n], b[n], c[n]| − e)3,center
n=0 > 0          (19.c) 

ωd = ∑ (|a[n], b[n], c[n]| − e) > 06,center
n=0           (19.d) 
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ωe = ∑ (|d[Gn]| ∩ |d[Gn+1]|  ≠ 0)x
n=0          (19.e) 

 

Where ωa = weighted value for tripod angle if f (ωa )>0, ωb = weighted value for hexapod 

angle if f (ωb)>0, 

ωc = weighted value for Tripod Stroke if f (ωc)>0, ωd = weighted value for Hexapod 

Stroke if f (ωd)>0,   

ωe = weighted value for distance to the plate’s centre and at least one data for each group, 

Gn must be selected and d is the threshold value.        

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝐺[𝑜1, 𝑜2] = cos−1�𝑎�. 𝑏��/(|𝑎|. |𝑏|)         (20) 

 

Where angG [o1, o2] = angle differences between various pair-wise comparison of planar 

sides, planar plane and line vector set n, σn for any pair of o1 and o2.  Weighted f, ωf for σn 

= angG [o1, o2] if Coplanar OR meets at infinity, given by the Grassmann rules. The large 

sets of comparison-wise check for non-coplanar condition has to consider non-redundant 

loop and Boolean validation method for all pairs σn.  Boolean validation where σ0 ∩σ1 ≠0 

and σn ∈ (comparable pair-wise set σc), and σc must produce Grassmann errors. Figure 4-1 

displays an example of Python rendering of a Grassmann coplanar indicator, which is 

based on the Grassmann rules. 

Grassmann checking for error is based on the vector line that represents a bracket. This is a 

representation of angle, distance and collision between any vector line and bracket [57]. 

Referring to Figure 4-1, a bracket can be defined by the pencil line between ‘w1v6v1w1’. 

The pencil line for this bracket is those that go across the plane created between ‘w1v6w1’ 
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and ‘w1w6v6’. Pencil line ‘w1v1’ and ‘w6v6’ represent the vector line for the actuator. 

Pencil line ‘w1w6’ and ‘v1v6’ represent the vector line for the platform edge. There are 

various other combinations which have been designed for the probability ranking 

evaluation [54, 55]. This Grassmann check is structured in a few levels of detail. The level 

of detail performs different set of Grassmann pair-wise comparison check [60]. Each level 

will increase the checking complexity and the amount of members that is being compared 

and checked. When a region has been inspected for level 1(lowest probability level), and 

qualify as Grassmann error, the Boolean algebra will validate this for next level checks. As 

the checking become more complex and the result demonstrate higher probability for 

Grassmann to occur, then this pose shall be considered as higher probability Grassmann.   

Probability here is used to describe the condition factor for Grassmann errors to fully 

execute it. Grassmann error is a condition where the vector line for any pair of bracket 

suggests that an error may happens if the criteria are fully met. The Grassmann error pose 

is a platform’s pose that may produce an instantaneous rotation axis (IRA) which either 

add or remove a degree-of-freedom (DOF) from the system [61]. When the IRA angle is 

within an angle where an external force or the structural weight could collapse the system, 

then the Grassmann error is concluded as the highest rank. Grassmann error is a “guessing 

value” for the probability of IRA to form and produce the collapse condition [20].  
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Figure 4-1 An example of Python rendering of the Grassmann coplanar indicator based on 

vector bracket 

 

4.4 Results for Grassmann probability experiment  

Figure 4-2 demonstrates an example Grassmann condition. The probability percentages for 

Grassmann to occur are recorded as between 27-31%.  Grassmann condition may become 

detrimental to the structure if there is any external forces acting on the opposite side of the 

weak region or when the co-planar conditions allow for instant development of a new 

degree-of-freedom (DOF) which is also known as instantaneous rotational axis (IRA) 

condition. The Grassmann ranking or probability system examines and proposes the 

probability for a singularity error to occur at that particular pose. If certain condition is 

met, than the pose can become fully singular.   
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Figure 4-2 Grassmann condition found within workspace region 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 
Grassmann algebra or Grassmann-Cayley method is a bracket collection of vector sets. A 

comparison for angle differences between selected vector sets signal the probability for 

Grassmann singularity, which may result with system collapse, loss of stiffness, and the 

IRA issue (instantaneous rotation axis). A weighted ranking system provides visual 

information for user. Grassmann condition may lead to a problem when external forces, or 

the loads exceed certain limit, therefore the research propose a probability system rather 

than a confirmed error for a Grassmann singular pose.  
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Chapter 5: PARAMETRIC SWEEP SEARCH 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter discusses the parametric sweep search, which is a parallel robot’s end-

effectors path which checks for singularities. The search path for a parametric sweep is 

usually a geometric shape like cube, rectangle and spherical. This chapter explores and 

experiment with various data population strategy and rules for the sweeping motion. The 

Python simulation allows for any type of data population, control and validation. The 

previous chapter on Grassmann algebra solved the singularity errors found within an 

established workspace [52].  

 

5.2 Introduction to parametric sweep 

This chapter addresses the issue of the establishment of test positions for verification of 

non-singularity position for the end-effectors, where the result is shown as its workspace. 

This research is based on a successful development of a 3d-Python visualization system. 

The system can perform parametric search based on general test such as cubic and 

spherical sweep, and also advanced test such as strategic sweep with configurable 

dimension and direction in the form of controllable test planes. This plane is indeed a slice 

of information within the workspace.  We examine various types of L-System random 

generators for populating the plane with test positions. The 2D L-System is positioned and 

orientated to cover the assumed space covered by the workspace based on rotation around 

centre-point, parallel arrangement to form a cubic grid or interpolation done between 
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various slices. Interpolation method creates relationship between random generated 

positions to produce 3-Dimensional parametric sweep positions [62]. Other 2D to 3D 

method studied for this research includes loft, extrusion and quaternion methods [63]. 

Other advanced methods mentioned in this research includes spiral 3D, Hilbert 3D and 

Marching Cube 3D [55, 56]. The workspace validation is done using weighted ranking 

based on Grassmann and is further extrapolated by using Simplex and Trilinear to verify 

the condition for ‘going into’ and’ leaving’ of a position condition. Finally, we showcase 

an early experimental result to demonstrate automated 3D fractal search for workspace 

methods. This 3D fractal system shall be further examined to develop a fine control of its 

trajectory, dimension and dynamic region.   

 

5.3 Condition test theory 

 
The condition test theory is based on identifying the geometrical constraint, then checking 

the quality of the non-singular pose by checking for Grassmann error and various 

workspace requirement errors like compliance and trajectory. The Parallel robot geometry 

definition is based on a circle divided into variable six point’s position following Charters 

method which allows for reconfigurable geometry automatic creation and easy numerical 

validation [55]. 

 

Grassmann error is defined for any given set of lattices that are formed by pencil line 

created using the structure’s line and edge. The limit is the threshold value for error state 

[66]. 
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Based on the extensor definition for Grassmann-Cayley algebra (GCA) [49, 54, 55] which 

is given here as 

𝑃 = 𝑉(𝑢1,𝑢2, …𝑢𝑘) = 𝑢1𝑉𝑢2𝑉…𝑉𝑢𝑘 (21)  

 

Where the vector subspace U or 𝑃� , in a 4-dimensional vector space V has the extensor of 

step 1,2 and 3 that correspond to points, lines and planes [53].  

  

The Trilinear interpolation formula produces a series of reference plane which is shifted 

away from the test points in x, y and z-axis [69]. Then, the system performs 2D linear or 

polynomial interpolation, and merges or interpolates all results from all axes to get the 3D 

result. The grid test position is the data populated on a slice of plane, or a 3D grid system. 

The populated test position presented is an example of L-system fractal generated data. 

 

𝑝𝑜𝑠[0] = �(𝑥 − 𝑔), (𝑦 − 𝑔), (𝑧 − 𝑔)�                        (22.a) 

𝑝𝑜𝑠[1] = �𝑥, (𝑦 − 𝑔), (𝑧 − 𝑔)�                                   (22.b) 

𝑝𝑜𝑠[2] = �(𝑥 − 𝑔),𝑦, (𝑧 − 𝑔)�                                   (22.c) 

𝑝𝑜𝑠[3] = �(𝑥 − 𝑔), (𝑦 − 𝑔), 𝑧�                                   (22.d) 

𝑝𝑜𝑠[4] = (𝑥, (𝑦 − 𝑔), 𝑧)                                              (22.e) 

𝑝𝑜𝑠[5] = �(𝑥 − 𝑔),𝑦, 𝑧�                                              (22.f) 

𝑝𝑜𝑠[6] = �𝑥,𝑦, (𝑧 − 𝑔)�                                              (22.g) 

𝑝𝑜𝑠[7] = (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)      (22.h) 

𝐺𝑇 = ∑ (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)7
𝑝𝑜𝑠=0,𝑝𝑜𝑠+1                                            (22.i) 
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GT represent Trilinear extrapolation around a coordinate (x, y, and z) [70]. Where the end-

effectors position= (x, y, z) 

𝐺𝑀𝐶 =  ∑ (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧,𝛼,𝛽, 𝛾) ∈ [𝑀𝐶1 𝑡𝑜 8]8
𝑝𝑜𝑠=0,𝑝𝑜𝑠+1   (23) 

 

Where GMC represent Marching Cube extrapolation orientation check for 8 different 

configurations, MC 1 to 8  and the end-effectors position and orientation is given by x, y, z, 

α, β and γ 

 

The grid test position is presented by the data populated on a slice of plane, or a 3D grid 

system. The populated test position presented is an L-system fractal generated data. 

 

𝐺𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑒𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑 = ∑ 𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)⋀𝐺𝐺𝑁max𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑′𝑠 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑛 ∨ 𝐺𝑇⎢𝐺𝑀𝐶(24) 

 

The Gtotal weighted provide an overall evaluation for any test point or point on a parametric 

grid [51]. This is a general test to assist the algorithm for path planning and workspace 

definition. A detail inspection of each test point, collection of test points or path is 

available using slice and interval analysis. The next step is to define the parametric sweep.  
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5.4 Parametric Sweep theory 

 

The parametric sweep activity is a step by step method to establish collections of test 

positions, where the end-effectors shall be directed to travel through these positions and 

tested for singularity. To optimize this operation, we need to consider the travel path, the 

test point’s position effectiveness and method for controlling the search activity.  

 

Typically, this grid is based on geometrical shape like cube, sphere and cone, which is then 

populated with test position to form a rigid grid. This section demonstrate a few method 

such as Hilbert as an efficient grid system, Marching cube for orientation check, 

extrapolation by using Simplex and Marching Cube, and Ulam Spiral and L-system fractal 

random generator with few arrangement and data population method [54-58]. Cohen 

develop a Voxel sweep method that uses a union-find data structure which keep the 

connection as one mesh, while Marching cube works like a Trilinear interpolation of the 

grid surrounding a point in space [75].  

 

Boolean algebra control the path traversal for a rigid geometrical grid based on method A, 

for a cubic parametric sweep. 

 

Method A (Cubic), VA = �∑ ∑ ∑ z + y +max
x=0 xmax

y=0
max
z=0 � (25.a) 

 

Boolean algebra typical method for various sweep method for a rigid geometric envelope 

is given below, in method B to method F. 
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Method B (Prime Factor or LS (Serial sweep)), VB = ∑ ([f(ax2 + bx +n
i,i+1 for slice n(n+1)

c) ∧ 𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)] = 1). (25.b) 

Method C(Prime Factor or LS (Parallel sweep)), VC =  ∑ ([f(ax2 + bx +element in slice i
i,slice i+1

c) ∧ 𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)] = 1) (25.c) 

Method D(Prime Factor or LS (Radial sweep)), VC =  ∑ ([f(ax2 + bx +element in slice i
i in radial element

c) ∧ 𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)] = 1) (25.d) 

Method E (Prime Factor or LS (Optimized serial sweep)), VD =

∑ ([f(ax2 + bx + c) ∧ 𝐺𝑇] = 1)n∧𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑠,𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡,𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)
i,i+1 for slice n(n+1) .

 (25.e) 

Method F(Prime Factor or LS (Optimized parallel sweep), )), VE =  ∑_(i, slice i +

1)^(element in slice i ∧ 𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡, 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)  ) ∈ ([f(ax^2 + bx + c) ∧ 𝐺_𝑇 ] = 1) (25.f)

             

There are variety of arrangement possible to improve the effectiveness of each fractal L-

system, namely vase lathe method where a 2-D planes is rotated around an axis to form 3D 

mesh, extrusion (ternary numbers [66]) to form another dimension by using weighted 

ranking value and other attributes, interpolation between points placed on a given set of 

planes from any axis, and quaternion method. 

 

Equations 25.f, 25.g, 25.h, 25.i and 25.j are based on quaternion, where 𝑞 = 𝑥 + 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑧𝑗 +

𝜔𝑘 which is a four tuples for values x, y, z and 𝝎[66]. For two quaternion numbers q1 and 

q2, then 𝑞1 + 𝑞2 = (𝑥1 + 𝑥2) + (𝑦1 + 𝑦2) × 𝑖 + (𝑧1 + 𝑧2) × 𝑗 + (𝜔1 + 𝜔2) × 𝑘  

There are various Quaternion or Quad algebra methods, and the published example 

formulation is given below.  
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𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 𝐺�𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐽𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔 �,𝑉𝐺 = 𝑞1. 𝑞2 = (𝑥1𝑥2 + 𝑦1𝑦2 + 𝑧1𝑧2 + 𝜔1𝜔2) +

(𝑥1𝑦2 + 𝑦1𝑥2 + 𝑧1𝜔2 + 𝜔1𝑧2) × 𝑖 + (𝑥1𝑧2 + 𝑧1𝑥2 + 𝑦1𝜔2 + 𝜔1𝑦2) × 𝑗 + (𝑥1𝜔2 +

𝜔1𝑥2 + 𝑦1𝑧2 + 𝑧1𝑦2) × 𝑘       (25.g) 

𝑞2 = (𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑧2 + 𝜔2) + 2 × (𝑥𝑦 + 𝑧𝜔) + 2 × (𝑥𝑧 + 𝑦𝜔) × 𝑗 + 2 × (𝑥𝜔 + 𝑦𝑧) × 𝑘               

(25.h) 

Where VG = Jiang’s Quaternion method to create the 3D grid system. 

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 𝐻�𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑄𝑢 �,𝑉𝐻 = 𝑞1. 𝑞2 = (𝑥1𝑥2 − 𝑦1𝜔2 − 𝑧1𝑧2 + 𝜔1𝑦2) +

(𝑥1𝑦2 + 𝑦1𝑥2 − 𝑧1𝜔2 − 𝜔1𝑧2) + (𝑥1𝑧2 + 𝑦1𝑦2 + 𝑧1𝑥2 − 𝜔1𝜔2) + (𝑥1𝜔2 + 𝑦1𝑧2 +

𝑧1𝑦2 + 𝜔1𝑥2)(25.i) 

𝑞2 = (𝑥2 − 2𝑦𝜔2 − 𝑧2) + 2 × (𝑥𝑦 − 𝑧𝜔) + 2 × (𝑥𝑧 + 𝜔2) × 𝑗 + 2 × (𝑥𝜔 + 𝑦𝑧) ×

𝑘(5.j) 

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 𝐻(𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛),𝑉𝐻 = 𝑧𝑥,𝑦 = 𝑐𝑥,𝑦 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑦𝑗 + 𝑧𝑘(25.k) 

 

Where VH refers to the extrusion method where a parameter like weighted ranking provide 

the extrusion z-value for any x and y – coordinate [76]. At x and y coordinate, we can 

derive z coordinate based on parameter c. The extrusion method is also known as ternary 

algebra (Eq. 25.1, 25.m, 25.n and 25.o).  

This ternary algebra equation is following Cheng’s definition [66].  

 

𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑦𝑗 + 𝑧𝑘 (25.l) 

Where x, y and z are real numbers, while i, j and k are imaginary units. Based on two 

ternary numbers t1 and t2 [77],  

𝑡1 + 𝑡2 = (𝑥1 + 𝑥2)𝑖 + (𝑦1 + 𝑦2)𝑗 + (𝑧1 + 𝑧2)𝑘, (25.m) 

𝑡1. 𝑡2 = (𝑥1𝑥2 − 𝑦1𝑧2 − 𝑧1𝑦2)𝑖 + (𝑥1𝑦2 + 𝑦1𝑥2 − 𝑧1𝑧2)𝑗 + (𝑥1𝑧2 + 𝑦1𝑦2 + 𝑧1𝑥2)𝑘(25.n)          
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Get ternary number t 

𝑡2 = (𝑥2 − 2𝑦𝑧)𝑖 + (2𝑥𝑦 − 𝑧2)𝑗 + (2𝑥𝑧 + 𝑦2)𝑘 (25.o) 

 

Method I (Random Generator) generates random 3D Mandelbrot test points [78]. 

𝑥𝑦 = 𝑥𝑧 = 𝑦𝑧 = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 × 𝑝𝑖2 (25.p) 

𝑠𝑥𝑦 = sin(𝑥𝑦); 𝑠𝑥𝑧 = sin(𝑥𝑧); 𝑠𝑦𝑧 = sin(𝑦𝑧) (25.q) 

𝑐𝑥𝑦 = cos(𝑥𝑦) ; 𝑐𝑥𝑧 = cos(𝑥𝑧) ; 𝑐𝑦𝑧 = cos(𝑦𝑧)(25.r) 

 

Where pi2= math.pi X 2 

 

The 3D rotation around centre of the plane is given in Equation 25.s, 25.t and 25.u 

 

𝑥0 = 𝑥 × 𝑐𝑥𝑦 − 𝑦 × 𝑠𝑥𝑦;𝑦 = 𝑥 × 𝑠𝑥𝑦 + 𝑦 × 𝑐𝑥𝑦 (25.s) 

𝑥0 = 𝑥 × 𝑐𝑥𝑧 − 𝑧 × 𝑠𝑥𝑧; 𝑧 = 𝑥 × 𝑠𝑥𝑧 + 𝑧 × 𝑐𝑥𝑧 (25.t) 

𝑦0 = 𝑦 × 𝑐𝑦𝑧 − 𝑧 × 𝑠𝑦𝑧; 𝑧 = 𝑦 × 𝑠𝑦𝑧 + 𝑧 × 𝑐𝑦𝑧 (25.u) 

 

Method J (3D graph) 

 

Now, that we have the strategy for placing, orientating and building the 3D shape, we need 

a way to populate the collection of planes or slices with test points. The end-effectors will 

travel through this test points to determine workspace, path etc. This is achieved by using 

3D adjacency graph [79, 80, 81]. 
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Method K (3D branching tree) 

 

This method is based on the original finding by Verhoeff, where a comparison between 

ternary mitre joint and binary tree mitre joint is compared for randomness effects that copy 

the natural form of a real tree. Verhoeff continues with other variants by differentiating the 

cross-section profile, bevel angle, and reduction scale factor. The fractal dimension is 

based on = log𝑁
log𝑓

 , where N=parity, and f=scale-down factor. When D>3, the system may 

have self-intersection [82]. 

 

5.5 Parametric sweep modelling 

 

The search for workspace, validation of path etc. are usually associated with the motion of 

the end-effectors or platform E and the secondary motion by platform A for a hybrid 

system. This motion design criteria is measurable, covers the required space, can be 

analysed, and is repeatable. This motion has been given a specific term known as 

parametric sweep modelling or discretization, which is a search for workspace following a 

grid structure shaped as primitive geometric objects such as square or hemisphere. 

Standard parametric sweep for workspace search can be categorized into constant 

orientation, orientation workspace, constant position, maximal workspace, inclusive 

workspace and total orientation workspace. Constant orientation workspace is a condition 

where the platform E (end-effectors) and platform ‘A’ (middle travelling plate) is 

positioned towards a fixed orientation, and parametric sweep process the region to find the 

non-singular positions. Bonev demonstrate constant orientation strategy for finding 
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singularity loci, where a platform is expected to have singularity with a fixed orientation 

and the orientation itself is a singularity, such as reaching a coplanar state [83]. Constant 

position workspace for finding singularity loci is a strategy associated with coplanar 

condition, where the platform can develop a stiffness problem. The singularity loci 

describe the workspace where this coplanar happens for any unit of test parameters. Each 

test parameters represent a collection of pencil line, edge and plane which is comparable to 

form the coplanar condition. Orientation workspace is defined as all possible orientation 

for any fixed position, as an offset from which a spherical shape is formed and the sphere 

aids user in defining the best path and motion gradient’s trajectory. The orientation 

workspace is then compared with Marching cube method where similar strategy is 

implemented, but the orientation check is done using marching cube’s orientation face. 

This method allows for building spatial relationship and neighbourhood analysis. The 

cubic parametric sweep system is comparable to Troyanov’s growing algorithm 

formulation [84]. The seed distribution towards a region follows fractal random generator 

concept.  

Maximal workspace or reachable workspace is described as all reachable position for end-

effectors with one fixed orientation. The maximal workspace will benefit pose-to-pose 

planning where user can plan the gradient changes between two different set of maximal 

workspace to generate the optimum path based on adjacency graph. Inclusive workspace is 

a form of maximal workspace; however the orientations angles are set within a range. 

The Python system can be used to solve all 6 types of workspace strategy by modifying the 

Boolean rule which has the attributes like envelope, edge, travel strategy, travel limit 

strategy, interpolation between different datasets and redundancy check. For example, in 
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case 2, a constant orientation workspace generates few datasets, and the system generate 

optimum path between the datasets via an interpolation process. 

 

5.6 Basic Sweep theory 

 

Chablat suggested a method whereby, geometrical shapes such as a cube are used to 

envelop the robot with adequate edges for maximum stroke. The geometrical shape is 

subdivided into paths with nodes for recursive checks for, angle, stroke length, and 

collision errors of the robot’s end-effecter [85]. This raw search method is also called 

‘parametric sweep’ by Shah [62]. Standard parametric sweep for workspace search can be 

categorized into different variants depending on the search method, sweep method and 

result filtering. Breadth-first search is a systematic search, of brute-type, that perform 

exhaustive search of all space without first knowing the possible result. This search 

assumed the maximum possible plane or leg extension, then defines the outer edge border, 

and start searching through all search space within this border. This method is applied in 

basic search using the inverted cone search, cubic grid search space and the spherical / 

hemispherical search space. A minimum search space is defined by the Platform’s A 

centre-to Base Plate’s centreline only, while an optimized search is defined by all leg. 

Depth-first search with back-tracking is an exhaustive search of one region (shape), when 

found solution, or not, then increase the depth limit without going into infinite search. 

However, this method should continue the search from its last position when new depth is 

established. Binary search has two branch trees, where the first branch represents a valid 

region, while the other represents a non-valid (error) region within an established 

parametric sweep search region.  Binary value for left branch=0, and for the right 
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branch=1. It is recommended to use a balanced tree, like AVL for the search strategy. A 

heuristic rule adds guides for where to search within a known region or an established 

workspace grid. This knowledge improves decision-making process about a specific search 

problem, suitable for path planning purposes. Best first search is an improvement to depth-

first searches, by validating which node to search first, and keep the other node and do 

search on them when no solution is found. This could be a slice along any axis in the 

parametric sweep region. 

 

The search method has to follow a strategy which is related to user requirement. This 

strategy aspect is discussed here as workspace type, which are general, constant 

orientation, singularity loci, constant position, orientation workspace and maximal 

workspace. Generally a search method is related to 2 dimensional searches of databases for 

example a tree search. A visual method like Voxel or spiral system provides 2D or 3D 

visual representation of a database, where the path between nodes is defined as the lattice 

patterns.  

 

5.7 Advanced Parametric Sweep search based on L-system 

 

This section discussed the various strategies for parametric sweep discretization or 

iteration method to find workspace for parallel robot. Parametric sweep is an iteration 

process, where the subject is arranged to move along a given path which is usually in a 

form of grid, and Hrishi extended this to include recursive nearest neighbour to improve 

the search performance [86]. Typical parametric sweep method is based on the 

establishment of a cubic, spherical or conical grid system with regular spacing between 
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each unit, and this would require additional control to reduce redundancy and to limit the 

travel outside a useful range. Lara-Molina research on search optimization discuss about 

the issue of common method of performing local search based on gradients and Hessian 

which examine subsequent value and compare with the relative optima, will eventually 

converge into a local optima [87].    

This study extends the concept of primitive shape envelope by introducing L-system 

fractal, Spiral, Hilbert 3D and Marching Cube 3D method. Marching Cube’s Lorenson 

method which is a box triangulation method is optimized to produce a minimal pattern 

producing 8 different configurations check for the end-effectors [87]. Marching Cube is a 

method where position and orientation check is done effectively as an extrapolation 

strategy for any one point. Si develops variation to Hilbert using quadratic Hamiltonian to 

produce helix lattices by performing spin-coupling that rotate the angle to form the helix 

shape [88]. 

L-system is a formal grammar based plant growth system proposed by Lindenmayer. L-

system is parallel system that accommodates interaction with the environment. Some 

variations to L-system are Stochastic grammars which gives probability for the 

occurrences, Context sensitive grammar which is a combination of context-free and 

sensitive checks for the occurrences before and after it and Parametric grammars allows 

for definition for dimension[88]. L-system fractal is a random generated fractal or natural 

grid system which is either 2D or 3D, and if in 2D forms, and then it would require a 

strategy for generating the 3D grid system. Cheng demonstrated few methods for fractal 

generator 3d transformation by using Jiang’s quaternion, Qu’s quaternion, Hamilton’s 

quaternion and bi-complex numbers. Cheng concludes that ternary algebra produce better 
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result compared to Quad algebra method. Ternary algebra method is described as 

providing more intuitive control of spacing, region definition and direction, and it is faster. 

Mandelbrot’s sets using Jiang’s quaternion a flat 3D visual and Mandelbrot’s sets using 

Qu’s quaternion produce a square sweep-lathe effect with noises. Mandelbrot’s sets using 

Hamilton quaternion produce a cylindrical sweep-lathe effect with some noises which 

could be the fractal tree branching out, while Mandelbrot’s sets using bi-complex numbers 

produce a clean cylindrical sweep-lathe visual.  The value of 𝝎=0.022 give better shape 

for all experiments.  The method is also known as Ternary algebra [66, 90]. Other method 

includes sweep loft on all 3-axes, extrusion on any axes and interpolation between 

collections of strategically placed planes. Rosa describe the quaternion method for 

transforming Julia fractals into 3D system [90]. Séquin has extended the 3D Hamiltonian 

grid concept into 2D manifold, which enable the 3D system to be presented as 2D database 

which can be integrated with common 2D methods for database search, path planner and 

data optimization [91]. 

Fractal has this attributes of having similar basic shape and recursive definition which is a 

form of grid, with an added advantage of being non-rigid in its shape. The advantage is for 

the cost of finding a solution, where L-system methods allow for fractal neighbourhood 

growth with directional and dimensional factors. A geometrical parametric sweep would 

be costly and difficult to determine the correct dimension size for each expansion or 

branching out as the system grows. An L-system method is looking at the problem from a 

graph point of view which is practical and efficient when dealing with sweep approach.  

Interpolation for additional test of any single point is done using Trilinear 3D and Simplex 

3D. The weighted ranking for any non-singular position is given by Grassmann factor, 
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which checks for Grassmann-related errors like instantaneous rotational axis, plane or 

edge’s vector meets at infinity or any pair of edge or plane’s vectors is coplanar.  

Ulam Spiral is a prime factor spiral generator, and its polar pattern is useful for the 

parametric sweep activity. There are few variants to this prime factor spiral like Vogel 

spiral, Fibonacci sums and direct rasterization. Ulam Spiral and its variant is generated and 

strategically positioned to compare with the other various parametric sweep methods.  

 

5.8 Boolean control for Parametric Sweep search 

 

Boolean Logic concept is based on the input from leg stroke limits, joint angles and 

ranking value that feed into a deductive logic system to find singular and non-singular 

positions. Vector operations like direction, cross, dot product and closest distance provide 

input for checking a pose for singularity. The system checks for performance comparison 

between AND, NAND and NOR logics for mixed logic condition. The condition helps 

define the parametric search parameters and is specific to particular applications [92]. 

Boolean optimization or simplification has the capability of removing redundancies and 

simplifying combinational circuits. However, this method assumes that any point away 

from the central points that is not connected to the existing network is singular for that 

particular condition. The search for special workspace on a surface mesh is based on 

minimum distance, and checks for duplicate results between the robot workspace and the 

mesh coordinates. Interval analysis algorithm adjusts the parameter for the search range 

and resolution, and improves performance speed [93]. Slicing operation allows the study 

of any slices which would improve system performance. For example, a slice analysis of a 
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selected subset of constant orientation workspace helps to understand the effect of 

orientation as a predefined path that passes along these slices [94]. A Boolean algorithm 

provides the search strategy with controls for search behaviour, search limit, search 

direction and redundant search reduction. Jeroen developed a Boolean simplification 

system by deploying graph system, where the graph relationship greatly reduces the 

requirement for additional description to some elements, due to Boolean effective terms 

[93]. Boolean system is flexible and universal in addressing many algorithm functions 

integration with other methods. Boolean make use of simple notation in providing iteration 

and flow control for much strategy used in the Python simulation.   

Boolean algebra has been used extensively and successfully in controlling the system 

behaviour. A low resolution and small region investigation can be performed in real-time, 

while a higher resolution and larger region is still a lot faster than numerical system. 

 

5.9 Test point population theory 

 

The parametric sweep next strategy is to populate the search region with test points and 

direct the end-effectors to cycle through the test points, where search validation is done on 

each point. A typical method is to populate in a rigid grid manners such as rectangle or 

circular grid. This method is essential in estimating the maximum search region, but it is 

not economical to perform high resolution search based on this method. 
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Table 1 3D grid system comparison (Low Resolution) 

Type Test 1:  Found workspace / Test 

Points 

Average Time 

1 

Cubic 3D 323 / 3179 (10%) 1.1e+03s 

Cubic 3D (at large stroke, more than 

20cm.) 

22 / 1156 (2%) 3e+02s 

Spherical 3D 819 / 1200 (68%) 9.2e+02s 

Hilbert 3D 267/ 2000(13%) 9.7e+02s 

Marching cube 3D (Cubic Grid) 1196/ 1440 (12 %) 5.7e+03s 

Marching cube 3D (Hilbert Grid) 748 / 2178 (34%) 2.9e+03s 

 

 

Table 1 shows that parametric sweep type cubic and Hilbert 3D (which is a form of L-

system) is less effective compared to spherical method. The Hilbert 3D grid formation is 

harder to control in terms of direction and edge limit, therefore its effectiveness is low. The 

cubic sweep has similar problem and not effective especially at the large stroke (where its 

efficiency is only 2%). Marching Cube is an orientation check which is repeated 7 times at 

each test point; therefore the efficiency is far less than the found valid points. Hilbert 3D 

combine with Marching Cube yield an efficiency of 34% compared to cubic efficiency 

which is only 12%.The next step is to find alternative ways for populating the assumed 

workspace region, by looking into fractal random generator system. 
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5.10 Test point population based on fractal theory 

 

This section intends to explore other ways of populating the grid or region effectively, 

while considering the region growth, direction, multiple scales and resolution and its 

effectiveness. Various L-system fractals are tested, and some is presented here to 

demonstrate the result. There exist various types of L-system fractal system, each with its 

own advantage, practical uses and advantages. Integrating the L-system in this workspace 

analysis is rather strange if compared to the regular standard dimension and rigid grid 

usually found in parallel robot workspace search based on cubic, spherical and conical. 

Spiral system with search range and sub-search using L-system tree can benefit from the 

search scope. All L-system random generators help interpolate and extrapolate between 

known workspace positions. Random fractal generator based on various L-system 

algorithm produce a variety of 2D shape.  However, it is difficult to direct the region 

growth, the region shape and sub-region resolution. 

Table 2 L-system 2D to 3D Hamilton’s Quaternion comparison 

Type 1D planar  Test 1: Found 

workspace / Test 

Points (Percentage 

%) 

Test 2: Found 

workspace / Test 

Points (Percentage 

%) 

Average Time 

Snowflake 305/6096 (5%) 498/6096 (8%) 7.4e+02s 

Hexaflake 294/8192 (3.5 %) 362/8192 (4.4%) 9e+02s 

Spiral fractal 459/6144 (7.4%) 428 /6144 (7%) 8.8e+02s 

Vicsek fractal 436/6145 (7%) 485/6145 (8%) 8.6e+02s 
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Table 1 show that the 2D fractal parametric search is less efficient by 10% compared to 

other methods. Comparing Table 1 and Table 2, it shows that fractal and cubic is far less 

efficient compared to spherical parametric sweep.  Hilbert grid has no redundant visit for 

any test point, however due to lack of control for direction and growth, it become less 

suitable for workspace search task. 

 

This experiment demonstrate that the L-system as a random generator can be implemented 

as 2D or 3D parametric grid, however it is difficult to control its direction, interval analysis 

aspect like variable resolution, region definition and scale, and the growth of this grid 

when the search grow. Spiral system like Ulam spiral proves to be more controllable and 

provide various opportunities for improving the cubic and spherical parametric sweep 

method. The next step is to define the test plane or slice analysis planes. The test point is 

populated and arranged based on the parametric sweep method. 

 

5.11 Parametric Sweep methodology 

 
This section discusses the strategy for defining the test plane or the slice analysis plane. 

This shall define how the 2D or 3D test points are effectively placed for variety of task, 

such as search for workspace, path planning and optimization.  
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5.12 Parametric sweep random fractal generator 

 
This section shall focus on Mandelbrot 3D shape, which is being randomly generated. 

Basic optimization including maximum distance from fixed origin point, and points below 

the fixed bottom plate is removed from the search set. 

Table 3 demonstrates the special attributes for using fractal as test point’s generator, which 

produce random data.  

Table 3 Mandelbrot 3D random generated test points. 

Test Test 1:  Found workspace 

/ Test Points /Average 

Time 

Image 

Low- resolution 1 419 / 2973( 14%) 

8.5e+02s 

 

Medium – resolution 2 1765 / 11708 (15 %) 

3.7e+03s 
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High – resolution 3 No data  

 

 

5.13 Parametric sweep type Hilbert 3D 

 

Parametric sweep Hilbert 3d is a cubic-based grid with the exceptions that no repeat visit is 

allowed during the iteration process. Parametric sweep should produce efficient grid, and a 

grid that can be structured as 2D-databse data system. Hilbert is a form of a quad tree. 3d 

space-filling curve quad tree system forms an advanced visual search concept. The system 

utilizes Hilbert curve to optimize the search strategy. 3-bit Gray - 3d Hilbert curve Order is 

presented below (Refer Figure 5-1)[95]. 

 

[0,0,0] [0,0,1] [0,1,1] [0,1,0]
[1,1,0] [1,1,1] [1,0,1] [1,0,0] , Developing a control for Hilbert, by introducing 

learning mode where the change of direction is now based on weighted value. However, 

due to the characteristic of Hilbert angle flips that should remain the same to maintain the 

overall shape, the control is only limited to distance away from origin. Si has proved that 

Hilbert can be transformed into a helix shape which is an advantage in defining the 

workspace compared to a cubic-pattern lattice [96]. Helix and cubic Hilbert 3D has great 

potential, however due to the complexity of developing this into a manifold system, this 

part of the research is planned for future works. For this research, special focus is given on 
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Hamiltonian path, which works with similar rule that allows a single visit per node. 

Hamiltonian path can be developed using various L-system fractal, and extrusion strategy. 

This shall be discussed in the next section. 

 

 

Figure 5-1 Parametric sweep type Hilbert’s 3D. 

 

5.14 Parametric sweep grid extrapolation 

 

Parametric sweep’s grid extrapolation means the strategy for improving the grid quality, 

by effectively introduce additional points close to the found workspace points. The 

extrapolation method experimented here includes Trilinear and Simplex. Simplex, 

Marching cube, and the L-system Fractal 2d-to-3D loft generator need Euler rotation 

matrices to correctly positioned them in the manner that user specified. 
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5.15 Parametric sweep Euler-convention 

 
Parametric sweep’s strategic grid involves the act of defining the plane, position the plane 

and distribute random test point on the plane, and interpolate test points between planes to 

form a volumetric test points. Bonev mentions that Euler rotation matrices can be in any of 

this 12 different conventions [83] . Where p is a vector coordinate in fixed frame and p’ is 

the same vector in the rotated body frame based on orthogonal rotation matrix R, and 

p=Rp’. (XYZ, XZY, YXZ, YZX, ZXY, ZYX, XYX, XZX, YXY, YZY, ZXZ, and ZYZ.) 

Therefore, variety of result is obtainable when different conventions are used. This is an 

important aspect when building 3D quadratic fractal. 

 

𝑅𝑥(𝜃) = �
1 0 0
0 sin 𝜃 sin𝜃
0 − sin𝜃 cos 𝜃

�  (26.a) 

𝑅𝑦(𝜃) = �
cos 𝜃 0 − sin𝜃

0 1 0
sin𝜃 0 cos 𝜃

�  (26.b) 

𝑅𝑧(𝜃) = �
cos 𝜃 sin𝜃 0
− sin𝜃 cos 𝜃 0

0 0 1
�                       (26.c) 

𝑅 = 𝑅𝑧(𝜔)𝑅𝑦(𝜃)𝑅𝑥(𝜑) =

 �
cos 𝜃 cos𝜔 sin𝜑 sin𝜃 cos𝜔 − cos𝜑 sin𝜔 sin𝜑 sin𝜔 + cos𝜑 sin𝜃 cos𝜔
cos 𝜃 sin𝜔 cos𝜑 cos𝜔 + sin𝜑 sin𝜃 sin𝜔 cos𝜑 sin𝜃 sin𝜔 − sin𝜃 cos𝜔
− sin𝜃 sin𝜑 cos 𝜃 cos𝜑 cos 𝜃

� (26.d) 
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5.16 Parametric sweep spiral grid 

 

Parametric sweep’s spiral grid method includes Helix and Spiral format. The fractal 

system examined in this section is the Alum Spiral, following the better performance 

provided by helix based search. Different arrangement strategy for L-system type 

Snowflake to form 3D grid based on various strategy is presented in Table 4.  The test is 

based on Ulam spiral grid with various strategies to explore its potential.  

The strategy for optimization is based on radius shrinkage and expansion for each slice. 

Therefore along the slices, the Ulam spiral search grid’s radius will try to fit into smallest 

searchable radius while considering all possible test points outside the range. Herschel 

graph is the smallest possible polyhedral that does not have a Hamiltonian cycle.  

 

Table 4 3D grid formation strategy based on 2D plane 

Arrangement type Test 1 : Found 

workspace / Points 

(Average Time) 

(Percentage %) 

Image 

Serial (Horizontal) 175 / 834 (6e+02s) 
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Serial (Vertical) No data 

 

Parallel (Horizontal) 175 / 828 (6e+02s) 

 

Parallel (Vertical) No data 

 

Radial Grid No data 
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(B-Complex) 

Extrusion 

(Horizontal) 

309 / 834 (7.8e+02s) 

 

(B-Complex) 

Extrusion (Vertical) 

349 / 834 (8.1e+02s) 

 

Hamilton’s 

quaternion (24 

slices) 

No data (2.4e+03s) 
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5.17 Parametric sweep 2D based on turtle-cursor method 

 

Turtle-cursor method is also known as Lindenmayer system which is a recursive systems 

that leads to self-similarity [88]. A parametric L-system is defined as 𝐺 = (𝑉,𝜔,𝑃), where 

V (the alphabet) is a set of variable of symbols, ω = (start, axiom) which is a string of 

symbols from V defining the initial condition, and P is a set of production rules which 

define the method for replacing the initial conditions with combinations of constants and 

other variables. A context-free L-system’s production rule does not consider its neighbors. 

A context-sensitive system considers its neighbors. A deterministic context-free L-system 

which has only one production-rule for each symbol is called a DOL-system, while if each 

variations of production rule are chosen due to probability per iteration; this is called 

stochastic L-system [97].  

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑠 = ∑ (𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒))⋀�(𝑤𝑠 > 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡) → 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑠=𝑤𝑠(𝑐)�𝑤𝑠(𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑐=0,𝑤𝑠(𝑐+1)  (27) 

 

Where Cursorpos= Fractal generator’s cursor position, ws=workspace pre-generated based 

on cubic parametric sweep Fractal (type) is either type Levy Dragon, Koch Snowflake, 

Levy C and Hilbert. Fi 5gure-2 demonstrate a planar slice fractal grid based on this 

parameter 'FX', 'X', 'X-YF-', 'Y', '-YF-X', where F = Forward motion, + = turn Right, - = 

turn Left and X,Y represent the 2D axis of X and Y.  

 

Example production rules used in the Python simulation is given here, for example to draw 

a Levy Dragon pattern, the rule is = (1, 4, 16, 'FX', 'X', 'X+YF+', 'Y', '-FX-Y'). To draw a 

Koch snowflake, the production rule is = (1, 6, 6, 'F++F++F', 'F', 'F-F++F-F', '', ''). 
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Fi 5gure-2 Example Python rendering of a 2D-fractal pattern 

 

The running time for 2D fractal growth search is n sec, and the 3D mode is still being 

developed to remove redundant or repeat visit of any test point, and to improve the 3-

dimensional growth or branching out algorithm. Extending this concept by performing 

slicing at n-interval along an axis produces a 3D representation of the fractal 2D growth. 

The relationship between populated test points can be regarded as adjacency graph 

elements.  
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5.18 Parametric sweep grid strategic distribution 

 

The strategic distribution has to be formula-based, configurable and can be made random. 

This way, the operation can cater for different task, and adjust its growth and region based 

on the task requirement. Usually, the formulation produces high density small-region 

distribution of test points within a certain organic shape as its outline.  

 

White and Nylander's formula for the "nth power" of the 3D vector  to build a 3D fractal is 

based on Hamilton quaternion of complex numbers [98]. White method for Mandelbrot 3D 

is defined in Eq. 28a And NY lander method for Mandelbulb 3D is shown in Eq. 28b 

 

(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)𝑛 = 𝜌2(cos(2𝜃) cos(2𝜑) , sin(2𝜑) cos(2𝜑),− sin(2𝜑)) (28.a) 

Where 𝜌 = �(𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑧2), 𝜃 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝑦/𝑥) ,𝜑 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑧/𝜌) 

(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)𝑛 = 𝜌𝑛(cos(𝑛𝜃) cos(𝑛𝜑) , sin(𝑛𝜑) cos(𝑛𝜑),− sin(𝑛𝜑)) (28.b) 

Where (𝜌,𝜑,𝜃)𝑛 = (𝜌𝑛,𝑛𝜑,𝑛𝜃) 

 

5.19 Parametric sweep grid based large quaternion 

Polyhedra grid formulation for n=-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 and 3 is given in Eq.10.  Polyhedra grid 
based on either rhombic triacontahedron (RT) or rhombic dodecahedron (RD) [99].  
Figure 5-3 demonstrate a range between -2 to 2 for n, which can be further extended to 

build large branches.  

 

(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)−2 = �𝑎 × (𝑥2 − 𝑦2), (−2 × 𝑥 × 𝑦 × 𝑎), �−2𝑧 × 𝑟𝑥𝑦�� /𝑟2    (29.a) 
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(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)−1 = �(𝑥), (−𝑦), (−𝑧)�/𝑟2 (29.b) 

(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)0 = �(1), (0), (0)�    (29.c) 

(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)1 = �(𝑥), (𝑦), (𝑧)� (29.d) 

(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)2 = �𝑎 × (𝑥2 − 𝑦2), (2 × 𝑥 × 𝑦 × 𝑎), �2 × 𝑧 × 𝑟𝑥𝑦��       (29.e) 

Where𝑎 = 1 − 𝑧2/𝑟𝑥𝑦2  

Where𝑎 = 1 − 3 × 𝑧2/𝑟𝑥𝑦2 , after which we must use Monte Carlo to solve the rendering 

equation.       

 

This is formulated using the pseudo-code in Eq.30 to demonstrate an example for large 
quaternion. Example Python rendering of the large quaternion based on Eq.30 is given in  
Figure 5-4 

 

a =  1 + (z8 − 28 × z6 × rxy2 + 70 × z4 × rxy4 − 28 × z2 × rxy6) (30.a) 

𝑑𝑥 = 𝑎 × (𝑥8 − 28 × 𝑥6 × 𝑦2 + 70 × 𝑥4 × 𝑦4 × −28 × 𝑥2 × 𝑦6)    (30.b) 

𝑑𝑦 = −8 × 𝑎 × 𝑥 × 𝑦 × (𝑥6 − 7 × 𝑥4 × 𝑦2 + 7 × 𝑥2 × 𝑦4 − 𝑦6)     (30.c) 

𝑑𝑧 = 8 × 𝑧 × 𝑟𝑥𝑦 × (𝑧2 − 𝑟𝑥𝑦2) × (𝑧4 − 6 × 𝑥2 × 𝑟𝑥𝑦2 + 𝑟𝑥𝑦4) , where rxy =

 �(x ∗ x + y ∗ y) (30.d) 

 

Z-axis in 3d or 4d fractal can be defined as level definition, which produces branching out. 

The outcome produces an organic shape that follows a given direction, with a tendency to 

branch out to test for out of scope’s data distribution. The system appears flatten and all 

axis will eventually force test points’ distribution towards the given direction. Example 4D 

rendering is shown in Figure 5-5 
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Table 5 Comparison between Quaternion sweep systems 

 

 

Figure 5-3 Quadratic 

3D Mandelbulb Set 

 

 

Figure 5-4 Large quaternion 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-5 4D fractal grid 

 

5.20 Conclusion 

 
Various sweep theories are presented in this chapter, with a basic geometrical square shape 

and complex methods like L-system fractal generator and quadric algebra. The sweep 

theory integrated in the 3d Python simulation manages to solve various types of workspace 

search methods. The sweep method presented is based on geometric constraint and 

Grassmann check, and has been validated for kinematic accuracy. The Python simulation 

is able to solve many workspace types which include constant orientation workspace, 

constant position workspace and the blending between collections of workspace datasets. 

Fractal distance away from the start point can be estimated, and the spawn direction can be 

controlled, however, in a 3D environment, this proves to be complex and computational 

intensive process. While propagating and distributing test points in 3D space, the fractal 

set has the tendency of distributing away from the learning data. Therefore, redundant test 
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has to be controlled which require an additional process. Generally escape time algorithm 

is utilized to control the iteration process; however, it is common to see large amount of 

non-useful iteration has been performed before the process catch the exception.  

 

The developed research demonstrates the advancement in parametric sweep search which 

is useful in determining workspace, analysis of workspace, path planning, singularity 

determination and interaction with external elements like contact surface and obstacle. The 

traditional geometric sweep based on cubic and spherical can solve the search problem, 

and some has been examined for various workspace typologies. Then, the research 

advances into L-system fractals to examine the possibility of using fractal random 

generator for similar purposes. This is further improved to become 3D and 4D fractal 

system based on various interpolation method like extrusion, axial rotation and algebraic. 

The development of full 3D random fractal generator is based on Verhoeff works, where 

the concept is related to parallel robot.  

 

The modified pattern for L-System has successfully identified the workspace region based 

on a robust training data and produce adjacency graph. The adjacency graph provides the 

opportunity for various relationship establishments between the test data. This extrusion, 

quaternion and sweeping method to build a 3D data population can be easily optimized, 

prepare for path planning and surface mesh interaction.  
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Chapter 6: BOOLEAN CONTROL FOR 

PARAMETRIC SWEEP SEARCH 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter discusses Boolean algebra and its application in solving parallel robot’s 

design problem. The Boolean algebra provides control for the parametric sweep strategy 

mentioned in the previous chapter. This control strategy is necessary since the parametric 

sweep search method is lacking in control. Without control, the sweep search have to 

assume a larger than necessary search region, and has to sweep through all region.  

 

6.2 The Boolean algebra for fractal parametric sweep 

 

Learning from Alum spiral path it can be seen that the spiral effectively increases the 

search area without having to search outside the workspace region in each search cycle. 

Boolean gate is required here to control the search expansion, and instruct the L-system 

fractal generator to explore the space. The experiment is performed on a slice of data, 

where y-axis is fixed at position=0. Boolean algorithm shall decide either to move the 

cursor forward, to the left or to the right and render a test point at that position. Upon, 

which the weighted ranking for distance to a known workspace position is used to evaluate 

this directional changes. The random generated fractal is then directed towards this 

favourable direction. Growing a fractal cluster while removing the chaotic factor needs 

Monte Carlo method [100]. Topology straightening formula restrict the boundary for the 
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fractal growth and branching [101].  Key objective here is to straighten and direct the 

fractal growth axis towards a given trajectory. And, to limit the growth within a given 

boundary that satisfy the task’s objective. Examples Python rendering are given in Figure 

6-1, Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Example of 3D-fractal parametric sweep development history

 

Figure 6-2 Example of 3D 3D-fractal parametric sweep development history 
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Figure 6-3 Example of 3D 3D-fractal parametric sweep development history 

 

Verhoeff successfully produced an easy to reproduce and quite natural-like 3D tree-

structure based on simple rule. Firstly, Verhoeff start with a rectangular polygon as the 

seed. Then, generate the first pair of branch (left and right direction, where angle is 

between 60O to 120O), by performing a cut (using functions like square, parallelogram, 

rhombus and rectangle to produce the basic seed shape), ridge (using functions like 

horizontal and slanted to perform the ridge cutting through the seed volume, usually at the 

top end), and roof (using functions like asymmetric, symmetric and congruent for the 

cutting action itself to produce random effects).  The 3D binary tree development shall be 

based on Verhoeff findings and experimental results [82]. 

 

In this section, a methodology for real time identification of various singularities for 

various types of workspace for parallel robots is proposed. Python 3D simulation software 

has been developed to position the moving platform of the robot’s CAD model through 

pre-defined rules in order to solve specific problems including singularity identification, 
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obstacle avoidance, and path planning. The system is designed to identify the moving 

platform’s best possible pose. Boolean logic is used to identify valid path trajectory 

through parametric sweep search method. Joint constraints are checked to validate the 

platforms’ positions using the actuators’ stroke length, their angles, and any possible 

collisions.  Solutions for the desired pose are then obtained, based on line collision and 

mesh model algorithms,. The path, position and workspace data are verified against a 

kinematic model of the robot, developed in Solid works and Matlab software tools.  The 

Python system offers fast solution in designing new parallel robot configurations and 

geometries through local and global optimization of the search area 

 

6.3 Boolean Logic for search control and validation strategy 

 

Boolean method is based on the logic controls of the search and validation strategy to 

determine singular and non-singular position and orientation workspace. Boolean logic is 

the control structure that defines the search parameters; search criteria and analysis. Search 

parameters include upper and lower bound and parametric sweep shape. Search criteria 

include search technique and filter.  

Table 6 is based on ‘case 1’ to demonstrate the Python system capabilities, where the end-

effectors are directed to follow a path, while the system performs workspace analysis for 

the Platform A to determine its best path. The process completion time is resolution-

dependent, and interval and slicing allows detail analysis of interesting region. The 

computation time shown here is faster than numerical method for finding a workspace. 

Case 1, 2, 3 and 4 is not replicated in numerical method due to few constraints. 
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Table 6 Parametric sweep performance for Case 1 

 

Type Travel limit (x, y 

axis) 

Resolution Time (seconds) 

Python Test 1 40 cm 1 unit 34000 

Python Test 2 40 cm 5 unit 1100 

Python Test 3 40 cm + z – axis(2 

slices) 

5 unit 2000 

Python Test 3 40 cm (x, y & z – 

axis) 

5 unit 17000 

Numerical Test Not implemented Not implemented Not implemented 

 

Analysis is performed on the dataset based on a general structure, constrained structure (by 

obstacle type and shape), interval analysis and data slicing analysis. The case studies 

presented here is based on literature search results for various typical and specific 

workspaces. Reference is made to Figure 3-1in the following descriptions: Case 1 is a 

special-case for a hybrid robot system, where the search is for platform E’s workspace 

when platform A is following a pre-defined 3D path. Case 1 optimizes platform E’s travel 

while ensuring minimum trajectory changes during travel.  Case 2 is a search for obstacle-

free workspace when a set of primitive objects are placed within a known workspace. This 

obstacle is user-defined, where the dimension, position and accuracy can be configurable 
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and can be used for obstacle-free path planning. Case 3 is an end effectors’ search for 

position on a 3D mesh surface. Interval analysis can add a higher resolution search on a 

specific path on the 3D mesh surface. Case 4 are optimized search strategies, where 

Boolean analysis is performed on selected information only, which is either a slice or a set. 

 

6.4 Case studies 

6.4.1 Case 1: Boolean search for platform A’s path when platform E’s path is known. 

 

Weighted f, ωf for σn = angG [o1, o2] if Coplanar OR meets at infinity, given by the 

Grassmann rules. The large sets of comparison-wise check for non-coplanar condition has 

to consider non-redundant loop and Boolean validation method for all pairs σn.  Boolean 

validation where σ0  ∩σ1 ≠0 and σn ∈ (comparable pair-wise set σc), and σc must produce 

Grassmann errors. 

Table 7 A random-generated 3D grids for case 2 

Random generator Types Time (seconds) Grassmann weighted value 

ωf 

3-axis x 1-plane 

arrangement (case 2) 

880 17280 

3-axis x 4-plane 

arrangement  (case 2) 

4400 83008 

Trilinear arrangement 

(eq.3) (case 2) 

700 12684 
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The criteria for selecting each set’s representation is based on weighted rank, where the 

rank itself is based on either a) K-Means cluster centroid or b) combination weighted rank 

for distance between each set’s representation, distance to center and Grassmann error 

value. 2D slice features allow for 2D check and interpolation to optimize Platform A’s 

path when Platform E’s path is known and fixed. Python rendering of the case study is 

presented in Figure 6-4(a), and the Spline interpolation is shown in Figure 6-4(b). 

 

 

Figure 6-4(a) Middle Travelling Plate’s list of possible path when Top Travelling Plate 

moves along the defined path and 12(b) Spline interpolation 

 

Spline interpolation cannot solve the problem with weighted rank value. The interpolation 

may derive best fit curve but this unlikely to be the best solution. A weighted system need 

to consider factors like distance to base’s center-point, gradient angle between travel and 

distance between sets of node in the path segment, where the objective is to reduce 

platform A motion to a minimum or to pose the structure in the best stiffness orientation, 

by aligning both platform E and A together.  
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Adjacency graph strategy to solve the 2D problem slice in Figure 6-5(b) for platform A is 

shown in Figure 6-5(a). Adjacency graph can be adopted to work with various methods 

like k-means clustering, path algorithm, search algorithm and weighted rank system. The 

adjacency graph also work with different slices or dataset of information, by creating 

linkage as an interpolation between the sets.  

 

Figure 6-5(a) Adjacency graph strategy to solve the 3D problem and 6-5(b) 1D array 

network (A 2D solution) 

6.4.2 Case 2: Boolean method for data slicing analysis 

 

Slicing analysis operation is a data interpolation between points. Here, a ‘constant 

orientation slice’ checks a path that goes past each slice of information. The interpolation 

between points along the path and the slices give extra information regarding the path 

trajectory. There is a collections of possible points that connect the two data slices at the 

given ‘constant orientation workspace’, as shown in Figure 6-6(a). This is a 2D curve 

spline interpolation working on 1D-array data. Figure 6-6(a) is provided as an example of 

Python rendering for 3D interpolation between slices of datasets. Figure 6-6(b) 
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demonstrates the problem with data interpolation, where other algorithm like Trilinear is 

required to add extra dimension to the interpolation.  

 

 

Figure 6-6(a) Interpolation between slices and 6-6(b) 1D path between the 3 data slices. 

The 2D path interpolation based on 1D linear interpolation does not produce relevant result 

following similar argument of not being able to utilize the weighted value which is related 

to gradient changes between path’s node, distance of path’s node to the given path and 

distance between each node itself. The example for this 1D linear interpolation is given in 

Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5. L-system random generator strategy for 3D interpolation is 

another method for extending the data slicing analysis. In this method quadratic algebra or 

ternary algorithm is used to form the adjacency graph between the random populated test 

points distributed on the collection of test planes. Gill use connected planar graph, and 

check for intersection between connected links to form the interpolation between slices.  

Then consider the slice orientation and rotation direction to ensure proper linkages is 

formed. Boolean logic is used here to control the 3D graph formation [102] 
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6.4.3 Case 3: Boolean method for search whilst avoiding obstacle 

 

This case study demonstrates a method of using Boolean operation to find non-singular 

positions outside the obstacles placed within the non-singular workspace of the robot 

system. Two spherical obstacles placed at two different coordinates. The formulation for 

the collection of detectors shaped to form the spherical-shaped obstacles is based on 

standard sphere formula. Figure 6-7 shows an example case for obstacle avoidances or 

collision detections, where the case demonstrates the avoidances of two obstacles placed 

within the Work volume region. The obstacle (developed using equation 1) can be 

described as pick and place object, obstacle or working plane. Haptic interaction shall 

include force feedback interaction with the obstacle while user navigate or collide with the 

obstacle. This haptic interaction shall be based on Boolean logic operating on n-D Simplex 

algorithm. 2D optimization by using D* and A* for obstacle avoidance and path planning 

within a workspace is a useful to validate the various condition. Liu develop a Boolean 

method for collision avoidance inside Configuration space (Cspace), which is simplified 

here to demonstrate the idea 𝐵𝑗(𝑋) = {𝑋|ℎ(𝑋) > 0}𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1,2. .𝑛 , where X is a point in 

space (x,y,z), h(X)= 0 denote boundary, Bj represent Boolean method for dataset avoiding 

obstacle j, for a multiple obstacles scene [103] 
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Figure 6-7 Example Python rendering of a work volume outside the two obstacles 

volumetric region 

6.4.4 Case 4: Boolean method for search on a surface mesh 

 

This is a study of platform E’s path for non-singular condition following a surface mesh 

placed within the robot workspace. The search objective is to find points on the mesh that 

have non-singular positions. The search for non-singular points on the mesh surface is 

generalized. Figure 6-8(a) and 6-8(b) shows the plot for non-singular points on the mesh. 

There is no limit to the number of meshes, locations and the shape variations placed within 

the workspace. A 1D array of the results of regression analysis produces lists of paths. The 

simulation then continues to perform a parametric sweep to find the best possible path on 

the mesh surface based on the slicing of sets of planes. Python example result for 2D 

univariate interpolation is shown in Figure 6-9.  Adapting Liu’s Boolean algorithm, to 

ensure the distance between end-effectors and mesh(target) is always equal to 0, therefore 

the equation now become 𝐵𝑗(𝑋) = {𝑋|ℎ(𝑋) = 0}𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1,2. . 𝑛 , where X is a point in 

space (x,y,z), h(X)= 0 denote boundary, Bj represent Boolean method for dataset avoiding 
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obstacle j, for a multiple obstacles scene. Liu’s method does not require the analysis of the 

Cspace[103].  Pavic’s research on continuous Boolean operation on surface mesh use both 

polygonal and volumetric data. The method requires extraction of the geometric mesh, 

which can be done by executing algorithm like Marching cube, simplex, dual-contouring 

and manifold topology. Pavic introduce cuboids to provide blocking and simplify the 

volumetric problem, then define the inside and outside mesh surface criteria based on 

Boolean logic. However, when using this method, there exists a problem with clipping 

during sharp corner and hole [104]. 

 

Figure 6-8(a) Boolean method search avoiding obstacles and 6-8(b) red dots represent the 

non-singularity points on the surface mesh 
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Figure 6-9 A univariate interpolations to find path on the mesh surface 

 

6.4.5 Case 5: Boolean method for interval analysis 

 

Interval analysis is a method for detail inspection of a set of data. The objective of this 

experiment is to demonstrate the detail analysis by subdivision of the path, and performing 

analysis for a given range along the path. Line segment is an operation done on a set of 

points to solve problems like analyzing the path accuracy. Interval analysis defines a 

suitable lower and upper bound during a parametric sweep search. The objective here is to 

reduce redundancy, unnecessary search outside the bound. Interpolation produces a 

relationship between sets of grid for a specific node. Figure 6-10 demonstrate an example 

for interval analysis operation on collections of points along a path, where interval analysis 

allows detail inspection of a union of points on that path. 
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Figure 6-10 An ‘interval analysis’ system for the mesh surface workspace 

 

Interval analysis is planned to be used as local and global search size definition and real-

time path planning tool. The upper-bound and lower-bound search range defines the start 

and end node for a subset of a path, and new local parametric sweep grid is prepared.  

Gallego demonstrate the positive advantages of using adjacency graph or adjacency matrix 

in solving complex data [105]. Pigot uses n-simplicial topology which can be described as 

adjacency graph that allows for remapping between types of simplexes. Here, the 

migration between 1-simplex (an interval) to 2-simplex (a face) and 3-simplex (a volume) 

is allowable. Boolean provide useful and compact algebra to control the seeding and 

branching control of the simplex tree [106]. Following this idea, an interval analysis 

method has been developed, which quickly migrates between simplexes when either the 

system or the user needs it.  
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6.4.6 Case 6: Boolean method for quadratic interpolation edge determination 

Quadratic or quaternion interpolation builds an instance of a parametric sweep grid 

between any set of slices or planes. The final pattern depends on formulation and the 

extrusion method. Table 4 displays an example Python rendering based on horizontal 

ternary interpolation using a given L-system pattern. The result is an adjacency graph 

which is a sweep travelling path for the end-effectors.  

  

The difficulty in handling complex adjacency graph produced by the quadratic 

interpolation includes large number of linkages and large number of nodes. The Boolean 

algebra has to estimate each slice’s parameters, thus reducing the number of network. This 

could lead to a combination of search methods in a single run [107]. Based on Bezier 

interpolation, the system can reduce the slice size and arrange its position and orientation 

effectively.  Figure 9-15,Figure 9-16 and Figure 9-17 illustrate this concept, where a path 

is given, and the system is expected to conduct an efficient parametric sweep following 

this path.  

 

6.4.7 Case 7: Boolean method for L-system fractal random growth pattern 

determination 

 

L-system is a formal grammar system with dynamic interaction with its environment 

(Refer Figure 6-11). Boolean logic is implemented to drive the fractal growth position, 

direction and limit. Boolean control the growth rule by directing the fractal towards the 

training set data. This training set data is a collection of test points generated by draft 

workspace cubic parametric sweep search. For generating the fractal, we use context 
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sensitive grammars. Therefore Boolean logic can provide the ‘if-else’ scenario controls. 

Ikbal produced the development of scaling factor into L-System grammar to follow 

Iterated Function System (IFS) [108]. Merell discussed the requirement for constraints in 

fractal or procedural rendering, where we chose to implement the geometric constraints 

type algebraic in the L-System [88]. Boolean has to control few methods in L-System 

which are – a) ‘F’ move forwards d steps and draw a line, b) ‘f’ move forwards without 

drawing a line, c) ‘+’ turn right, d) ‘-‘ turn left and e) ‘|’ which means turn away from the 

current trajectory [109]. Dubois developed anticipatory algorithms that help control the L-

System chaotic behavior, by introducing saturation factor by having incursion over the 

solutions. Dubois use Boolean table as a recursive flip-flop memory table that helps reduce 

the system complexity especially for a one-to-many relationship  [110]. 

 

 

Figure 6-11 Example Python rendering of L-system fractal in automatic search mode 
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6.4.8 Case 8: Boolean method for determining Grassmann search behaviour 

 

Boolean simple logic is used here to provide control for Grassmann error condition which 

includes coplanar condition, line-line join condition, and line-line meets condition, plane-

line meets when given a plane and point-line join condition. Details regarding this 

operation can be found in section 5.4. Boolean logic controls various conditions and 

parameters namely the type of search, the parametric sweep method, the Cspace size and the 

analysis method.  

 

6.4.9 Case 9: Boolean method for finding singularity loci 

 

Tatsuya develop a graph-based control based on Boolean Network (BN), which pose a 

problem with the control method [111]. The parametric sweep search has been constraints 

with quick edge detection and stop travelling along a singular region. This is a difficult 

control method to solve, since this region is not known or there exists some non-singular 

position or orientation in the singularity region. And, then, there is also a large variation of 

workspace type to be considered. The application to control the sweep search is limited to 

a combinations of AND and OR which check for geometry singularity and all 5 

Grassmann constraints. The Python simulation reduces the complexity by focusing on a 

smaller Cspace and performing coarse-resolution parametric sweep before the fine-

resolution operation. There is various search methods, which can be employed by the user 

to optimize the loci search. The loci condition is equivalent to Grassmann singularity [53], 

which has been implemented as a real-time operation. The loci search optimization has to 
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consider other factors including the parametric sweep type, data population method, and 

the interpolation between the test nodes. The singularity loci conditions need the moving 

platform to be rotated at an angle, where the Grassmann singularity becomes a risk. The 

search parameter would set the moving platform angle, perform the parametric sweep and 

follow the Boolean rules. This iteration continues with different rotation angles for the 

moving platform until the iteration reaches the rotation limit. The discussion on two fixed 

constant orientation blending is given in section 7.4.  

 

6.5 Conclusion 

 

Boolean provides logic controls of the search and validation strategy to determine singular 

and non-singular position and orientation workspace. Boolean logic is the control structure 

that defines the search parameters; search criteria and analysis. Search parameters include 

upper and lower bound and parametric sweep shape. Boolean produces criteria for search 

technique and filter. Boolean can limit the region, direction of search and the search 

behaviour. The system is scalable and modifiable; therefore a region can be extended or 

reduced. The research follows the concept demonstrated by Merlet, which is then extended 

by many other researchers.  
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Boolean algebra controls the 3D binary tree method by directing the growth and new 

seeding where appropriate. This way, Boolean provide limit for growth, direction of 

growth and scale the growth to satisfy the 3D sweeping parameters.  

 

Various Boolean methods are presented in this chapter as case studies to demonstrate the 

concept. Boolean provide the necessary control for path planning, surface mesh 

interaction, slicing and interval analysis. Boolean has successfully limits the search space 

and control the search direction.  
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Chapter 7: PATH PLANNING 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

Parallel robot is a closed-loop system with translation (x, y and z) and Euler angles (α, β, 

γ). The amount of Degree-of-Freedom and its workspace is not limited to any combination. 

However, there is a risk of existence of singularity in the final design. This section 

discusses the path planning aspect of the parallel robot design. Path planning requires the 

parametric sweep result, whose validation using was explained in the previous chapters.  

 

7.2 Definition for search region 

 

C space is a configuration space where the robot can move without going into a singularity 

condition. C space for Hexapod Robot is basically a hemispherical shape and can be 

represented as special Euclidean group𝑆𝐸(3) = 𝑅3𝑆𝑂(3). A Cfreespace is a space where 

the robot can move while avoiding obstacle. Qin explains the uses of Cfree and Cobstacle to 

reduce the requirement for C-space search, since C-space search is computationally 

intensive. Qin describes the potential of using any representation that would help improve 

the robot’s motion-related task when C-space is replaced by another method. Glavina first 

explain the concept in 1994, where it is hoped that a new method would solve the problem 

by focusing on the problem at lower Degree-of-Freedom, reduced number of nodes in 

graph and to help improve A* search by reducing the system complexity. Qin highlights 

the issue of identifying the maximum reachable pose, which may not be within the Cunique 
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workspace. Qin uses discretization heuristic to control the resolution, which is also known 

as interval analysis. Heuristic rule ensure that critical region is being given higher 

resolution, in order to improve overall system accuracy, while not losing speed [8,79]. 

 

Glavina suggested that C space depends on the number of actuators, however neighbouring 

node search grid is limited to 3D or 4D space. The graph nodes have to be limited in order 

to generate enough test data within the acceptable resolution for a wide range of 3D space. 

A* which is based on Euclidean distance to an end pose is not sufficient in this type of C 

space. Glavina primary objective is to divide the problems into a small and simple 2D 

problem, where the focus is on the issue itself rather than the whole 3D space. Glavina 

uses method like slide-step in order to quickly establish the maximum reach or the edge, 

and to quickly find the end pose or the target. To improve trust in a questionable region, 

Glavina introduces a sub goal which is a form of random generated test data [112].  

 

Bohigas explore the force-feasible C-space for a path, where A* is then used to find best 

path on a mesh generated by first avoiding singularity loci space, since the travel is done 

based on constant orientation method. Some of the issue addressed by Bohigas includes 

the problem with interpolation, where certain factor may not be considered by the system 

like the orientation compliance or the gradient angle changes between the two poses from 

start to finish position [7].  
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7.3 Path planning strategy for parametric sweep search 

 

There is a significant difference when the parametric sweep search for non-singularity path 

is done using serial or parallel search method. Qin experiments with parallel search in a C-

space, where a seed generator can be placed at any node, with certain criteria for branching 

out to form the parallel search [8]. This section shall explore the serial, parallel and spiral 

sweep method while adapting ideas from ‘Gift wrapping algorithm’ and ‘Jarvis march’ to 

quickly identify workspace’s edge, Cfree and Cobstacle. Those method and few others are well 

known in convex-hull quick search method, such as Graham Scan. The methods are 

adapted for 3D sweeping strategy to quickly find path, workspace and singularity for 

parallel robot application.  

 

Adjacency graph could be categorized into unbalanced, AVL balanced tree, serial and 

parallel, ternary and binary tree. An AVL tree (developed by Brad Appleton) is a binary 

tree, and as a balanced tree, the difference between the height of the left and right tree is 

never more than one. To balance an AVL tree, every time there is a new insertion into the 

graph, a rotation function is required. The rotation can be either single or double rotations, 

with corresponding ‘left’ and ‘right’ versions. An AVL criterion has to keep track of the 

AVL state by checking the height difference and rotate the graph when necessary. The 

advantage of using AVL is described as being fast 0(log n) time in both the average and 

worst cases for data lookup, insertion and deletion [113]. 
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The Python simulation integrates various form of adjacency graph in simplifying the order 

of chaos in the result, especially in making senses of the relationship with other weighted 

value like cost-factor.  

 

Parallel robot path planning is an essential factor in ensuring that the robot can perform the 

given task safely, accurately, timely and cost effectively. As an example to illustrate the 

concept, a robot is given a task of performing a soldering work on a block. The robot must 

be able to position its end-effectors and move along the given cutting path. The robot must 

be able to follow the given path while its based is fixed to a given position or mobile, 

moving along another path. Therefore, path planning has to consider many general and 

specific factors that relate to these tasks. A Python 3D simulation system has been 

developed based on Grassmann pencil-line terminology, where it’s kinematic has been 

validated using numerical system, and the basic singularity check is based on structural 

geometric and Grassmann validation. The full 3D system allows for 3D experiment, 

analysis and data visualization. Various 3D path planning and analysis method is shown in 

this research to demonstrate the system ability. The experimental result is an ad hoc study 

of the problem, which produces result quickly at low resolution. User is expected to 

perform highly accurate and numerical analysis following the result in order to improve its 

accuracy and validity. 

Bhattacharya mentions the requirement for estimation algorithm in solving path planning, 

which leads to heavy computation time [81,82]. Ur-Rehman explains that one import 

aspect of path planner is the placement of the work piece inside the robot’s workspace. For 

a mobile or reposition-enabled robot, the path placement has to consider the optimization 

of the robot’s base, too  [116]. 
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7.4 Experiment setup for two different scenario 

7.4.1 Setup 1: Path strategy between two Constant Orientation Workspace 

 

The first experiment setup is shown in Figure 7-1, which is based on constant orientation 

workspace data for two different pose, where start pose =coordinate (-20, 16.1763, -

18.2472) and end pose = coordinate (10, 18.2663, 21.8673), where their orientation axis 

are + and – degrees along x-axis. The red cubic sets represent the constant orientation 

workspace for start node, and the yellow cubic represent the end node. Two extreme 

positions have been selected as the start and end point, where a direct straightforward path 

between them is not possible, when any of the two orientation angle is applied to the end-

effectors. 

 

 

Figure 7-1 Path between [0][45] to [1][1] 
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7.4.2 Setup 2: Path strategy for platform A when platform E is moving and following 

a path 

 

The second experiment, shown in Figure 7-2, is based on a hybrid robot, where platform A 

is a hexapod with 6 legs structure and platform E is a tripod with 3 legs structure. This 

setup is a search for best path for platform A when platform E needs to follow a specific 

path. The criteria shall consider these parameters like gradient changes towards the target, 

gradient changes between nodes, distance from each node, distance from the centre 

position and singularity rank value. Figure 7-3 demonstrates the nearest distance to centre-

point result for platform A’s workspace data. 

 

 

Figure 7-2 Collection of datasets representing Platform A’s workspace 
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7.5 Path planning with slice analysis for trajectory control 

 

Path planning is related to allowable end-effectors’ motion when there is no singularity in 

the path, where the path could be fixed or modifiable. Path planning has to consider 

various factors like distance between node, cost to move and reach the next node, sub-

singularity elements like stiffness factor, Grassmann, vibration, trajectory changes and 

velocity. Bonnemains found that elastic deformations have higher influence on the x-axis 

for his experiment on cutting a block of an aluminium block. Bonnemains added that 

Matlab ODE15’s solver is noisy [117]. Rossi propose that no robot can move with 

discontinuous movement and velocity, and irregular curve should be avoided in 

performing path planning. Rossi explains that polynomial planner has the disadvantage of 

many issues, for example when the polynomial increases, the trajectory becomes not 

natural for the manipulator and the polynomial depends on the given points, when any 

points is changed, the polynomial has to be recomputed. According to Rossi, to solve the 

single high order polynomial disadvantage, the path is broken into segment of low order 

polynomials. Rossi comments that a trajectory planning method has been developed at the 

Di.M.E. at the University of Naples ‘‘Federico II’’, where the planner considers another 

constraints that is the trajectory tangent [118].  There are various paths planning strategy in 

2 dimensional applications, but not many in 3 dimensional spaces. Path planning is also 

associated with task, therefore the path strategy has to consider new factors like constant 

position, constant orientation, continuous surface contour, obstacle within the path space, 

cutting and machining theory, force required to perform cutting and many more. 
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Ata use the term trajectory planning, and describe the constraints for planning as system 

constraints which is imposed by the robot’s geometry and task constraints given by the 

task. Ata define the planning problem as the difficulty in calculating feasible trajectories 

from a given task (could also be a ‘pose-to-pose’ problem) while maximising the robot’s 

capabilities. A time-trajectory planning is either in joint space or Cartesian space. At joint 

space, this is specified to each joint and actuator. A Cartesian space is not generated at 

joint space; therefore there exist possibilities for geometric singularity at joint space. 

Trajectory planning has to consider reasonable time for the manipulator to increase and 

decrease its stroke length [119]. 

 

Ata explains that the common trajectory planning methods are a) polynomials in time, 

cubic polynomial and splines in time, b) linear interpolation with smoothing and linear 

interpolation with parabolic blends, and c) optimal controls like shooting method 

[119].Lou mentions that motion planning can be a kinematic-based or dynamic based. 

Kinematic based planning is limited to kinematic constraints only. Dynamic based 

consider both kinematic and dynamic constraints, which has the objectives of maximizing 

structure stiffness and to minimizes actuation forces while working within the limit of 

workspace and singularity [120].  Chen discuss the problem with Stewart Platform 

reaching a singularity manifold, that leads to the leg forces sudden increment moving 

towards the allowable limits. Chen develops a cost functions and constraints which 

consider minimum actuating forces, optimum time and energy efficiency.  And, Chen 

added that a weighting coefficient is required in order to validate the singularity possible 

condition. The parameters are leg length constraint, leg linear velocity, leg linear 

acceleration, actuating force constraint and it should also consider leg’s collision. Chen 
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mapped pseudo cost function based on the weighted penalty functions , which is then 

mapped into the function of the spline parameters [9]. Bhattacharya mentions the 

requirement for estimation algorithm in solving path planning, which leads to heavy 

computation time [81,82]. 

 

Ur-Rehman explains that one import aspect of path planner is the placement of the work 

piece inside the robot’s workspace. For a mobile or reposition-enabled robot, the path 

placement has to consider the optimization of the robot’s base, too [116]. 

 

Various paths planning method is demonstrated with examples of the 3D Python 

simulation capabilities for flexible integration with various methods to solve design 

problems. The research addresses the issues of using 2D interpolation in solving the 3D 

problem in Parallel robot design. Such problem includes the issue with 3D path planning 

and 3D obstacle position. The methods demonstrated are experimental ideas, and many of 

the condition or case study presented is not validated using other method, since it is 

difficult to implement such method in Solid Work or Matlab environment.  

 

7.6 Experiment with various path planning methodologies 

 

Various paths planning method is demonstrated to provide reader with examples of the 3D 

Python simulation capabilities for easy integration with various method to solve design 

problems. 
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7.6.1 Method (1) k-means clustering 

 

K-means cluster is a strategy which partition the n datasets into k sets (𝑘𝑛 ≤ 𝑛)𝑆 =

{𝑆1,𝑆2, . . , 𝑆𝐾} to minimize the within-cluster sum of squares 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 = ∑ ∑ �𝑥𝑗 − 𝜇𝑖�
2

𝑥𝑗∈𝑆𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1 , for a given set of data(x1, x2... xn),   [32] 

Where each dataset is a form of d-dimensional real vector. 

Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 demonstrate an example where k-means cluster path planning 

optimizes platform A path when platform E is following a fixed path. To demonstrate and 

clearly visualize the effect, data slicing is used to parametric sweep and plot only a list of 

layers along an axis. This way, the k-means path planning and the dataset relationship are 

clearly shown. 

 

Figure 7-3 Adjacency graph network 
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Figure 7-4 K-means clustering example (point A, B and C) for 3 datasets representing 

workspace for platform A 

 

7.6.2 Method (2) following a given target 

 

Assuming that similar trajectories for both platforms A and E produce stiffer pose, this 

experiment looks into path planning based on following a target, where both platforms A 

and E attempt to maintain heading or trajectory direction towards the given target. This 

given target can be a moving object, static or a series of points representing a path. This is 

similar to a compliance workspace search, where the end-effectors try to maintain its 

trajectory following a given path or mesh. The trajectory can also be maintained at a 

minimal gradient changes [20]. This method is seen be similar with visual servoing 

method if it is integrated with a minimal gradient changes, where the lowest angle 

differences is maintained [121].   
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7.6.3 Method (3) A* D* 3d path planning 

 
Carsten describe the D* 3D path planning method which is based on interpolation-based 

cost approximation. This method allows for optimal straight line path via interpolation of 

its current pose, and validating its trajectory towards the target[122].  

D* path planning for obstacle avoidance within a known workspace is given here as 

𝑔�𝑠𝑓� = [𝑔(𝑠1) + 𝑔(𝑠0) − 𝑔(𝑠1). 𝑡]. (1 − 𝑢) + [𝑔(𝑠2) + 𝑔(𝑠3) − 𝑔(𝑠2). 𝑡].𝑢 

𝑟ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑓(𝑠) = 𝐶.√1 + 𝑡2  +  𝑢2  + [𝑔(𝑠1) + 𝑔(𝑠0) − 𝑔(𝑠1). 𝑡]. (1 − 𝑢) + [𝑔(𝑠2) + 𝑔(𝑠3) −

𝑔(𝑠2). 𝑡].𝑢                                                                                                                              

(33) 

Where g(s0),g(s1), g(s2), and g(s3) is the path cost of any point on the face of the cubic 3d 

grid unit, C is the traversal cost of the Voxel on both f and s, and the cost of a path from s 

through sfsis given as rhssf(s).  

 

7.6.4 Method (4) Voxel-planner based on Binary tree 

 
3D Voxel-based planner is based on nearest neighbourhood interpolation, which we 

attempt to replicate and extend the concept for parallel robot path optimization, by using 

Marching cube model. The methodology for seeding the 3D marching cube path is based 

on Verhoeff 3D binary tree development, which replaces the basic geometry seed 

generator object with marching cube, and the ridge functions is replaced by the 10-

variations of marching cube orientation seeding element [123].  Figure 7-5 displays the 10-
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variations trajectory indicator and seeding element where new object is to be generated to 

build a path tree.  

 

Figure 7-5 A marching cube 10-variations with trajectory indicator for seeding new branch 

 

Figure 7-6 displays the seed which generate binary tree throughout the workspace. The 

seed branching out towards the low-resolution cubic parametric sweep search result. The 

sweep search travels between the low-resolution and the high resolution workspace. The 

cubic parametric sweep is parallel, regular-spacing between lines and rigid.  
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Figure 7-6 Seed for binary tree production placed within the workspace 

 

Figure 7-7 displays the calibration for fabricating the binary tree result or workspace 

shape. Changes to the binary tree sensitivity parameters which comprised of distance and 

angle between low-resolution and high-resolution test data will result with different final 

shape. Figure 7-8 displays the result of a 3D binary tree workspace. This 3D tree generator 

is based on Verhoeff solutions. 
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Figure 7-7 Calibration parameters for binary tree 

 

Figure 7-8 Example Python simulation rendering of a 3D binary tree 
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7.6.5 Method (5) Connecting two constant orientation workspace dataset 

 

For a known start and end pose, where the pose’s orientation is known, two sets of 

parametric sweep to find the constant orientation workspace for both start and end nodes 

were developed. Then, both adjacency graphs were connected to build the final path, 

connecting the optimum points on both dataset and interpolate when there is no data 

available. Li researched on connecting two graphs in 3D which is for narrow passage 

planning method combining Randomized Star Builder (RSB) and uniform sampling to 

extend the local tree and build the connection between two datasets [124]. Nieuwenhuisen 

extended the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) with Boolean algebra to reduce the 

graph complexity thereby improving system performance [125]. Figure 7-1 demonstrates 

an example of connecting two sets of constant orientation workspace graph, and further 

discussion regarding the method is given in the 3D sweeping section. Figure 7-9 display 

the sequential orientation changes between start and end position.  

 

Figure 7-9 A constant orientation pose from start point [0,0] to end point [1,23] 
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7.6.6 Method (6) 3D Ternary Interpolation 

 

Interpolation-based path planner by using L-system random generator, with specific Voxel 

referred to as Ulam spiral is populated onto a collections of slice planes. The ternary or 

quadratic relationship between the slices produce 3D interpolation data, which can be 

ranked, based on nearest to straight-line path, gradient changes and singularity value is 

shown in Figure 7-10. 

Ternary algorithm for interpolation between random populations of dataset on collections 

of plane’s slices is given below following Jin’s method. According to Qu, a ternary 

number,  𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑦𝑗 + 𝑧𝑘  , where x, y and z are real numbers while I,j and k are 

imaginary units. And, a ternary maps is described as, 𝑡 → 𝑡𝑚 + 𝑐 (𝑡, 𝑐 ∈ 𝑇), where T= 

ternary number, C=complex number system, m = exponential number [49]. 

 

Ulam Spiral or prime spiral formulation is in 2D, and the extrusion or ternary method 

produce the 3D effects for Ulam Spiral. This is then used for path planning, distribution of 

test points, dataset interpolation or extrapolation and producing adjacency graph network. 

General Ulam or prime spiral formula is given here as𝑓(𝑛) = 4𝑛2 + 𝑏𝑛 + 𝑐, where b and 

c is an integer constant, and n is a set of numbers [73].  
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Figure 7-10 Ternary interpolation 

 

Ternary interpolation along a path is done by using slice analysis. Each slice is a planar 

element with user-defined or automatically builds position and orientation to satisfy the 

path criteria [126]. The criteria for placement along a path includes divide and conquer to 

build a 3D Bezier curve, where a midpoint calculation is performed between each node to 

build a new node to be further subdivided, using 3D general midpoint formula 

𝑚𝑖𝑑𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 = �(𝑥 + 𝑥) ÷ 2, (𝑦 + 𝑦) ÷ 2, (𝑧 + 𝑧) ÷ 2�. This Bezier curve construction can 

be done after the system has optimized and run the selection process based on criteria for 

best possible path. Use de Casteljau Subdivision Algorithm which is an ordering system 

for subdividing the best possible path’s dataset into an AVL tree graph [127]. This best 

possible path is derived from a set of ternary graph network data. The criteria for 

selections include nearest distance to the path, gradient angle between nodes and target, 

and singularity rank value. Amato use clustering method to prioritize or seclude the 

important region away from the whole dataset. The objective here is to populate the space 

with reasonable amount of test data, and use effective way to measure and define 

parameters to seclude the important region for the final processing which are the best 

possible path and then the Bezier curve construction [50].   
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The ternary slices shall then be placed along the generated 3D Bezier curve with the 

control point perpendicular to the Bezier curve is proposed as the best candidate for 

placing the slices. The trajectory is derived from the Bezier curve forward angle toward the 

next node. However, each slice is user reconfigurable and ternary interpolation can be 

generated to satisfy user requirement.  

Figure 7-11 demonstrates an example for a collection of 2D planar slices placed along a 

given path. The planar slices shown as dotted green can be placed using various algorithm 

to optimizes and satisfy user requirements. Interpolation of various methods can be 

performed here to create graphs between the planar slices.  

 

Figure 7-11 An example Ternary interpolation for a collection of planar slices. 

7.6.7 Method (7) 3D sweeping 

 

The typical sweep is also known as parametric sweep based on geometrical and rigid grid 

like cubic, conical or spherical. Shah commented that the parametric sweep is lacking the 

initial condition estimation, and the problem with the definition for sweeping range since 

the region may change depending on the workspace search typology [86].  
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3D sweeping based on mesh surface grid or patch in the form of Bezier or Coons patch is a 

special case for dynamic grid system. This grid patch is driven by de Boors control points 

which is a generalized form of de Casteljau's algorithm which help find C(u) on segment u, 

where C is a subdivision of a segment between point A and point B. The control point 

parameters like scale, position and orientation, and subdivision method can generate 

various shapes with parallel path line and equally spaced and arranged test points. The 

resulting shape serves as the grid system for the parametric sweep search [49]. A basic 

cubic parametric sweep is demonstrated in Figure 7-12(a), and the cutting block is shown 

in Figure 7-12(b). 

 

Figure 7-12(a) Cubic parametric sweep and (b) patch grid 

 

This method is a modification from Jarvis march which looks for edges of a set of data. 

The 3D sweep shall consider these parameters including gradient changes towards the 

target, gradient changes between nodes, distance from each node, distance from the centre 

position and singularity rank value.  

The characteristic for the graph plot in Figure 7-12 demonstrate the parametric cubic 

sweeping pattern, therefore the plot resemble the layer-by-layer and end-to-end sweeping 
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effects.  The criteria are plotted against the first stage’s result. First stage is the initiation 

method where two sets of workspace are found by using constant orientation workspace 

search. Figure 7-13 demonstrates a complete graph method where each node is linked by 

an edge. Figure 7-14 display the second approach to handling adjacency graph. There are 

various other methods for handling the graph network, which is related to the search 

strategy.  Table 8 describe some of the search strategy which could be employed in solving 

the path problem.  

 

Figure 7-13 Test result for 3D sweeping method based on Adjacency complete graph 
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Figure 7-14 Pair-wise adjacency graph 

 

Figure 7-5 displays another way of analysing the adjacency graph. This method put 

emphasizes on the minimum angle differences between start (q1) to node (u or v) and 

towards the endpoint (q2). The optimum condition is when the node’s angle is a minimum 

and it is near to the straight line path.  

Table 8 gives the general differences between the paths methods presented in this chapter. 

The 3D sweep and Voxel-based planner shows a lot of potential and possibilities in 

solving 3D Parallel and Hybrid robot workspace, path and singularity problem. Further 

investigation into the various search algorithms should be able to improve and optimize the 

adjacency graph network used extensively in majority of the listed path methodologies 

presented here. 
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Table 8 Path comparison 

Method Time Characteristic Advantage Disadvantage 

(1)  

K-means 

clustering 

20s Simple and quick 

way of solving path 

definition for a 

collection of 

datasets. 

Fast 2D and 3D 

system. 

Does not consider 

other factors like 

weighted ranking. 

(2) 

Following a 

given path 

1e+04s 

(1511 

Test 

points) 

Interpolate within 

the given region, 

while considering 

Beziers’s path 

profile to estimate 

the intervention 

node. 

Known region Robot’s base position 

and orientation, 

geometry may restrict 

the robot from 

following the given 

path. 

(3)  

A* D* 

No data Best for solving 2D 

obstacle problem. 

Fast and flexible 

method for solving 

2D obstacle. 

3D integration is 

difficult 

(4)  

Voxel-based 

planner 

 

77s  (291 

Test 

points) 

Similar strategy to 

no.  (7) However 

this is a more 

balanced and stable 

approach. 

A simple tree with 

balanced distribution. 

An open system that 

allow various 

formulation for graph 

network, search 

strategy and search 

The calibration for 

threshold value plays 

important role, which 

has direct effect on 

the resulting grid’s 

shape. 
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dimension. 

(5) 

Connecting 

two constant 

orientation 

workspace 

dataset 

2.3e+03s 

(296 Test 

points) 

Connecting separate 

workspaces 

Interpolation or 

network graph to 

predicts the transition 

or the missing links. 

Assumption has to 

consider various 

factors like constant 

target orientation. 

(6)  

3D ternary 

interpolation 

5.5e+02s 

(57 Test 

points) 

Various data 

population and data 

slices’ position and 

orientation 

opportunity. 

The L-system has 

wide variety of 

patterns, and it is 

scalable. 

The random 

generator produce 

less effective test 

position and it is hard 

to control its 

direction and 

distribution. 

(7)  

3D sweeping 

49s (296 

Test 

points) 

True 3D random 

generator and 

learning mode for 

building 3D 

parametric sweep 

network grid. Based 

on convex-hull 

quick search 

method. 

The system should be 

able to build grid 

coverage of similar 

workspace region 

faster and it is a 

scalable and 

manageable system. 

Complex to develop 

and integrate with the 

system 
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7.7 Conclusion 

 
In this chapter path planning, which starts with the definition for smaller test region or 

Cspace, was presented. Then, the significant of having a different envelope shapes for the 

allowable region for the parametric sweep search was discussed. The experimental setup 

consider two difficult aspect which are constant orientation workspace blending and the 

test for estimating the middle plate or platform A’s position and path when platform E has 

to follow a pre-defined path. The simulation result provides optimization method which 

reduces noisy data which is apparent in Matlab ODE15’s solver.  

 

The chapter highlights the problem with the usages of 2D path planner for parallel robot 

problem solving. The system is proven to perform the path planning in 3 dimensions and 

most analysis is done in 3 dimensions, too.  

 

AVL Binary graph approach has been tested for adjacency graph and 3D binary tree 

development. The AVL binary tree which is a balanced tree simplifies the data processing 

and post-processing analysis. The geometric parametric sweep is a rigid system and this is 

limited to invalid initial estimation and unknown search limit. The non-geometric 

parametric sweep systems like ternary L-system and Bezier patch has the advantage of 

being specific and focus. The 3D binary search tree concept is based on Glavina approach 

which reduces a complex workspace problem into smaller and manageable region. The 3D 

binary tree sweep method is open-system, and the example search is based on breadth-first 

search algorithm. The adjacency graph construction display the flexibility of the system, 

where any search algorithm can be integrated while the fundamental concept remains 
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similar. The search algorithm produces different interpolation and data population strategy, 

which use different focus and priority. 

 

The 3D Python simulation has demonstrated a few paths planning strategies in 3-

dimensional space. The Python simulation can be integrated with other path algorithm 

which utilizes any of the data population and test strategy. Boolean provide control for the 

system flow and help reduce the problem’s complexity.  
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Chapter 8: HAPTIC CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT 

 

8.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter addresses the development of a haptic controller system, which consists of a 

structure, control system and a haptic engine. The structure has to be universal for various 

types of parallel robot typologies and topologies. Therefore, the structure itself needs to be 

optimized to cater for the different constraint and number of degree-of-freedom specific 

for a design. On the other hand, user prefers a single contact point to represent the 

travelling plate. This control should be transferrable to other element in the geometry like 

joint’s position and other travelling plate. The haptic controller is PPP and RRR structure 

where the RRR is placed on the z-axis vertical travel of the PPP base. The haptic control 

system is integrated into a 3D Python simulation system. User move or manipulate the 

haptic controller end-effectors and orientation and position sensor check this pose and 

check for its kinematic and singular state, where the servo-motor would control the motion 

when singularity is found in that path. The Python simulation checked for non-singular 

condition and passed the coordinate and orientation value to the Matlab and Solid Work 

system. Matlab validates and then control a physical Hybrid Robot.  The haptic controller 

can have a direct control of the Hybrid Robot, or it can confirm the pose by checking this 

against the Matlab verification. The control features include the interpolation and 

extrapolation strategy to determine the optimize path. The interpolation strategy uses L-

system triangle system like Sierpsinki. The extrapolation strategy use Trilinear and 

Simplex 3D to solve the problem. 
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8.2 The haptic controller kinematics 

 

The haptic controller is a simple kinematic device with 3-axis Cartesian at the first layer 

and 3-axis Spherical RRR unit at the second layer. Bonev explains that Cartesian structure 

has similar accuracy with different position and stroke, therefore there is no optimal design 

parameters for Cartesian design [128]. The Rotary unit is coupled to the Cartesian axis at 

one axis. The design objective is the development of a 6 degree-of-freedom structure that 

would allow two-way motor feedback, and provides the sensation or feeling of operating a 

single plane in space, where the intuition of moving the linear and rotary axis is coupled 

properly.  

Dash wrote that leg symmetry is an advantage, due to uniform force distributions. Less 

number of legs reduces the risk for interferences. It is recommended that the actuators are 

arranged symmetrically among the limbs. Actuator’s gearing and servo motor contributes 

towards weight, leg interference and bulkier size [15].   

Gregorio developed an algorithm that determines all assembly classes for a SP-PS-RS 

architecture [129].According to Herve, there are many design variations; however the 

design objective is to reduce the moving of masses or limbs, to place majority of loads 

(including servo motor and bracket) at the bottommost layer and the range of motions. The 

structure for two-ways servo control should also consider gravity effects and the servo 

motor ability to provide braking  [19]. Following Gosselin design, the RRR rotary unit 

design has 2 coplanar condition and the axis for all plane should intersect at the centre of 

the end-effectors’ rotation axis [131]. 
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Being a haptic device, the actuator must allow for user-exerted force to move it, and it 

should be able to move by itself. The linear motion links the joint at the base and the 

travelling plate. The linear motion has to be gear-driven, and the gearing should allow for 

external exerted forces to have effect on its motion. The motor should have adequate 

braking power to stop the external forces from having any effect on the system, when the 

system reaches singularity point. In this case, it is concluded that the best method is the 

rack and pinion gearing, which allows two way feedbacks.  

 

8.3 Kinematic formulation for the haptic controller 

 
Kinematic describes the rotation and linear transformation that create robot’s motion. 

Equation 34 gives the desired motion. 

[𝑇] = [𝑇𝑟] × �[𝑅𝜃] × [𝑅∅] × �𝑅𝜑��                                               (34) 

Where,𝑇𝑟,𝑅𝜃,𝑅∅ and  𝑅𝜑 are the translation and rotational matrices around X,Y and Z. The 

coordinate is fixed to the fixed robot’s base.  

[𝑅𝜃] = �
1 0 0        0
0 𝑐𝑜𝑠Ө 𝑠𝑖𝑛Ө    0
0
0

−𝑠𝑖𝑛Ө
0

𝑐𝑜𝑠Ө
 0

   0
   1

�                                        (35.a) 

[𝑅∅] = �
𝑐𝑜𝑠ø 0 −𝑠𝑖𝑛ø 0

0 1 0         0
𝑠ø
0

0
0

𝑐𝑜𝑠ø
 0

 0
 1

�                                        (35.b) 
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�𝑅𝜑� = �

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓 0    0
−𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓 0    0

0
0

0
0

1
 0

 0
 1

�                                      (35.c) 

Equation 36 gives the whole transformation matrices.  

[𝑇] = �

𝑐ø𝑐𝜓 −𝑐ø𝑠𝜓 𝑠ø  0
𝑐Ө𝑠𝜓 + 𝑐𝜓𝑠Ө𝑠ø 𝑐Ө𝑐𝜓 − 𝑠ø𝑠𝜓 −𝑐ø𝑠Ө 0
𝑠Ө𝑠𝜓 − 𝑐Ө𝑐𝜓𝑠ø

𝑙
𝑐𝜓𝑠Ө + 𝑐Ө𝑠ø𝑠𝜓

𝑚
𝑐Ө𝑐ø
   𝑛

   0
   1

�                                        (36) 

Where,𝜃,∅,ψ are defined rotational components and l, m and n are linear motions in X, Y, 

Z direction. And, s and c represents sine and cosine function.  

Since, the haptic structure is based on simple rotation and linear transformation matrices; it 

works with various parallel robots’ geometry and configuration.  

8.4 The Haptic structure design 

The experimental 6 degree-of-freedom haptic controller is shown in Figure 8-1. 

 

Figure 8-1 Model of the Haptic Controller (PPPRRR) 
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This PPPRRR configuration is chosen due to the intention of controlling a single point in 

3D space. Similar method to this arrangement is the  

Agile-Eye , however the construction is complex and involves curvy extrusion [132]. The 

rotary joints are placed in the centre of the linear translation axis. The rotary axis is similar 

for all axes. Both the rotary and linear axes are extendible and can be limited by software 

or physical constraint.  

The haptic controller is composed of extrusion beams, rack and pinion gear, and servo 

motor, IMU sensor for orientation sensing and RGB camera for position sensing. The 

haptic Controller is linked to the 3D Python simulation via the orientation and position 

sensor. The 3D Python simulation can control the haptic controller’s end-effectors. The 

haptic controller shown in Figure 8-2can either link to the Matlab Solid Work numerical 

system, or control the physical robot (shown Figure 8-2) directly with singularity check 

performed by the 3D Python system. 
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Table 9 Python controller and the robot simulator 

 

Figure 8-2(a) the physical robot(left) and (b) 

the haptic controller(right) 

 

Figure 8-3 Modality guide (3D Python 

simulation) 

 

 

8.5 Control and Validation 

 

Haptic data is sent to the control program (MATLAB program) to calculate the size of the 

actuators for parallel robot. An associated CAD model simulates the given motions. A 

snapshot of the Solid Work system is shown in Figure 8-4. The result shows that the 

position of the numerical ends effectors matches the haptic data (refer Figure 8-6). 
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Figure 8-4 Matlab as a numerical system that validates the haptic engine experiment 

 

The PPP RRR topology fulfils the geometry selection criteria because it provides natural 

feedback that user experiences when controlling the travelling plate, the topology provide 

simple kinematic for solving the end-effectors position and orientation and the structure 

allow for reconfiguration of each parts without the need for major modifications. 

Furthermore, identification and tracking of position and orientation of end effectors, and 

many components is achievable by using camera based sensor. The design objective is to 

develop a structure that allows for large linear travel and large rotational angles for all 

axes. The linear and rotary travel can be limited later by adjusting the limiting component 

or by software control. The structure should be easily extendible to reduce or enlarge the 

workspace depending on user requirements or the robot workspace dimension or shape. 
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User interference or blocking of sensor’s view should be compensated by software. The 

research attempt to develop a plane-based control rather than single-point based interaction 

of haptic control.  

 

Here, the position provided for the end-effectors by Python simulation is  𝑃 =

(36 70 955 5 0) .  The MATLAB program, which is based on the developed 

kinematic map of the mechanism, reproduces the motion. Figure 8-5 shows a close match 

in X, Y, and Z directions between the results obtained by the proposed methodology and 

those obtained using the theoretically-based numerical method. Numerical method verified 

that the Python kinematic position is accurate and valid.Figure 8-6 displays the position’s 

validation result, when compared with a Numerical system. 

 

 

Figure 8-5 Numerical workspace based on cubic parametric sweep 
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Figure 8-6 End effectors tracking position 

 

8.6 Haptic interaction method using Simplex 

 

Downhill simplex or Nelder-Mead method places an active moving simplex inside a 

design space, where it expands contracts and reflects (flip) around a point (optimal point). 

This process continues until it reaches a specified error tolerance value. This method 

requires the establishment of a guide or initial path, for the system start its data sampling 

distribution. First, produce Simplex seed at starting point, and it will grow to estimate the 

next best pose. The best pose criteria are based on weighted ranking of geometric 

singularity and Grassmann error. Additional criteria is cost-factor, gradient trajectory 

changes and time. Additional criteria from outside sources (Numerical methods) include 

stiffness and force. Figure 8-7(a, b) demonstrates Simplex result for different setting. 

(Refer Table 10) 
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Table 10 Comparison between different settings for the objective function 

 

Figure 8-7(a) Example Python rendering 

of simplex data sampling where search 

direction is moving towards a minima 

 

Based on objective functions(abs(args[0] 

* args[0] * args[0] * 5 –args[1] * args[1] 

* 7 + math.sqrt(abs(args[0])) – 118)) 

 

Figure 8-7(b) Contracted simplex 

(concentrated towards the center) 

Based on objective functions (abs(args[0] * 

args[0] * args[0] * 9 + args[1] * args[1] * 9 + 

args[2] * args[2] * 9 + math.sqrt(abs(args[0])) 

– 118)) 

 

8.7 Haptic interaction method using Voxel 

 

3D Voxel-based planner is based on nearest neighbourhood interpolation, which is used to 

replicate and extend the concept for parallel robot path optimization by using Marching 

cube model (Refer Figure 8-8). The methodology for seeding the 3D marching cube path is 

based on Verhoeff 3D binary tree development, which replaces the basic geometry seed 

generator object with marching cube, and the ridge functions is replaced by the 10-

variations of marching cube orientation seeding element. 
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Figure 8-8 Example Python rendering of 3D Voxel-based planner 

 

8.8 Haptic interaction method using ternary and binary tree 

 
The two major types of fractal tree are, namely, binary tree and ternary tree. Binary tree 

produces more natural-like shape and distribution of test points over a wider range of 

region, with some opportunity for directing the tree back towards the seed. The turn angle 

is between 60° to 120°.While ternary generator produce a forward distribution only (Refer 

Figure 8-9). The experiment on ternary and binary tree is a huge concept; therefore the 

works done on this subject is just to demonstrate the idea. The Python demonstration has 

produce reasonable result, which provide opportunity for various new research on this 

subject in the area of parallel robot workspace research.  
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Figure 8-9 Example Python rendering of ternary tree 

 

8.9 Sensors for detecting position and orientation 

 
Sensors are required for measuring the orientation and position of the haptic controller’s 

end-effectors. The sensor must not obscure the existing structure, and is best placed away 

from the structure. Phidget 3-axis Accelerometer and X-IO 9DOF IMU is used to measure, 

calibrate the orientation data. RGB Camera is used to detect and track 4 dominant colour 

markers. Detail discussion on measuring, calibration and integration is given in the next 

section. 

The calibration for structure is essential in ensuring that the position and orientation data is 

not being affected by structural bending or alignment error on any axis. The servo motor 

position, the pinion position on the linear axis, and the joint or contact position for ball-

bearing units or structural joints has effect on the structure deformation or bending, 

especially when the upper-structure load distribution is focusing on a region. The motor 

force has effect on structural deformation during dynamic motion. The PPPRRR structure 

has its own problem, where the RRR rotary units and the vertical linear axis unit is the 

load to be distributed along the x and y-linear axis.  
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The sensor for position and orientation has to consider many factors like user interaction 

with the device, itself. User approach towards controlling the haptic device would 

introduce interference (blocking the camera view) or produce shadow-cast on the structure 

and marker. The vision tracking sensor (RGB camera) can track four markers at one time, 

however, the camera sensitivity towards certain colour marker together with the effect of 

shadow, environmental light changes has dire effect on the sensor readings. The X-IMU 9 

Degree-of-Freedom (9 DOF) sensor has its own problem, where without the embedded 

Madgwick special calibration code hidden inside the microprocessor, there is problem with 

the Pitch, Roll and Yaw value, where the value is only useful within a range, and not 

within the gimbals lock position when the system suddenly flips direction.  

 

8.10 The experimental setup 

 
Human has the ability to sense in other ways than visual alone. The haptic sensation 

highlights the singularity position in 3D space. The experiment with object collision with 

user is a common evaluation for haptic system. Two spherical shapes are placed inside the 

workspace, and user is given the task of finding the usefulness of the workspace minus the 

occupied area by these two objects. This task is not suitable for a 2-dimensional input 

device, and difficult for vision to memorize the state and the 3d visual properties like 

direction, curvature and location in space. Spring theory is included to provide the linkage 

condition between the end-effectors and the two spherical shapes. Three methods have 

been implemented for the Python system, which are Downhill Simplex, Voxel planner and 

L-system slicing method [69, 75, 134]. 
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8.11 The IMU sensor for detecting orientation 

 

Accelerometer and IMU are known to exhibit drift, which is a noise factor where the 

sensor data accumulates over time, even at stationary state. This drift can be reduced to a 

minimum by continuous check for sensor value changes of a defined threshold. The 

Python system records 3 datasets, then check for value changes, if exist, and then use the 

final set for controlling the simulation. Figure 8-10 display the range errors for each 

quaternion matrices value represented by a2[0,0], b2[0,1], c2[0,2], d2[1,0], e2[1,1], 

f2[1,2], g2[2,0], h2[2,1] and i2[2,2]. The range of error is acceptable therefore this is not 

compensated when calibrating the haptic structure. The drift value has been effectively 

reduced by active checks for value changes during data acquisition.  

Each yaw, pitch and roll value needs to be combined to provide the final orientation to the 

travelling plate. Kinematic use the value individually, therefore there 2 ways of producing 

the 3-dimensional plate orientation. The transformation matrices or kinematic produces 3 

by 3 matrices which is then multiplied to the current vector coordinate to get the next pose 

vector coordinate. This method would require kinematic validation for all sensor inputs, 

which is an extra process. The kinematic validation can be part of the calibration process, 

this way; the real-time 3D simulation can skip the kinematic validation for continuous 

position and orientation data acquisition. This method requires complimentary Filter, 

which are parts of the drift error correction filter (Refer Figure 8-10). The Complimentary 

filter performs two different functions here, first by reducing drift error, and secondly it 

provides orientation data by using accelerometer and gyroscope data to get the orientation 

data. Complimentary filter is a combination of high pass (and low pass filter and is 
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described in this formulation, where low-pass filter use accelerometer data, high pass filter 

use the gyroscope data (Refer [10]).  

𝑦[𝑛] = (1−∝) × 𝑦[𝑛 − 1] + (1−∝) × (𝑥[𝑛] − 𝑥[𝑛 − 1])     (37) 

𝑦[𝑛] = (1−∝) × 𝑥[𝑛]+∝× 𝑦[𝑛 − 1]                 (38) 

Where∝= 𝜏 × (𝜏 + 𝑑𝑡),𝑑𝑡 = 1/𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 (39) 

𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = (1−∝) × (𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 + 𝑔𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒 × 𝑑𝑡)+∝× 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟      (40)  

 

Where x[n] is the raw gyroscope value, Y[n] is the processed value, n is the dataset index 

value,∝ is a time-constant, and τ is the desired time-constant and sensor frequency  is the 

sampling frequency. Figure 8-11(where Yaw (angle) and Gyro (y) represent the IMU data 

output) demonstrate the data delay during acquisition. Therefore, timing for collection of 

dataset is required to synchronise the output and use these again for Complimentary filter 

to derive the Roll and Pitch value [28]. 

 

Figure 8-10 Drift errors at Normal position 
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Figure 8-11 The Gyro (Y) delays 

 

8.12 Yaw North Compass noisy output 

The accelerometer and IMU provide raw data, which requires computation to derive the 

yaw, pitch and yaw value. Where pitch is the North compass forward direction tilt, Roll is 

the side roll of the plane’s body, and Yaw is the North compass direction. Complimentary 

filter provide pitch and roll, and combination of filter like Kalman or Complimentary 

reduce the drift errors [134]. The Yaw north Compass is a difficult value to derive. The 

research follows Madgwick algorithm to derive all Yaw, Pitch and Roll [29]. However, 

some of the computation is not disclosed for public uses, therefore the derivatives does not 

provide a reliable values. Figure 8-12 demonstrate the output from the 9DOF IMU based 

on Madgwick algorithm (where the values represent their place inside the matrices, where 

m00[0,0], m01[0,1], m02[0,2], m10[1,0], m11[1,1], m12[1,2], m20[2,0], m21[2,1] and 

m22[2,2]), where the pitch angles varied from -20 to 160 degrees, and the yaw and roll 

value is fixed. The Figure 8-12 displays the data consistencies and moo, m10 and m20 is a 

structure error instead. The values for m00, m10 and m20 should remain fixed for this test. 
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The errors could come from the servo stepping intervals, where each stop and new motion 

produces a structure jitter. 

 

Figure 8-12 Quaternion elements result for Pitch angle between 20 to 160 degrees 

 

Figure 8-12 (where the values represent their place inside the matrices i.e. m00[0,0], 

m01[0,1], m02[0,2], m10[1,0], m11[1,1], m12[1,2], m20[2,0], m21[2,1] and m22[2,2]), 

displays the problem with the IMU, where although each Roll, Pitch and Yaw produce 

accurate values, but when combined, one change will affect other values. In Figure 8-13, a 

Yaw changes produce different range for Pitch value 0 degrees and 170 degrees. The 

sudden changes seen at index 81 and 231 are Gimbals Lock, a condition where the system 

flips side due to the uses of positive and negative angles in the mathematics.  
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Figure 8-13 A studies on combination effects for a Yaw Value test 

 

Figure 8-14(a, b) (where α, β and γ represent rotation axis) demonstrates the problem when 

the 9DOF IMU is posed at a certain orientation, where the orientation has Pitch and Roll 

value. Therefore, the outcome from the post-processed data from the 9DOF IMU is not 

useful for sensing the end-effectors orientation. The IMU data is coming from a C# pipe 

which is timed to push a set of data to Python. The Quaternion Yaw and distance 

calculation is done on C# therefore reducing the burden on Python.  Python perform 

complimentary filter processing on the Accelerometer, Gyroscope data. The data set 

consists of Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Magnetometer, and Quaternion Yaw angle (Eq.41) 

and distance data.  

Quaternion Yaw =

− atan�2 × (𝑞1 × 𝑞3 + 𝑞0 × 𝑞2)�/�1 − (2 × 𝑞1 × 𝑞3 + 2 × 𝑞0 × 𝑞2)2        (41) 

Where Quaternion Yaw is the north Compass direction, q0, q1, q2 and q3 is Madgwick 

Quaternion output. 
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Figure 8-14(a) Yaw Value for a fixed Pitch value, and (b) Yaw value for a fixed Pitch at 

160’ and Roll at 130’ 

 

8.13 RGB camera for detecting linear translation 

 

The haptic structure is a free-motion structure. A physical attachment of distance sensor 

would limit the motion, or would provide further complication to the structural design. 

Kinect is first investigated.  However, due to its embedded filter algorithm which prefers 

detection of limb or large blobs, but not small diameter colour marker, is not used to detect 

and track the marker or blob.  RGB camera detection and tracking has no marker limit, and 

satisfy the objective of having a flexible sensing system that works in changing lighting 

condition where the hue, saturation and object brightness will change over time. Figure 

8-15(where peak1,2 and 3 represent the dominant colour, and rr, gg and bb represent Red, 
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Green and Blue RGB Colour, and polynomial represent the average for each colour) 

display the colour peak (dominant colour) change its value during the platform motion and 

user interactions, when casted shadow and structural blocking of camera view. Also, 

marker sensing should be based on colour cluster. K-means histogram definition and 

primary colour identifications. 

 

Figure 8-15 Colour distribution and peak value 

 

Figure 8-16 Dominant colour Centroids within each Cluster 
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RGB camera’s detection and tracking can be implemented in Python simply by using 

ready-to-use package like OpenCv and SimpleCV [136, 137]. However, this would require 

import of various packages with limited availability to a certain platform. And, Python 

package may contradict valid version useful for other components required to run the 

whole 3D simulation. The primary Python Visual package has problems loading both 

openCV and SimpleCV for a real-time runs. The simulation make use simple Python 

Video Capture package which is low memory and very limited in function, but adequate 

for Python PIL package to provide image processing. The calculation for detection and 

tracking is done using Python NumPy package.  

The strategy is to load low resolution image captured at slow intervals, where the image is 

given convolution filter. Bicubic convolution produces good contrast and faster 

processing. Counts for dominant colour cluster for Antialias is 362 and 361, bilinear 

counts are 351 and 408, and Bicubic counts are 161 and 405. The next step is to define the 

histogram or cluster for the primary colour which is not in the dark colour region or clear 

colour region. The low and high threshold for removing the background is defined as low 

value in the range of 10, 35 and 60 RGB value, and high range as 200, 230 and 250 RGB 

value. The system then seeks for peak or cluster colour regions centroid positions (Refer 

Figure 8-16 where Series 2 and 3 represent Colour cluster and series 1 represent the 

centroid position). This centroid position defines the linear vector distance value for the 4 

markers position in space. The checks for centroids need to be optimised to reduce 

unnecessary check for non-related distance. The comparison strategy control makes use of 

Boolean gate to keep the range of centroids to a minimum 4. The Boolean gate run check 

for the centroid belongs to the required range and then check if the cluster represent 

horizontal or vertical axis. 
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Based on K-means algorithm we can find the centroid, and placed related data into its 

centroid class ci, then repeat for the predefined threshold to eliminate background from the 

targeted markers. (Refer Figure 8-16) 

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑟(𝑖) = ∑ ∑ �𝑥𝑗 − �𝜇𝑖�
2

𝑥𝑗 𝜖𝑐𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1           (42) 

Figure 8-17(a) (where the left image represents the post-processed acquired image with 

background noise, and on the right is the test platform with colour markers) displays the 

background problem. This can be seen in Figure 8-17(b) (where Red, Green and Blue 

represent RGB Colour value) as index number 1, 4,5,6,7 and 8. While a mix problems is 

identified in Figure 8-17(b) at index number 2, 10 and 11. The dominant colour cluster is 

found in Figure 8-17(b) which is index number 3 and 9. The Boolean gate reduces the 

background problem by scoping the histogram range differences (where Red-Green-Blue 

RGB value is more than a X threshold) and the Unit found inside each dominant colour 

cluster should be lower than a Y threshold to qualify itself as a marker.  

 

The distance between centroids is calculated based on the vector elements representing 

each horizontal x and y-axis and vertical elements representing z-axis1 and z-axis2. The 

Python PIL system is slower than SimpleCV and OpenCV, but it has the advantage of 

reducing the requirement for various Python packages. The strategy for improving the 

processing speed is by acquiring low resolution image and reducing the bit size as 

thumbnail. 
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Figure 8-17(a) Background noise in the RGB data acquisition, and    (b) Noise due to 

marker colour range is within the background colour range 

 

Red peak data shows that markers yellow, red and green can accommodate the peak range, 

however for blue marker, the peak value rarely within range (refer Figure 8-18). 

 

Figure 8-18 Test plate for marker colour Yellow, Red, Green and Blue 
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8.14 Haptic structure calibration 

 

The haptic orientation sensing is based on IMU sensor, and the sensor is measures the 

structure error included into the orientation result. The objective is to reduce this structure 

error and compensate for the errors, or put forward a strategy to reduce its impact. 

The haptic structure is based on both horizontal planar x and y axes. This forms the base 

platform and should remain flat while the y-axis plane which is placed on top of the x-axis 

travels along the rail. The servo motor should provide smooth travel and the start and stop 

should not collide with other structure. The control should provide a buffer space of 1 mm 

before the system reach its limit or hit a structure. The vertical linear z-axis should provide 

vertical travel with no structural collision and ability to sustain consistent contact with the 

supporting column. The structure should be able to support the 3RRR weigh when it 

change orientation. The vertical structure should remain fixed to its rail along its travel 

axis. The top 3RRR components should remain flat when it’s rotate on the z-axis vertical 

part. The Pitch component is placed inside a bracket that allows Roll. And the bracket is 

placed on Yaw North compass component that is attached to the vertical z-axis 

component.  

Figure 8-19 (where X1, Y1 and X2, Y2 represent the displacement error detected at slow 

and fast servo-motor speed for x-axis test) demonstrates linear x-axis translation error, 

which range between -1.8 to 0.8 degrees. X and Y represent high motor speed, and X2 and 

Y2 is slow motor speed. 

Figure 8-20 (where X1, Y1 and X2, Y2 represent the displacement error detected at slow 

and fast servo-motor speed for z-axis test) displays the effort required for the servo motor 
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to push and bring down the 3RRR components, and having to move within the allowed 

frame. In order for the servo motor and the vertical rail to work, it is required for a 

minimum buffer where the structure can change its position and orientation on the 

constrained axis in order for it to work properly as a force-feedback structure. This 

component is the hardest to design, and to find the optimum condition where user can 

exert force to it, and it can drive itself upward s and downwards consistently. 

 

 

Figure 8-19 Test result for linear X-axis error 

 

 

Figure 8-20 Test result for linear Z-axis error 
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8.15 Case studies for validating the Haptic interaction 

 

This section discusses the procedure for validations of the haptic interaction. The 

objectives are to reduce the risk of errors like unstable probe, vector direction and fake 

state. The case studies demonstrate the concept for the implementation of the Python 

methods of using Boolean control for complex algorithm.  

 

8.15.1 Case 1: Two spherical shape in the workspace 

 

This haptic experiment demonstrates the haptic simulation where two spherical objects is 

placed inside the Robot’s workspace. The end-effectors should not travel inside the 

objects, but may slide through its surface contacts (Refer Figure 8-21, where two yellow 

spherical shapes are shown, and the Red dots represent the effective workspace outside the 

obstacle region). The mesh definition is based on Simplex, parametric grid or Grassmann. 

Simplex builds a dynamic grid that contracts and expands when attempting to detect the 

nearest distance points between the end-effectors and the mesh. Parametric grid is based 

on any grid structure that is placed strategically on the mesh surface, where closest 

distance calculations determine the object and obstacle relationship. The Grassmann 

concept is based on the calculations of coplanar; line meet and line join operation.  
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Figure 8-21 Example Python rendering of an obstacle region 

8.15.2 Case 2: Simplex mesh in the workspace 

 

This haptic experiment demonstrates the haptic simulation where a mesh surface is placed 

in the workspace, where three surface-haptic algorithms shall be tested here. The key issue 

is identified as gradient force and edge extractions. The next issue is both side of the 

interaction, which are the probe and the object, where range, detection and sensitivity 

could produce false sensation (Refer Figure 8-22). The mesh is user-defined, and can be 

strategically placed in the 3D space. There is no limit to the amount of mesh within the 

work area. Relationship between meshes can be defined by using 3D interpolation, which 

produces adjacency graph. This setup can be used for determining compliance workspace, 

which ensures that the end-effector is always facing the mesh surface as it travels across 

the mesh. Compliance map can be defined with different resolution, and different 

algorithm for checking the nearest distance between the subject and the target.  
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Figure 8-22 Example Python rendering of haptic sensation simulation 

8.16 Conclusion 

 
This chapter discusses the development of a haptic controller, which is a force-feedback 

device that helps the user to identify singularity regions in 3D space. The haptic structure 

is selected based on simple kinematic, shared three rotational axes centre-points and 

simple three translational axes. The structure has been tested for the control of an existing 

physical hybrid robot in the laboratory, and with an existing numerical system developed 

using Solid Work and Matlab. The haptic structure is proven successful in performing the 

above-mentioned task.  

 

Next, the development of 3D haptic engine, which allows for force-feedback correction of 

3D poses of the end-effectors, was presented. The haptic engine is planned for static pose 

and dynamic pose which produces 3D path. A few 3D haptic engines have been tested, for 

example the Downhill Simplex, 3D Voxel and ternary tree [138, 139, 140, 77, 141]. The 

ternary and binary tree method is easier to control and command. The result shows 
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satisfactory confirmation of the concept, where the region, direction and search pattern can 

be defined by user.  The engine which produces adjacency tree can then be integrated with 

3D path planner to drive the haptic controller. 

 

The IMU sensor proves useful in the development of the haptic controller, by providing 

the angle data. However, IMU is also complex and produces too much noise which 

increases over time. The RGB camera data with clustering technique produce fast and 

reliable multiple tracked point data.  

 

Haptic interaction case study has been presented and discussed in this chapter, where 

simplex mesh drives the mesh surface interaction with the end-effectors. The simulation 

shows a good confirmation of mesh detection. The force-feedback interaction is limited to 

braking, acceleration and completely. 
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Chapter 9: APPLICATION OF PARALLEL ROBOT 

 

9.1 Introduction 

 
This chapter presents and discusses three different application scenarios, including control 

strategy based on Bezier method, path planning based on dynamic force and velocity, and 

Path’s slicing analysis as a therapist’s intervention tool in robotic ankle rehabilitation. The 

applications demonstrate the Python simulation system capabilities. The applications have 

been developed for validation purposes, where a numerical system checks and validates 

the results. They also demonstrate some features from the Python simulation such as 

smaller Cspace, Grassmann algebra, Boolean control and fractal data population methods.  

 

Bezier curve has features for approximation, fine control and parameterisation, which let 

user modify the path to achieve an objective. The search for control points to approximate 

the given path, also produce control points and error-correction scheme for that particular 

formulated path. A few concepts integrated for the Python simulation has been tested and 

validated using numerical system. The method like Bezier, ternary and 3D iteration like 

parametric sweep reduce the complex problem into smaller and focus region, where lower 

resolution test is applicable.  
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9.2 Application 1: Control strategy based on Bezier method 

 

This section deals with the investigation of the end effectors’ tracking position for a 9-

DOF hybrid parallel robot. The structure contains 6-DOF and 3-DOF parallel robots 

connecting serially to each other.  In the proposed method, the best configuration of the 

robot to reach a desired position in the workspace has been found to match accordingly to 

the developed stiffness and inverse dynamic of the system.  The proposed developed 

network allows the robot to consider all the possibilities and takes into account the velocity 

and stiffness of motion profile.  

9.2.1 Bezier method for producing a ternary extrusion 

 

The Beziers’s control points produce predictable curve, which is aligned to form a ternary 

extrusion of 3D space, and the n-order is dependent on the final shape and design 

complexity. A typical formulation for a Bezier segment with 4 control points is shown here 

as: 

𝑃(𝑢, 𝑣) = �𝑥(𝑢, 𝑣),𝑦(𝑢, 𝑣)� = ∑ 𝐵𝑖(𝑢)3
𝑖,𝑗=0 𝐵𝑗(𝑣)𝑃𝑖𝑗      (54) 

Where, 𝐵𝑖(𝑢) = �3𝑖�𝑢
𝑖(1 − 𝑢)3−𝑖  is the ith cubic Bernstein polynomial [141]. 

Furthermore, the control points can be arranged and orientated to produce various surface 

meshes, and the concept is suitable for parallel robot’s parametric sweep method for 

exploring workspace [142][86]. 

De Casteljau's algorithm define the control point and subdivide the segment to formulate 

point C(u)  which is situated between a segment which is a line from A to B. Farin discuss 
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another method for creating a curve mesh surface by using Coons patch, and an example 

formulation to generate a bilinear blended Coons patch is given here as: 

𝑥(𝑢, 𝑣) =

(1 − 𝑢) × (0, 𝑣) + 𝑢𝑥(1, 𝑣) + (1 − 𝑣) × (𝑢, 0) + 𝑣𝑥(𝑢, 1) −

[1 − 𝑢 𝑢] �𝑥(0,0) 𝑥(0,1)
𝑥(1,0) 𝑥(1,1)� �

1 − 𝑣
𝑣 �    (55) 

where the boundary curves is arbitrary and can be listed as x(u,0),x(u,1),x(0,v) and x(1,v) 

[143].  

Shardt explained the method for subdividing or splitting a connected region to ensure the 

bezulation algorithm rejected line segments can be partitioned to form a smaller region. 

Bezulation is a process similar to triangulation, except that cubic Bezier patches is used to 

produce a region, where self-intersecting condition can be handled by splitting at the 

intersection points. This extraction method can produce control points, when only a cloud 

data of the final mesh is available for the simulation processing [144].  

Figure 9-1 demonstrate the end-effectors path characteristic which is parallel and equally 

spaced and aligned. The cubic parametric sweep can then follow the path to simulate the 

search for workspace, singularity and end-effectors action. 
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Figure 9-1 Bezier patch with simulated end-effectors path segment is shown as yellow 

node. 

Figure 9-2 demonstrates a case study, where a block of material is placed as a target, and 

then a Bezier patch is placed inside the material. This Bezier patch is then used as marker 

for the end-effecter’s motion. The Bezier parallel line becomes the cubic parametric sweep 

path for the end-effecter. Figure 9-2 shows the end-effecter’s action and the resulting 

shape. 

 

Figure 9-2 A demonstration of the cutting action following the Bezier path line 
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Figure 9-3 displays the Bezier patch data processed using numerical system, which 

validates the Python simulation path.  

 

 

Figure 9-3 The Bezier patch data 

9.2.2 Simulation result 

 

Juri shows the potential of applying the path planning method for a machining task. 

However, no experiment has been conducted due to various scale, operating system and 

data format issues. Experimental result from a similar cutting task is shown in Figure 

9-4[145]. 
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Figure 9-4 3D topography plot of surface in (a) Test 7 vs (b) Test 8 [145] 

 

9.3 Application 2: Path planning based on dynamic force and velocity 

 

This section presents the optimized path planning of hybrid parallel robot for ankle 

rehabilitation based on force vector which is described in the previous section. The focus 

of this experiment is on replicating the motion path provided by lower-limb rehabilitation 

program. Force vectors driven path is then compared with Python simulation result for 

validation purposes [51]. 

 

9.4 Application 3: Path’s slicing analysis as a therapist’s intervention 

tool in ankle robotic rehabilitation 

The assisted limb rehabilitation process is commonly associated with advanced control of 

the affected limb which is in the form of robotic assistance and human interference. 

Robotic element is only expected to be able to reproduce the motion suitable for large 

variations of patient’s condition within a reasonable accuracy and stiffness. Therapist 

Sa= 3.05µm Sa= 1.81µm 

(a) Test 7 (b) Test 8 
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interferences or fine-control is in the format of planar elements (like pelvis linkage) or 

joints (like knee), which relates to trajectory or orientation adjustments. The rehabilitation 

process has to consider the patient’s ability, limit and motion constraint which form those 

two factors. The parameters for controlling all this is associated with kinematic, that 

defines the behaviour and characteristic of the lower limb. The 3D Python simulation 

system allows for this fine-tuning in the form of slice analysis and interval analysis. The 

Hybrid and Hexapod robot design which is a stationary foot Orthoses system is linked to a 

haptic controller that runs on Python’s haptic engine. This haptic controller provides 

therapist with force-feedback sensation to aid the motion correction and adjustment 

process to allow for a balanced operational consideration mainly for these two factors, 

which are robot’s stiffness factor and patient’s motion constraints.  

9.4.1 Experiment setup for the limb rehabilitation project 

 

The experimental setup for this research is based on a motion signature of healthy 

participants, which were recorded as a skeletal model with joint characteristics and ranges 

including links’ displacement information and kinematics with force distribution by the 

Vicon cameras in the gait laboratory of the West Midland Rehabilitation Centre, 

Birmingham, United Kingdom. Identification and measurement of leg segmental motion 

characteristics performed by 30 participants which were selected by an advertisement in 

the University Of Birmingham, including 15 males and 15 females, with the mean age of 

27.05±7.32 years old, mean height of 168.16±14.32 cm and mean body mass of 68± 7.43 

kg. The recorded path is the source data to the whole experimental setup. This data is post-

processed using Python 3D simulation system. 
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Firstly, the system needs to perform research for non-singular position which leads to a 

general workspace. Cubic parametric sweep and spherical parametric sweep produce the 

base data, that contribute to the Learning mode system. In a learning mode, the 3D or 4D 

fractal (an L-system with random generated test point) populates the strategic slices (plane 

placed at strategic position on or near the target, which is the Vicon path for the purpose of 

this experiment) to form an interpolation or extrapolation for a range of nodes.  The node 

could be test point, a limb or a joint, which should remain within the robot’s workspace. 

The ‘data slicing analysis’ allow therapist to perform local analysis while inspecting option 

for trajectory, plane (axis) changes to where the ankle is acting upon. A ‘slice’ is a plane or 

collection of planes, with strategy for placing, orientating and spacing them. The spacing, 

orientation and placing of slice’s strategy is based on 3D- curve algorithm which allows 

fine-control of each segment curvature parameters. The slice or the plane in the most basic 

form is a simple 2D cubic parametric sweep, and the advanced format is L-system fractal 

in 3D and 4D shape. The spacing, orientation and placing of slices is therapist-

configurable, therefore this allow for typical operation and handling of limb usually found 

in limb rehabilitation exercise. Jim mentions that lower limb rotation is dependent on 

angle, and EMG activity demonstrates that patient has angle limitation which is specific 

due to some muscle activity, mechanical properties or motion constraint [146]. Belda-Lois 

explain the rehabilitation model known as Carr and Shepherd motor relearning method 

which focus on movement components which is not achievable and functional tasks that 

try to correct the problem. This correction is specific to a problem, therefore machine 

learning or automation for robotic rehabilitation has limited scope, which otherwise would 

require therapist intervention [44].   
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9.4.2 Theory for therapist intervention 

 

The focus is about therapist intervention related to path lines, which means that a therapist 

can redefine the path, adjust the patient’s trajectory and ensure that both couple system 

synchronize following the rehabilitation task objectives. The therapist is expected to focus 

on non-achievable movement which is related to a functional task, where the system or 

patient may have difficulty in achieving the goals. Therefore, the main aspect of this 

research is about the path lines, and how the system can assist therapist by giving them the 

facility to monitor, adjust and optimizes the path lines.  

 

The first issue to be considered here is the subdivision aspect of the given path. The 

control point used in this simulation is an approximation by reducing noise and drift 

especially during dynamic motion recording [147]. This control point is critical to both the 

system (for interpolation, curvature control and optimization purposes) and therapist, 

where therapist need to be able to control the slicing plane, therefore allowing therapist’s 

intervention to fine-tune and control the curve. 

 

The intervention point can be derived from the Bezier control point, where a Bezier curve 

is generated based on the result from the best possible interpolated point to form a 

comparative path against the given path. Bezier curve construction is based on 3D 

midpoint segmentation, and the order is based on de Casteljau Subdivision Algorithm that 

follows a balanced AVL tree [114, 149]. Simas studies on Bezier curve construction forms 

a matrix arrangement which correspond to an end-effectors position for welding task. 

Simas claims that Bezier curve or surface is suitable for planning an end-effectors parallel 
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positioning which reduce the erosion while doing welding task [142]. Furthermore, 

Shardta explains the advantage of using Bezier compared to Nurbs, where Bezier 

piecewise cubic polynomial segments and tensor product patches conform well. When 

Bezier segment passes through its two end control points, a Bezier patch must have passes 

through its four corners [144].  

 

Bezier curve construction based on de Casteljau plans to find C (u), where u is within the 

range of [0, 1].  Therefore the subdivision ratio is given as u: 1-u and a typical ratio are 

0.4. Bezier curve can be written in Bernstein form as 𝐵(𝑡) = ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑏𝑖,𝑛𝑛(𝑡)𝑛
𝑖=0 . Where b is a 

Bernstein basis polynomial, and can be written as 𝑏𝑖,𝑛(𝑡) = �𝑛𝑖 �(1 − 𝑡)𝑛−𝑖𝑡𝑖.  Then, use 

recurrence to find the curve at to which is described here as 𝛽𝑖0 = 𝛽𝑖 , where I =0,..,n 

𝛽𝑖
𝑗=𝛽𝑖

𝑗−1(1− 𝑡0) + 𝛽𝑖+1
𝑗−1(𝑡0), where i=0, .. , n-j and j=1, .., n (56.a) 

 

𝐵(𝑡0) = 𝛽0
(𝑛), which is the evaluation of B at point t0 in n steps. 

For a 3D Bezier curve with n+1 control points Pi 

 

𝐵(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑃𝑖𝑏𝑖,𝑛(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [0,1]𝑛
𝑖=0 , where 𝑃𝑖 = �𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖

𝑧𝑖
�  56.b) 

 

Then, the Bezier is split into components, which are 

𝐵1(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑖,𝑛(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [0,1]𝑛
𝑖=0  (56.c) 

𝐵2(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑏𝑖,𝑛(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [0,1]𝑛
𝑖=0  (56.d) 

𝐵3(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑏𝑖,𝑛(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [0,1]𝑛
𝑖=0  (56.e) 
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Then, use De Casteljau's algorithm to evaluate B1(t),B2(t) and B3(t)[149].The De 

Casteljau's subdivision is an iterative process; therefore a control is required to stop the 

subdivision, which is based on distance error between the control point and the lines. 

Bezier curve and Bezier path is suitable for parametric sweep search, due to its 

characteristic such equal spacing between line, linear path arrangement and rigid format. 

5-n should be able to solve for a continuous and complex curve construction where axis 

changes is dominant. Typical error for Bezier construction includes cusp and collinear. 

 

Sohel described a combination of chain code (CC) and run length code (RLC) to derive 

Bezier control points from a target, which is an image. This iteration process stops when 

the distance has reached an approximated boundary edge threshold value [150].Ahmad 

wrote approximation method such as recursive subdivision (RS) and parabolic 

approximation (PA) when the Bezier curve is flattened. The error factor includes curve 

flatness and wrong approximation of control points where each control points has direct 

effect on the final shape. However, parabolic approximation produces smooth curve 

outcome compared to RS method which produces a small deviation to the trajectory while 

the iteration process move around the approximated points[151].   

 

Bhuiyan developed an approximate and learning strategy to find the control points for a 

Bezier curve. Out of the 4 standard control points, where one is associated with the start 

point, and the other with the end, the strategy for robust approximation has to consider the 

location for the two other control points. Bhuiyan strategy can be adapted following the 3d 

sweep or parametric sweep search with selection criteria for the curvature’s accuracy 

compared to the given curve [152].  
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Table 11gives approaches of finding and estimating a given path, and formulate a way to 

control and manipulate the path. Considering Bhuiyan method, a parametric sweep method 

test for an estimated 3d region was conducted, where the control points may fall inside. 

Due to the infinite possibility for cubic grid orientation and size, a spherical parametric 

sweep is the best geometric grid for this task. Using this method, we can perform analysis 

for a collection of segment that makes a complete path. Therefore, providing therapist with 

the ability to control and modify the path. 

 

Table 11 the approach for finding and estimating the given path 

Description Image 

2D interpolation test. 

Using the given path, 

conduct tests to find 

ways for re-generating 

the given curve. The test 

is performed on a subset 

of the given path, at data 

series number 50 to 80.  

 

 

 

Figure 9-5 Example dataset for series 50 to 80 

 

A) Result from 

Microsoft Excel using 

Polynomial 

interpolation order 
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number 2 and 4.  

 

Figure 9-6 Polynomial result (order 2 and 4) 

B) Result from cubic 

parametric sweep search 

for 4 Bezier control 

points.  

 

 

Figure 9-7 Cubic parametric sweep 

C) Result from spherical 

parametric sweep search 

for 4 Bezier control 

points.  

 

 

Figure 9-8 Spherical parametric sweep 
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9.4.3 Geometric Brownian motion 

Geometric Brownian motion is used to approximate the Bezier control point and 

interpolate the path in order to optimize its performance. Geometric Brownian motion is 

also used to generate the adjacency graph. Geometric Brownian motion is a continuous-

time Gaussian process, with a covariance function like this 

𝐸[𝐵𝐻(𝑡)𝑇𝐵𝐻(𝑠)] = 1
2

(|𝑡|2𝐻 + |𝑠|2𝐻 − |𝑡 − 𝑠|2𝐻)    (57) 

 

Where h is a real number in (0,1), which is also called the Hurst index. This process BH (f) 

is for [0, 7], t is time. Dieker explains that there is a few method for simulating the 

Brownian motion namely Hosking method (which generates Xn+1 given Xn,…, X0 

recursively) , Cholesky method (which is based on the decomposition of the covariance 

matrix), Davies and Harte method (which rely on finding a `square root' of the covariance 

matrix), approximate method like stochastic, and numerous other methods. [153] 

Table 12 illustrates the differences between the Brownian motion, Ternary algebra and 3D 

sweeping method which are extrusion or interpolation method to distribute test points and 

build adjacency graph. With the graph available, we can proceed with path planning and 

optimization effort. Table 13 demonstrates the flexibility with the ternary system, where 

various L-system algorithms can be integrated therefore providing different adjacency 

graph result. 
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Table 12 Information regarding various extrusion methods for path optimization 

Extrusion type Characteristics Image 

A) Geometric 

Brownian 

motion.  

A flexible fractal system with no 

clear definition for edge and 

direction. This method is more 

natural compared to the pre-

defined space for L-system. 

 

Figure 9-9 Brownian 

b) Ternary 

algebra.  

Quadric algebra ternary based on 

various L-system fractal 

algorithms, and spiral produces 

more relevant result.   

Figure 9-10 Ulam spiral or Voxel 

c) 3D sweeping.  Serial or multi-parallel process 

based on the established method 

for hull edge, where a seed branch 

out towards a learning data.  

 

 

Figure 9-11 3D sweeping 
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Table 13 Comparison for ternary algorithm variations 

Ternary  variation Result Image 

A) Simple spiral. 

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎 = 𝑟 × 2 × 𝑝𝑖 

𝑥 = cos(𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎) × 𝑟 

𝑦 = − sin(𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎)

× 𝑟 

Accuracy=43% (427 

/ 973).  

Time =    22s.  

  

Figure 9-12 Simple spiral 

B)Sack Spiral.  

𝑥 = cos�√𝑖 × 2

× 𝑝𝑖�

× √𝑖 

𝑦 = sin�√𝑖 × 2

× 𝑝𝑖�

× √𝑖 

 

Accuracy= 57% 

(555/ 973).  

Time =   22s .  

  

Figure 9-13 Sack spiral 

C) Vogel spiral. 

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎 = 𝑖 × 2 × 𝑝𝑖

÷ (𝑝𝑖

× 𝑝𝑖) 

𝑥 = cos(𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎) × 𝑟 

sin(𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎) × 𝑟 

 

Accuracy=  62% 

(604 / 973).  

Time =    22s.  

  

Figure 9-14 Vogel spiral 
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With Bezier curve carefully selected, important control points are then selected and slices 

are placed. Each slice is populated using L-system fractal generator. In this case Ulam 

Spiral is used to effectively populate and create Graph network as a 3D extrapolation to 

test the path, and then interpolate between the slices to form a path for the travelling plates.  

 

Ulam Spiral is a prime factor spiral generator, and its polar pattern is useful for the 

parametric sweep activity. There are few variants to this prime factor spiral like Vogel 

spiral, Fibonacci sums and direct rasterization. Ulam Spiral and its variant is generated and 

strategically positioned to demonstrate the system capability and its integration with 

numerical system. The formulation for Ulam Spiral’s Vogel 2D is given here in (58), the 

circular or spherical sweep is more effective and relevance to parallel robot design.  

 

(𝑥,𝑦) = ∑ �(cos 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎) × 𝑟, (−sin 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑡𝑎) × 𝑟�𝑛
𝑖=0,𝑖+1      (58) 

Where theta=r x pi, and 𝑟 = √𝑖 

 

Then, a strategy to generate a Graph network for the travelling plate to sweep through or 

search the region is used. This is done using the ternary algebra. This ternary algebra 

equation follows Cheng’s definition [66].  Ternary algebra produces the 3D L-system 

pattern. Spiral or Voxel parametric sweep is more efficient compared to cubic sweep, due 

to the characteristics of the parallel robot’s structure, where if the structure is simplified 

into a serial connection between base to center point or actuator, then a translation or 

rotation of the end-effectors will produce a spherical or hemispherical matrix. Cheng’s 

formulation is given below in (Eq.59). 

𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑦𝑗 + 𝑧𝑘 (59.a) 
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Where x,y and z are real numbers, while i,j and k are imaginary units. Based on two 

ternary numbers t1 and t2,  

𝑡1 + 𝑡2 = (𝑥1 + 𝑥2)𝑖 + (𝑦1 + 𝑦2)𝑗 + (𝑧1 + 𝑧2)𝑘, (59.b) 

𝑡1. 𝑡2 = (𝑥1𝑥2 − 𝑦1𝑧2 − 𝑧1𝑦2)𝑖 + (𝑥1𝑦2 + 𝑦1𝑥2 − 𝑧1𝑧2)𝑗 + (𝑥1𝑧2 + 𝑦1𝑦2 + 𝑧1𝑥2)𝑘  (59.c) 

 

Get ternary number t 

𝑡2 = (𝑥2 − 2𝑦𝑧)𝑖 + (2𝑥𝑦 − 𝑧2)𝑗 + (2𝑥𝑧 + 𝑦2)𝑘 (59.d) 

𝑥0 = 𝑥 × 𝑐𝑥𝑦 − 𝑦 × 𝑠𝑥𝑦;𝑦 = 𝑥 × 𝑠𝑥𝑦 + 𝑦 × 𝑐𝑥𝑦 (59.e) 

𝑥0 = 𝑥 × 𝑐𝑥𝑧 − 𝑧 × 𝑠𝑥𝑧; 𝑧 = 𝑥 × 𝑠𝑥𝑧 + 𝑧 × 𝑐𝑥𝑧 (59.f) 

𝑦0 = 𝑦 × 𝑐𝑦𝑧 − 𝑧 × 𝑠𝑦𝑧; 𝑧 = 𝑦 × 𝑠𝑦𝑧 + 𝑧 × 𝑐𝑦𝑧 (59.g) 

 

Nylander's formula for the "nth power" of the 3D vector  to build a 3D fractal is based on 

Hamilton quaternion of complex numbers  [98].Nylander method for Mandelbulb 3D is 

shown in Eq.60. This method is also used in generating 3D L-system shape as shown in 

Table 12. 

 

(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧)𝑛 = 𝜌𝑛(cos(𝑛𝜃) cos(𝑛𝜑) , sin(𝑛𝜑) cos(𝑛𝜑),− sin(𝑛𝜑)) (60) 

Where (𝜌,𝜑,𝜃)𝑛 = (𝜌𝑛,𝑛𝜑,𝑛𝜃) 

 

There are various ways of connecting the test points populated on a plane to be linked to 

form an adjacency graph network. The adjacency graph has additional parameters such as 

cost, Grassmann and path-distance data. The generated lines represent a list of possible 
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path connection between the start and end planar slices. Ulam Spiral produce the rotating 

Voxel effect which make it compact and efficient graph. 

 

The adjacency graph is modifiable based on therapist chosen criteria. The criteria are 

related to preferences for trajectory, target-following criteria, gradient changes, local or 

global slicing analysis for any node or range of segments along the path.  

 

The first step is to identify the various methods to 3D interpolation to develop the 

adjacency graph. This interpolation is performed on one type of L-system which is known 

as Ulam Spiral. The advantage of using spiral or helix shape or pattern allows for optimum 

end-effectors travel, path conformation and reduce unnecessary travel outside the potential 

region. 

 

Table 13 demonstrates the method used to extrapolate and interpolate the region that forms 

within the given path. This way we can provide therapist with interaction ability, and the 

system has knowledge over the given path’s variation.  

 

The end-effectors shall follow the interpolated test points, and shall be checked against the 

geometry error, kinematic transformation and Grassmann error. The strategy for 

Grassmann is explained here in the format of weighted ranking for any non-singular 

position.  This is given by the Grassmann factor, which checks for Grassmann-related 

errors like instantaneous rotational axis, plane or edge’s vector meets at infinity or any pair 

of edge or plane’s vectors is coplanar. The method for finding the non-singular position is 
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based on parametric sweep to find the workspace allowable by the geometry limit and 

Grassmann check to reduce stiffness error. 

 

The Ulam Spiral or Helix method provide optimum opportunity for end-effectors travel 

without having to go into irrelevant region, like when using cubic parametric sweep. 

Another advantage of using helix or spiral path is the path’s ability to grow radials as the 

search expands.  

 

9.4.4 Adjacency graph 

 

Carsten used D* to solve 3D path planning based on interpolation on faces within a given 

region of a test point[122]. The Python simulation make use of Jarvis March 3D, where the 

algorithm use GGN, distance to End-effectors’ centre point and angle between selected 

nodes as the attribute to find the best path. Robert demonstrate the effective uses of Jarvis 

March in 2D to find convex hull [154]. Adjacency graph is an efficient ways of handling 

tree-like structure, which is useful in handling the workspace and path data. 

 

9.4.5 Optimizing the Hybrid robot effort to follow the given PATH 

 

The collection of possible paths is interpolated to optimize the results. The simulation uses 

shortest distance to platform A’s centre-point, whose coordinates must be identical to those 

of the next node in the queue to form platform A’s path. The 1D-array interpolation cannot 

solve the problem without additional values, whereas a 2D-array would help find the 
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optimized path. The additional attribute to make the 2D-array is obtained from stiffness 

factor, Grassmann vector factor, and minimum distance to the centre-point of each 

corresponding node.  

 

9.4.6 Optimizing the given path 

Iterative processes such as recursive subdivision (RS) suffer from flatness distributed 

throughout the path approximation process. Parabolic reduces the error, while losing some 

detail. If this temporal problem is transferred to the robot’s motion or the limb 

rehabilitation system, then the RS system’s flatness characteristics may produce negative 

effects. 

 

9.4.7 The adjacency graph variations 

The variation depends on the complexity of the adjacency graph, which connects the test 

points found on each planes (slices). The adjacency graph has direct effect on the travel 

path or parametric sweep behaviour. Table 12 demonstrates the interval analysis action 

performed at selected region, where an increased number of network graph is plotted for 

that interesting region. Table 13 demonstrates scale and dimension changes achievable 

with the system.  

 

Table 14 demonstrates examples from possible ternary variations, and how they affect the 

system performance. Similar and large diameter system has the advantage of being within 

range of the given path, and produces less Grassmann error condition, while the accuracy 

remains similar for the three designs.  
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Table 14 Comparison for ternary interpolation 

Interpolation 

variation 

Result Image 

Similar small 

diameter.  

Accuracy= 77.8% (324 / 416).  

Time = 8.7e+03s.  

GGN ranking = 1141 

 

Figure 9-15 Small diameter 

interpolation 

Similar large 

diameter.  

Accuracy= 77.8% (162 / 208).  

Time = 4e+03s .  

GGN ranking = 572 

 

Figure 9-16 Large diameter 

interpolation 

Varied diameter.  Accuracy= 76.6% (478 / 624).  

Time = 2.6e+04s.  

GGN ranking = 1556 

 

Figure 9-17 Varied diameter 

interpolation 
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9.4.8 Experiment results 

 

Figure 9-18 illustrates the Python simulation iteration based on cubic parametric sweep to 

estimate the de Boors 4 control points’ position. The de Boors control point is a stable 

numerical ways to find a point on a B-spline curve given a u in the domain. The de Boor 

control point is generalized as 𝑝(𝑢) = 𝑁𝑖,𝑝(𝑢)𝑝𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 . Figure 9-19 and75 display the 

approximation for the control points found using the cubic parametric sweep search.  

 

 

 

Figure 9-18 Plot for Bezier approximation for data series between data 50 to 80. 

 

 

Figure 9-19 Plot for Bezier approximation for z-axis 
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Figure 9-20 Plot for Bezier approximation on x-axis 

 

The accuracy for iteration and parabolic approach has an effect on the usability in 

rehabilitation. The parametric search for control points provide therapist with the options 

for optimizing the path and explore new possibilities especially when the path is 

experiencing structural or motion dynamic problems. The quadric algebra ternary approach 

is given to illustrate another approach in interpolating the path, and this approach is 

directly related to the Bezier curve method, which provides the intervention position along 

the path. 

 

9.5 Conclusion 

 

The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate two lower limb rehabilitation applications 

and one machining application which has been tested and validated by a numerical system. 

The 3D Beziers’s line and surface patch method integrate a cubic parametric sweep search 

which produces a cutting profile for the parallel robot’s end-effectors Boolean control 
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produce quick test result. The system is highly configurable and flexible, where user can 

define the parallel robot’s base and workspace compliance strategy. 

 

The next application is the dynamic force and velocity control which utilizes Grassmann 

singularity check and geometric constraint check. The result shows that the Python 

simulation, numerical system and the acquired training data confirm each other well. 

 

The last application is the curve fine-control which is useful in lower limb rehabilitation 

which allows therapist with the ability of teaching the parallel robot to perform the 

rehabilitations process correctly. The strategy is based on various 3D test-data population 

method which plans to improve the identification of smaller test region. The adjacency 

graph is user-configurable and have many different optimization methods suited for 

different task. The spiral data population strategy with various data relationship strategy 

produces best adjacency graph suited for this therapist intervention concept. The advantage 

of using this ternary interpolation method is that, it allows for data slicing at any position 

and axis, and the adjacency graph can be rebuilt to network back the whole system. This 

way therapist can manipulate each node by performing orientation and position adjustment 

as though therapist is holding a patient’s limb. GGN, Grassmann weighted rank and non-

geometric singularity condition data is positioned accordingly, and adjacency graph 

optimizes the path in 2D axes. The numerical result demonstrates a similar trend in Python 

simulation, therefore validating its result.  
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Chapter 10: CONCLUSIONS 

 

10.1 Project aims and objectives 

 

The overall aim of the research presented in this thesis is to develop an assistive tool for 

the design of parallel robot with a specific focus on rapid identification of workspace 

boundaries and singularities through a 3D simulation system. The output is a draft quality 

result to achieve real-time control and manipulation effects.  

 

A detailed breakdown of the objectives necessary to achieve the project aim is as follows: 

 

1. Perform a comprehensive literature review to determine the current design and 

development method for parallel robot. 

2. Analyse previous parallel robot simulation system which considers the search for 

workspace as one of its function.  

3. Investigate parallel robot’s workspace search method. 

4. Develop a 3D simulation system that performs a parallel robot’s workspace 

search with considerations for kinematic, geometric constraint and Grassmann 

singularity.  

5. Develop Boolean algebra for flow control and optimization.   

6. Explore the potential of extending the geometric grid related to the search 

envelope parameter. 
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7. Extends the 3D simulation system ability, by investigating into workspace 

analysis and path planning. 

8. Develop a haptic controller. 

9. Determine the haptic functions by integrating with the 3D simulation system. 

10. Evaluate and calibrate the system by linking the 3D simulation, haptic controller 

and a Numerical system developed using Solid Work and Matlab. 

11. Evaluate the system for two different applications which are cutting path and limb 

rehabilitation’s motion planning.  

 

10.2 Summary 

 

Highly accurate approach to designing parallel robot is the best method in solving any 

design issue. However, this approach limits the designer’s ability to explore and try 

different design parameters, performing test scenario and being creative in developing the 

robot. The heavy computation and resources required to validate a design usually force 

user to copy existing design, and try to improve an existing design by introducing some 

changes. Even then, it is difficult to perform comparison studies, after changes have been 

done to the existing design. It is costly to build many models and test them in highly 

accurate system. The Python simulation system fills in this gap, where it allows creative 

work in finding the best design for a series of task. The simulation system allows 

integration of various algorithms, employ basic geometric and Grassmann check for 

singularity suitable for real-time operation and it has variety of methods in defining the 
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search for workspace. Since, many of the previously uncontrollable factors is now user-

configurable, therefore user has the flexibility of operating at multiple resolution and test 

complexity. This allows rapid prototyping of parallel robot with ranges of task definition. 

A summary of the five major phases of the research are as follows: 

 

10.2.1 Phase 1 

 

Development of a 3-dimensional simulation system that is able to demonstrate parallel 

robot’s motion, singularity, workspace and path planning. 

• Parallel robot design process is an iteration process involving the determination of 

topology, required motion (path), available or useful workspace, robot’s dimension 

and its stiffness.  

• Parallel robot design activity is prone to mistake, and a redesign activity is heavy 

computation, timely and costly. 

• There are only a few choices for parallel robot rapid development software, for 

example work done Singulab and SEMORS-PKM. Other than that, there is a 

variety of specific problem-solver simulation which is very restrictive and limited. 

• Parallel robot design produces high number of data, or large matrices which is 

difficult for user to trace, track and monitor the dynamic changes. Visualization 

software should be able to assist this effort.  

• The 3D Python visualization system provides 3-dimensional view of the dynamic 

motion, and allow for modification to various simulation and robot’s parameters. 
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The result is usually real-time for low-quality and draft simulation, but require less 

than Numerical simulation running time when completing parametric search and 

optimization tasks.  

 

10.2.2 Phase 2 

 

Development of a 3-dimensional system that is able to detect singularity for a real-time 

application. The system should be able to cater for changes to the geometry and 

configuration. IT should be object-oriented, modular and open for integration with various 

algorithms. 

• Parallel robot workspace is not entirely safe from error.  

• Typical errors which are specific to a requirement or applications which is found 

inside the workspace are Grassmann, stiffness, velocity and trajectory’s 

compliance. 

• The Python simulation uses the Grassmann to demonstrate few example of 

singularity search where co-planar and instantaneous rotation axis (IRA) is found 

inside a known workspace. The issue is not limited to workspace, but also in path 

planning, dataset blending and analysis process.  

• The probability percentages for Grassmann to occur are recorded as between 27-

31%.  Grassmann condition may become detrimental to the structure if there is any 

external forces acting on the opposite side of the weak region or when the co-planar 

conditions allow for instant development of a new degree-of-freedom (DOF) which 

is also known as instantaneous rotational axis (IRA) condition. 
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• The Python simulation system manage to complete Merlett’s collection of 

workspace which are constant orientation workspace, orientation workspace, 

maximal workspace, inclusive orientation workspace, total orientation workspace, 

dextrous workspace, reduced total orientation workspace, and singularity loci.  

• The Python simulation can perform various strategic operations on the workspace 

data like cross-section analysis by doing slice analysis, multi-resolution operation 

by using interval analysis, small Cspace operation by doing local operation and data 

blending between different datasets.  

 

10.2.3 Phase 3 

 

Development of a Boolean Parametric sweep search strategy to be employed in solving 

various issues regarding parallel robot design activity 

• Traditional parametric sweep search does not limit the search space, and usually 

does not have optimization features. Common geometrical shape boundary like 

cube and sphere limits the scope of workspace research. 

• Boolean algebra provides simple operation for controlling the search operation, and 

the flow-control operation. Boolean algebra also provides simple operation for 

assessing the database in 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional ways. 

• The Python simulation provides weighted ranking system which utilizes 

parameters like cost, efficiency and error. The Grassmann probability studies 

highlight the co-planar and IRA problem. Numerical system and most traditional 

work usually process the Parallel workspace and path using 2-dimensional 
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interpolation and extrapolation algorithm. The Trilinear interpolation which, is 

performed at later stage is computationally costly. 

 

10.2.4 Phase 4 

 

Development of a 3-dimensional parametric sweep search strategy that is based on search 

algorithm. Boolean algebra provides the control strategy to optimize the operation. 

• Traditional parametric sweep is limited to geometrical shape envelope like cube, 

sphere, cylinder and collections of previous-mentioned shapes. 

• The search space Cspace for traditional method is not optimized, not suitable for path 

planning, not suitable for real-time operation and the search path is redundant. 

• The Python simulation provides Boolean algebra control for limiting the search 

scope, region and direction. Therefore, the fractal growth method can be directed 

towards an economical search.  

• Boolean control for the search resolution has improved the parametric sweep, 

where the test for a 40cm wide region has reduced the test completion time from 

3400 seconds down to 1100 seconds.   

• The Python simulation system was experimented with various 2-dimensional and 

3-dimensional methods including Trilinear, L-system fractal, Simplex, Adjacency 

tree, Voxel, Brownian motion and Marching cube. The experimental test and result 

does not claim the method is better than the traditional approach. However, it 

proposes various new approaches in handling Parallel robot data. 
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• The experimental method demonstrated that the method is transferable for 

performing other tasks like definition for surface mesh, obstacle avoidance and 

haptic algorithm. 

• The experiments show that the key features, which are not found in traditional 

cubic sweep, are the expansion, contraction, seeding, direction and pattern 

generation found in tree, L-system and n-D interpolation methods. These features 

allow for optimized and small work region (Cspace) and ready integration with 

algorithm integration. The fundamental object-oriented and modular engine allows 

for various database systems to be integrated within.  

• The Parametric cubic sweep was able to find 10% valid workspace from the overall 

test data population. In contrast the polar coordinate system can find 68% valid 

workspace. Cubic-like parametric sweep based on Hilbert and Marching Cube 

integration with cube and Hilbert produce between 12 to 34% valid non-singular 

points.  

• Type 1D L-System planar grid system is not efficient, where the search can only 

find between 3.5 to 7.4% valid non-singular points.  

• However, when the L-System is interpolated and arranged strategically, total valid 

non-singular counts have improved and fallen into the range of 20.9% to 41.8%. 

 

10.2.5 Phase 5 

 

Development of a haptic controller that links with the 3D Python simulation, the 3D 

Numerical system (Solid Works and Matlab), and provides singularity-free control for a 

physical parallel robot.  
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• Typical simulator software does not link to numerical validation software. 

• Typical simulator software does not provide control of a physical robot, where the 

design and control is combined in one unit.  

• The PPPRRR configurations serve the purpose of having an easy reconfigurable 

structure and a single centre-point for all rotary and linear axes, providing 

capability to cater for various geometries and configurations. 

• The designer has difficulty in visualizing a large dataset and matrices for parallel 

robot system, where a typical hexapod would have 6 linear actuators, 12 joints and 

end-effectors in a 3-dimensional spatio-temporal system.  

• The development of the physical robot is an experimental work in validating the 

control strategy for a physical robot. The concept has been proven valid and 

practical, and has been validated by the numerical system. 

• The haptic engine is an experiment with restricted search space or Cspace that 

extends the Boolean algebra and grid method in Phases 3 and 4 into a restricted 

search region with weighted ranking system. The probability ranking system is 

linked to the force-feedback systems which provide braking, acceleration or change 

of motor direction to the haptic controller.  

• The haptic controller can control the 3D Python simulation directly, where it can 

validate geometric constraint and Grassmann error in real-time. The graphical user 

interface provides control for end-effectors’ motion, any joint’s motion, and 

geometric reconfiguration. It also selects the analysis and algorithm type and places 

slicing planes in 3D space.  

• The haptic controller can control an existing experimental physical robot directly or 

via Matlab programming, where the system can validate the position and 
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orientation. The haptic controller has the options of using Simplex, parametric 

sweep or Grassmann as its haptic engine.  

 

10.3 Contributions of the research 

 

1. Development of a new highly configurable and customizable parallel robot 

design assistive system. The system has collections of useful fundamental core 

objects, which are modular and extendible. This object-oriented approach 

allows for various algorithms for varied tasks to be integrated in the system. 

The database system is open and controlled by simple Boolean algebra. 

 

2. Development of a series of extended parametric sweep methods including L-

system, quadric algebra and binary tree. Boolean algebra provides control to 

constraint the search region, search direction and logical response to a user-

defined or system-defined pattern. Slicing and interval analysis together with 

2D, 3D and 4D interpolations allow for complex operations such as dataset 

blending.  

 

3. Development of a weighted ranking Grassmann validation system that checks 

for Grassmann-related errors within the workspace region. This weighted 

ranking system gives probability percentage for co-planar and IRA conditions, 

which may contribute to structural singularities. 
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4. Development of a haptic controller that helps identifies singularity errors within 

a 3D space. The haptic controller is a simple kinematic structure that works 

with various parallel robot’s geometries and configurations. The device adds a 

new modality and guides the robot the designer in identifying problems 

involving structures with high-degrees of freedom with large matrices. The 

integration of nD interpolation method based on Simplex, binary tree, L-system 

and quadric algebra has been developed into an open and modular haptic 

engine.  

 

10.4 Future Work 

 

Parallel robot development activity involves high resolution, high computation time, and 

high skilled workers in various simulation and modelling fields. The best approach for 

robot development is to conduct all computation at highest resolution, however this 

approach leads to slow result generation and a mistake at any design iteration will require 

user to restart the expensive process. This approach limit user ability in exploring and 

designing different design parameters, performing test scenario and being creative in 

developing the robot. The heavy computation and resources required to validate a design 

usually force user to use prior design, and try to improve an existing design by introducing 

some changes. It is costly to build many different models and test them in a highly 

accurate system. The Python simulation system fills in this gap, where it allows creative 

work for various design tasks. The simulation system allows integration of various 

algorithms suited for various task. It employs geometric constraint and Grassmann check 
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for singularity which is suitable for real-time operation. It has variety of methods in 

defining the search for workspace. Boolean algebra allows for many of the previously 

uncontrollable factors to become user-configurable. This allows for rapid prototyping of 

parallel robot with varied ranges of task definition.  A number of further extensions of the 

system as future work are suggested below: 

• There are various research opportunities in expanding the weighted ranking 

parameters by adding elements like stiffness, force, velocity and voltage. 

• The system can be expanded to be able to import CAD model, scale and position 

the CAD model in the robot’s environment. Then, the employ surface meshing 

algorithm to enable collision, path planning on surface mesh and surface mesh 

interaction. 

• Following Faugire’s GSP classification and Ben-Horin’s vector-space method, 

further study on this aspect could lead to auto-reconfigurable geometry per allowed 

assembly positions per classes, where the system could predict best geometric 

changes solution when the system reach singularity [14,15].  
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